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The Strange Tale of Wesley and Florence
Garrison: Racial Crosscurrents of the Postwar
Florida Republican Party
by Michael D. Bowen

F

or the first two thirds of the 20" Century, the Republican
Party of Florida had a well-deserved reputation for being
quiet, weak, and ineffectual. The Democratic Party dominated electoral politics so completely that some counties in the panhandle and north central Florida prided themselves on having nb
registered Republicans. Yet at the 1952 state Republican convention, held in the sleepy college town of Gainesville, the participants
acted as if their meeting mattered. A group of upstarts led by
Miami real estate developers Wesley and Florence Garrison, a couple some regarded as reformers and some regarded as rabblerousers, commandeered the fiont row of seating and refused to
allow the state executive committee to take their positions on
stage. After the Alachua County sheriff restored order, the
Garrisons and their supporters made their presence known by
repeatedly interrupting the opening roll call with chants of "contest" and "communist," and slamming their chair legs loudly
against the tile floor. At issue was the party's decision to abandon
the primary election and select its delegates to the Republican
gational convention without participation from rank and file party
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.,, Michael D. Bowen earned his Ph.D. from the University of Florida. He is Assistant
',I Director of the Bob Graham Center for Public Service and a Visiting Assistant
Professor in the Department of History at the University of Florida. The author
thanks Dr. Robert Zieger and the anonymous reviewers of the IZlorida Hi.storical
, , QUarterb for comments on an earlier draft of this article.
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members, a choice the Garrisons vehemently opposed. Despite the
repeated distractions, however, the state party went on with its
agenda and appointed a delegate slate that excluded the Gamsons
and their allies.
The 1952 convention was just one incident in the strange tale of
Wesley and Florence Garrison and was the midpoint in a decade-long
struggle pitting the Garrisons and their south Florida supporters
against the established Republican leadership. The Garrisons are
rarely discussed in Florida history, but their checkered political
careers reveal three specific trends that illustrate the fluctuating
nature of postwar America's political and demographic landscape.
First, the couple confronted the changing racial dynamic. The
Garrisons, who were white, based their partybuilding efforts in
Miami's African-American community at a time when both parties
were struggling to cope with an emerging civil rights consciousness.
This placed the Ganisons at the forefront of local activism and put
them on a collision course with the racially exclusionist practices of
the Florida Republican Party. Second, the Garrisons operated at a
time when migration from the North was applying pressure to the
traditionally Democratic and rural political institutions of the
Sunshine State. Their grassroots mobilization of the AfricanAmerican community was part of a broader struggle to expand the
Florida GOP beyond its limited base and unseat its narrowly focused
and uninterested leadership. Third, The Garrisons took sides in a factional dispute between candidates at the national level in which two
organizations engaged in heated contests for their party's presidential nomination and, in the process, became embroiled in numerous
state and local matters. The Garrisons framed their own local battles
as part of this larger factional struggle and, at times, played significant roles in the national party. From 1944 through 1956, these
three issues combined to dictate the fate of the Republican Party in
Florida. The Garrisons' actions reveal much about the complex and
often interconnected political networks that shaped Florida, the
South,and the nation, as well as the racial tension that permeated all
aspects of American politics in the postwar period.
Florence and Wesley Garrison moved to Florida from the
Midwest in the early 1930s and began organizing for the
Republican Party shortly thereafter, probably around 1934.' The
1.

Very little is known about Florence and Wesley Garrison's background and
early lie. Though the couple made their mark on Miami's African-American
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Garrisons had a significant amount of wealth which they used to
leverage control of the Dade County GOP. By 1944, Wesley
Garrison funded most of the local Republican budget and was
entrenched as the most powerful party member in Miami, serving
on the state committee and as a delegate to the Republican
national con~ention.~
Garrison earned his living as Miami's first
"blockbuster," the commonly accepted term for a real estate
developer who purchases homes in white or transitional neighborhoods and sells them to African Americans, usually at substantial profit. In the 1940s Wesley Garrison operated in the
Brownsville neighborhood and his brokering of existing singlefamily homes and the construction of several apartment buildings turned it from majority white to majority African American
by the end of the decade. With the help of elites in the African
American religious and business communities, he had no trouble
finding tenants and buyers. Garrison's actions drew the ire of
other Miami realtors, the Dade County Commission, and the Ku
Klux Klan, which burned crosses and harassed black residents in
Brownsville. Garrison defended his tenants and financed a legal
challenge for fair housing that went all the way to the Florida
Supreme Court, which overturned Dade County's racially restrictive zoning ordinance. For his actions, African Americans in
Miami regarded him favorably.3
Of course, the process of racial transition was never as cut and
dried as its boosters indicated. As Raymond MoN has pointed out,
Miami's demographic changes occurred because &can Americans
sought new and better housing and a number of real estate develop
ers, including the Garrisons, were willing to sell it to them. This did
not mean that the Garrisons were advancing integration, but rather
expanding the boundaries of the black neighborhoods. Over the
past three decades, numerous historians have explored the blockbusting phenomenon in other major metropolitan areas. Most stud-

2.

3.

community and more generally on the state Republican Party, they left no
archival records. What is known has been garnered mostly h m newspapers
accounts and field reports to the presidential candidates.
Paul Walter, Letter to Robert A. Taft, 17 July 1947, Copy in Folder (1948
Campaign-Florida-I-L),
Box 176, Robert A. Taft Papers, Division of
Manuscripts, Library of Congress, Washington, DC [Hereafter cited as Taft
Papers.]
Raymond A. Mohl, "Makingthe Second Ghetto in Metropolitan
Miami, 19401960,"~ m aoflUrban ~ i s t & y21 (March 1995):.41 0-f5:
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ies reveal that black expansion into white neighborhoods created an
atmosphere of tension that sparked white flight and helped pave the
While white
way for a more conservative bent in American p~litics.~
flight certainly happened in Miami, the context was different with
Garrison as he attempted to employ his tenants and customers in his
effort to advance a conservative, anti-New Deal brand of
Republicanism. The Ganison's blockbusting practice generated
what had to be a sizable profit, but the couple certainly seemed committed to bi-racial politics and the w e k e of the African-American
community beyond their real estate practices.
In 1944, Wesley Garrison was the top ranking Republican in
Miami and his presence in the black community added a
unique racial dimension to his public perception. Though
Garrison claimed credit for building the Dade County GOP
from the ground up, the exact number of members he recruited and their racial identification are uncertain, though anecdotally it appears that most of his following came from the
African-American community. Even though the Florida
Republican Party was nominally bi-racial, African Americans
were often shuttled into auxiliary groups and barred from state
conventions due to racism and the prevalence of segregated
facilities. In 1944, for example, a group of black women in
Orlando organized a Republican club but, because of racial
restrictions, were not allowed to affiliate with the statewide
organization of Republican women. The National Federation of
Republican Women, though, regularly allowed African
American clubs to affiliate directly to the national organization,
meaning that the Orlando group had standing at the national
level but none within their own state.5 Despite such backward

4.

5.

See Arnold R Hirsch, Making the Second Ghdto: Race aad Housing in Chicago,
1940-1960 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998); Arnold R Hirsch
and Raymond Mohl, eds., UrbanPolicy in Twentieth Centu~yAmerica (Piscaraway,
NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1993);Thomas Sugrue, The Origins of the Urban
Crisis: &a and1of P o s I W a T h i t (Princeton,NJ: Princeton University
Press, 1996); Kevin Kruse, White Right: Atlanta and the Making of M o d m
Colzseroat~(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005); Matthew D.
Lassiter, T h Silent MajOn.9: Suburbm Politics in the Sunbslt South (Princeton,NJ:
Princeton University Press, 2006).
Jane Hamilton, Letter to Marie Grarnm, 11 April 1944, Copy in Folder
(Florida-a££iliated), Box 3, Files of National Federation of Republican
Women, Dwight D. Eisenhower Library, Abilene, Kansas. [Hereafter cited as
NFRW Papers.]
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practices, the GOP had a sizable black element in the urban
areas of Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa, and Miami. Garrison's
familiarity and working relationship with the black upper class
in Miami and his status as a defender of civil rights gave him
cachet with these communities and a base of support throughout the state. His financial status and his willingness to donate
funds and time to the organization allowed him to bridge the
gap between the white and black members of the party, even
though Republican leaden from other parts of the state often
criticized him for organizing African Americans.
The Garrisons' ties with the African-American community
meant that their relationship with the entrenched state leadership was at times tenuous, but their most fundamental disagreement arose over party governance, not race. The
Garrisons loathed the county-unit system, the preferred
method of political control that both parties utilized throughout the South. Under Florida election laws, the state executive
committee included one man and one woman from each county even though a number of counties had fewer than ten
Republicans. In 1945 Dade County, for example, had 9,364
registered Republicans while Lafayette County had only one.
Yet, when conducting party business, Dade and Lafayette were
equally represented. Even counties with no registered
Republicans received a vote, a curious circumstance that usually resulted in a member of the leadership exercising a proxy
vote on behalf of the particular county. State committee members from the north central region, like their "porkchopper"
colleagues on the Democratic side, usually pooled their votes
to gain control of the party machinery and make decisions that
served their own interests to the detriment of the more populous counties in the southern region. Throughout most of the
late 1940s and early 1950s, G. Harold Alexander, a state
Republican committee member and later state chairman from
Ft. Myers, and C. C. Spades, the Republican National
Committee (RNC) member from St. Augustine, held the proxy
votes of between ten and twenty of the rural counties and used
their votes to prop up their less-than-active leadership. Spades
and Alexander had virtually no interest in building the party
and did little to register new voters or recruit and groom candidates for office. Since the Garrisons oversaw party activities
in Dade County, they had more supporters and more interest
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in growing the GOP, but the county-unit system kept them
from controlling the state party?
From 1945 through the 1950s, controversy over the countyunit system mounted in light of the postwar migration wave. Due
to a number of "pull" factors including defense contracts and
retirement communities, the urban areas of the state welcomed
thousands of new residents. Most of the migrants to the Miami
area had filiation with the Democratic Party, but a significant
number of Republicans moved to Florida as well. Though the
Tampa Bay region, and most notably Pinellas County, became a
Republican stronghold in the mid 1950s, the contours of the
migration were not readily apparent to those living in the moment.
It certainly appeared to the Garrisons that enough Republicans
from the North and Midwest were relocating to Miami to provide
a stable base for a revitalized GOP. Corresponding changes were
not taking place in rural counties such as Lafayette, Dixie, and
Gilchrist, making the county-unit system even more unrepresentative than it had been prior to World War 11. The rising tide of
migrants contributed to the Garrisons' sense of urgency. If they
succeeded in dismantling the county-unit system, they believed,
the Republican Party could prosper in the state and they could
legitimately claim party leadership and credit for building a twoparty system in Florida, advancing their reputations at the national level.'
6.

'7.

The political calculus favored the Gamsons, even though party registration
was a poor indicator of Republican support in any of the Solid South states.
With v i M y no chance of electing a Republican to state or local office, individuals had to register as Democrats to have a say in the Democratic primary
elections. The winners of those contests either ran unopposed or crushed a
poorly funded, usually unknown Republican in the general election. The primary contests, in short, were the only elections of any importance. Much
more Republican sentiment existed in the state than appeared on the voter
rolls, but when making decisions for the state GOP those registration numbers mattered a great deal and were good indicators of the level of disparity
between Republican voters in south Florida and their brethren in the northern counties.
In 1948, for example, Republican Presidential nominee Thomas E. Dewey
received 194,350votes even though Republican registration was just a shade
under 60,000. See Allen Morris, The Pbridu Handbook, 1947-48 (Tallahassee,
FL: Peninsular Publishing Co., 1949), 222; Brief of the Grass-Roots
Republicans, presented to the Republican National Convention, '7 July 1952,
Copy in Box 33'7, Taft Papers; Peter D. Klingman, N e i t h e r k nm S u w h : A
History of the Republican Party in Horida, 1867-1970(Gainemille, FL: University
of Florida Press, 1984), 148.
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Between 1944 and 1947, the Garrisons and the state leadership
worked well together. Changes in the Florida election law mandated that the Republican Party hold a primary election to determine
the state's Republican national convention delegates and Emory
Ackerman, the chairman of the state executive committee, made
no effort to challenge the law. To the Garrisons, the primary election was the key to defeating the county-unit system. The numerical strength of south Florida, they believed, would discredit the
rural-county coalition and give the Garrisons the opportunity to
lobby the national party to remove rural-bloc leaders Spades and
Alexander. Ackerman went along with the plan and also backed
Florence Garrison for a seat on the RNC. The climate certainly
looked favorable for overturning county-unit rule in Florida.
Between the time of the initial negotiations and the state convention in March 1948, however, the situation changed dramatically. Alexander, looking to maintain rural superiority, had cut a deal
with one of the presidential candidates,New York Governor Thomas
E. Dewey, and his campaign manager Herbert Brownell. Alexander
and Spades offered to steer the Florida delegation towards Dewey at
the Republican national convention in exchange for Dewey's future
support for the rural bloc against Ackerman and the Garrisons.
Brownell promised that Spades and Alexander would be the patronage brokersfor the state for the anticipated Dewey administmtion,
giving them the power to determine who received federal appointments in the Sunshine State. Patronage was the lifeblood of the
Southern Republican parties. Party leadem throughout the South
kept their organizations small and controllable and maintained the
loyalty of their supporters through promises of key appointments in
the fbture. Colonel Rentfko B. Creager, an RNC member fi-om
Texas, was the best example of this tactic. Derided in the local press
as the "Japanese Gardner" for his propensity to shape the party as
one would a Bonsai tree, G-eager used the promise of keyjobs to followers to defeat challenges to his leaders hi^.^ Alexander and Spades
behaved in much the same way and hoped to use Brownell's support
to prop up their authority. They used their relationship with
Brownell to unify the rural counties against Ackerman in exchange
for positions from the expected Dewey White House.
8.

Interview with Joe Ingraham and H. Jack Porter, conducted 9 November
19'72. Copy in Eisenhower Libmy Oral History Collection, Dwight D.
Eisenhower Library, Abilene, Kansas.
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Brownell's actions illustrate the multifaceted and pragmatic
nature of the American political system, as Florida was one state in
a region-wide strategy for party control. Since 1944, th
Republican Party had fractured into two factions. One group,
under Dewey, promoted a moderately conservative platform that
acknowledged the importance of the New Deal and espoused policies more friendly to labor unions and minorities in order to build
a new majority coalition. A rival organization, led by Ohio Senator
Roben A. Taft, believed the only way to regain the White House
was througha stronger consemtism that placed primacy on the
free market and a strict interpretation of the Constitution. In 1948,
the Taft and Dewey groups were roughly equal in size and popularity, meaning neither group could guarantee a majority of delegates before the 1948 national convention. As a result, both
national factions became heavily involved in local and state matters
in order to recruit convention delegates pledged to their candidate. This tightly contested situation meant that normally minor
disputes at the local and state levels could have repercussions at
the highest levels of the party. Brownell, hoping to raid Taft's sup
porters in the South, promised to lavishly reward states and state
leaders that backed Dewey in 194£L9
The Garrisons, aware of the national climate, reached out to;
both factions hoping to trade their influence in Florida for assis-:
tance with their own party building efforts. In July 194'7, a Taft'
associate reported that Wesley Garrison was the "key man" in the
first district of Florida and would control the two state convention
representatives from the area. The writer pointed out that
Garrison had backed conservative Ohio Senator John Bricker in
1944 and advised someone to keep frequent contact with him and
cultivate his support10 Garrison, though, was more interested inr!
8

9.

Brownell recruited and groomed Republicans in a number of southern states
to challenge the existing state leadership for control of their national conven- ;
tion delegations. In Alabama, for example,
Vardaman, the state party chairman, and offered him
he swung the delegation away from RNC m
Thomas E. Stephens, Memo to Herbert Brownell, 13 May 1947. Copy in
Folder 2 (Alabama), Box 21, Series 11, Thomas E. Dewey Papers, Department ,
of Rare Books, Special Collections, and Presemtion, University of Rochester ,
Library, Rochester, NY [Hereaftercited as Dewey Papers]; Herbert Brownell, 11
Letter to Claude Vardaman, 13September 1947. Copy in Folder 2 (Alabama), :,I
Box 21, Series 11, Dewey Papers.
10. Paul Walter, Letter to Robert A. Taft, 17 July 194'7. Copy in Folder (1948 ,,!
Campaign-Florida-I-L)
, Box 176, Taft Papers.
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contrdling the Florida party than choosing a candidate on the
basis of principle or past alliance and sought to trade his delegate
votes to the faction most likely to advance his political career. In
October 1947, Garrison wrote to Dewey announcing the creationl
of the Miami Republican Headquarters Club at 1947 W. Flagler
Street, four miles south of the heart of the Brownsville neighborhood he had developed. In a letter that read more like a real estate
advertisement than a bid for support, Gamson explained that he
had bought the building and paid for its operation with his own
funds, and,in just a matter of weeks, made it the most important
GOP institution in south Florida. He claimed that the club's members, most likely his tenants and the Brownsville African-American
Leadership, would all back Dewey in the 1948 Republican primary
and that their sheer numbem would enable Dewey to overpower
the small group of Republicans in the state's northern regions.
Garrison strongly implied that, if Dewey helped Garrison advance
within the state party, he and Florence could influence the Florida
delegation to vote for Dewey at the national convention. In a party
long controlled by a few individuals Garrison believed that his
Headquarters Club gave him the popular support to defeat the
rural counties in the upcoming primary."
Garrison's sales pitch and his work outside the regular organization were indicative of both the disenfranchisement of AfricanAmericans in Florida and the rural control of the state party, two
local factors that influenced Brownell's decision to back Spades
and Alexander. During the postwar period political clubs, group
ings of like-minded individuals who generally supported one of the
two major parties while functioning outside the official apparatus,
experienced a renaissance. Political clubs mobilized disenfranchised or marginalized populations to challenge state and local
party leaders in the hopes of gaining a voice in the system or advocating reform. One of the most notable examples, the East Bay
Democratic Club of Oakland, California, acted on behalf of the
local African-American community and helped break the stranglehold of the conservative downtown establishment on local politics. l2 Following the 1948 presidential election, the National
11. Wesley Garrison, Letter to momas Stephens, 28 October 1947, Copy in
Folder (Florida), Box 22, Dewey Papers.
12. For more on the East Bay Democratic Club, see Robert 0.Self, American
l&d$un: Race and the SEruggEG fm PosWar Oakland (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 2003).
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Republican Round-Up Club, an organization centered in Chicago
with a sizable membership and wealthy financial backers, advocated a strong conservative platform and helped push the GOP to the
right in the 1950 congressional elections.13 The club structure was
useful because it allowed individuals to cultivate grassroots support
specifically to challenge the ruling party oligarchy at the polls.
Garrison hoped to use the club to swarm the small parties of the
northern counties in the 1948 primary elections. Though he was a
member of the state executive committee himself, building a
broad base among the voters outside the regular party would
enable him to outflank the existing GOP leadership and seize the
reins of the state committee.
In his letter to Dewey, Garrison cast himself as a party
reformer, someone who wanted to build a two-party system in the
South. The keys to his strategy were the preferential primary election and Florence's ascendancy to the RNC, but the backing of a
national candidate who would determine the state's patronage
arrangements would also be beneficial. Unfortunately for the
Garrisons, the Dewey faction was not interested. Brownell believed
that the support of the rural county organization would provide
the most delegates. His decision, made solely with the goal of winning the presidential nomination in 1948, helped entrench the
county-unit system in Florida and weakened the bi-racial coalition
the Garrisons had built in Miami.
At the 1948 state convention, Alexander used the proxy votes
from the smaller counties and his alliances in the northern part of
the state to defeat Florence's bid to the RNC and elect one of his
associates, much to the chagrin of Ackerman. This turn of events
stunned the Garrisons, who interpreted the loss as a sign that the
rural counties could not be trusted and would impede future party
development as well as their own political fortunes.14 Ironically,
many regarded the Dewey camp as the Republican organization
with the most forward-looking policies on race. Dewey had lobbied
e New York legislature for the creation of the first state Fair
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13. For more on the NRRC, see Report of the Committee on Republican
Fundamental Principles of the National Republican Roundup Committee,
Chicago, Ill., 10-11 November 1949. Copy in Folder (Republican Strategy
Committee (2)), Box 7, Arthur Summerfield Papers, Dwight D. Eisenhower
Library, Abilene, Kansas.
14. Wesley Garrison, Letter to Clarence Brown, 16 July 1948, Copy in Folder
(1948 Campaign-Florida-GH), Box 176, Taft Papers.
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Employment Practices Committee and had sought to make the
national GOP more inclusive for minorities. Yet here Brownell,
Dewey's closest adviser, backed a racially intolerant faction over an
organization built ostensibly on bi-racial unity.
Immediately before the Republican National Convention, with
Alexander aligned with Dewey, Garrison pledged his allegiance to
the Taft faction. In a field report to the Taft campaign, an observer noted that "Garrison will not be against Bob [Taft], but he is
most interested in doing anything he can to push his wife as
National Committeewoman. However, if we sit down on him he is
going to have trouble in not voting for Bob." The correspondent
went on to observe that Garrison's challenger for the delegate seat
was "a much better citizen than Garrison," a contention that most
likely had racial overtones arising from Garrison's poor standing
within the Miami real estate community for his blockbusting.15
Another report, written ten days prior, claimed that Garrison had
the Miami delegate race sewn up and that no candidate, regardless
of his or her reputation or following, could defeat him.16 Clarence
Brown, a congressman from Ohio and Taft's campaign manager,
counted Ganison as one of the six committed Taft delegates from
the Sunshine state.'' He was also evidently critical to Taft's nomination plans; as Garrison was among a handful of individuals
whom Taft's advisors encouraged him to call in the days before the
convention in order to discuss parliamentary strategy.18
Taft, however, could not stop the Dewey bandwagon. The
1944 candidate once again won his party's nomination, becoming
the first individual in Republican history to lead the ticket a second
time after losing a general election. Taft received six votes, including Garrison's, out of Florida's eighteen. Garrison, however, took
Taft's loss as an opportunity to continue his local organizing.
Shortly after the convention Garrison wrote to Brown, saying
'What I would appreciateyour doing for me, is to write Gov. Dewey
and explain my position, that by advocating an active primary sys15. Jack McKay, Letter to John Marshall, 12 March 1948, Copy in Florida (1948
Campaign Miscellany-John Marshall-1947-8), Box 233, Taft Papers.
16. Unsigned,memo, 2 March 1948,Copy in Folder (1948 Campaign-FloridaA-B),Box 175, Taft Papers.
17. Clarence Brown, Letter to Henry Gibson, 26 May 1948, Copy in Folder (1948
Campaign-Florida-H)
,Box 1'76, Taft Papers.
18. Dewitt Sage, Letter to Robert A. Taft, 2 June 1948, Copy in Folder (1948
Campaign MisceUany-Correspan&nce-T-w) , Box 230, Taft Papers.
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tem not only here in Florida, but all thru the south, the greatest
progress will result in our efforts to firmly establish an active
Republican party here. Contrary, to the beliefs of most of our socalled republican [sic] leaders here, votes come before patronage."lg Brown passed Garrison's message on to Brownell, who
promptly dismissed it with no response.20
In the month following the national convention, Brownell designated Alexander to oversee the party's south Florida efforts.
Ackerman, still chairman of the Florida Republican executive committee, rightly saw such an arrangement as a threat to his leadership and asked Brownell to follow the "law and custom" in Florida
by naming him as state campaign manager. Race played a factor in
this decision as well, as Ackerman noted that Alexander was known
as a "lilywhite" and his leadership would repulse many African
American voters. Ackerman also pointed out that Alexander was
tied to the "small county" group and had no experience in mobilizing voters.21Brownell, unwilling to break his deal with Spades
and Alexander, refused to remove Alexander from his leadership
position. As predicted, Alexander was an ineffective campaign
manager and his get out the vote efforts failed miserably. He was,
however, a competent backroom politician and parlayed his official position in the Dewey campaign and his ties with Spades to
become state party chairman by a vote of 80-18 the following
year.22
Following the 1948 election, with Spades and Alexander now
firmly in control of the party machinery, the Garrisons resumed
their strategy of organizing at the grassroots to challenge to the
rural leadership. In 1950, Florence Garrison played a key role in
the chartering of the Florida Federation of Women's Republican
Clubs (FFWR). Under national party rules, a state with a certain
number of women's clubs could form its own state federation, an
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19. Wesley Garrison, Letter to Clarence Brown, 16 July 1948, Copy in Folder
(1948 Campaign-Florida-GH),
Box 1'76,Taft Papers.
20. Herbert Brownell, Letter to Wesley Garrison, 2 August 1948, Copy in Folder
(Garrison,Wesley), Box 13'7,Herbert Brownell Papers, Dwight D. Eisenhower
Library, Abilene, Kansas. [Hereafter cited as Brownell Papers.]
21. Emory Ackerman, Letter to Herbert Brownell, 3 August 1948, Copy in Folder
(Ackerman,Emory), Box 133, Brownell Papers.
22. Emory Ackerman, Letter to Herbert Brownell, 11 October 1946, Copy in
Folder (Ackerman, Emory), Box 133, Brownell Papers; "Brief of the
AlexanderSpades State Committee Delegation," '7 July 1952, Copy in Folder
(1952 Convention Delegate Contests-Florida), Box 129, Brownell Papers.
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umbrella group that coordinated club activity and acted as a liaison with the national GOP. Florence Garrison worked with Ethel
Parks, the RNC member from Florida and an ally of Spades, to
organize the requisite number and, in the summer of 1950,
Garrison formally received recognition from the National
Federation of Republican Women's Clubs. Garrison was elected
president of the state federation.23The GOP of this period used
clubwomen for voter mobilization and precinct work, but rarely
This tradition
expected them to have any impact on party
likely explains why Parks and Ganison worked together, as the
Alexander group did not see the FFWR as a threat Florence's position as FFWR president gave the Garrisons another official title
within the state organization and further bolstered their reputation in both state and national circles.
The creation of FFWR, while beneficial to the party, was another strategic maneuver to break the county-unit system and reduce
the power of the rural county bloc. For example, in late 1950 the
Garrisons used the FFWR in a transparent and ill-advised effort to
weaken the standing of Florida's RNC members. Florence
Garrison wrote to Bertha Adkins, director of the RNC Women's
Division, asking for more power in approving the speakers
assigned to the various Lincoln Day fund-raising dinners throughout the state, a task traditionally given to the RNC members. Her
rationale was that many counties had such little Republican W a tion and, in her estimation, often the county woman's club was the
only organized GOP group. She contended that the current state
of affairs was indicative of poor party leadership, saying 'I do not
intend to mention any names, but in past years great confusion has
resulted and many people were discouraged in assisting the
Republican
Adkins summarily rejected her request. Once
again, the Garrisons believed that acting as a conduit between
Florida and the national party and building alliances that could
reward supporters with patronage jobs was the surest way to
assume leadership at the state level.
23. Ethel Parks, Letter to Mrs. Joseph Farrington, 18 November 1950, Copy in
Folder Florida (2), Box 23, NFRW Papers.
24. Catherine E. Rymph, Republican Women: Feminism and Consmatism porn
Suflagz thmugtr ths f i e ofthe N m Rz.ght (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North
Carolina Press, 2006).
25. Florence Garrison, Letter to Bertha Adkins, 9 December 1950, Cc@%Folder
(Florida-General "1") ,Box 17' , NFRW Papers.
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As the Garrisons gained power, they left in their wake a trail of
enemies throughout the state. The couple adopted an aggressive
political style that alienated many. According to the numerous letters of complaint they generated over their two decade career, the
Garrisons would quickly denounce and ostracize, in the most
explicit terms possible, those who disagreed with them. Florence
Garrison, especially, had a tendency to red-bait her opponents.26
Mrs. Frederick Gramm, the chairman of the Orange County
Council of Republican Women, informed the National Federation
director that "I am working along with Florence Garrison and
doing everything I can to help her, but Oh! Betty-why do the
Garrisons always have to FIGHT someone! [Sic] Every time someone in this state looms to the stature of real leadership-the
Garrisons find something to fight him or her about."27This sentiment was repeated throughout the state as the Garrisons rose to
prominence. The animosity they created complicated their role
and their standing within the party. Critics often linked their
destructive personalities and their ties to the black community in
their complaints. A 1954 memo to the RNC, written as a neutral
field report, claimed that the Garrisons "are people of large means
derived from the purchase of delinquent tax certificates and the
sale of negro properties. They are utterly lacking in tact and are
completely irreconcilable with the opinions of others who differ
with them, however slightly. They have attempted but have failed,
to build up the party on the basis of negro regi~tration."~~
The
racial aspects of the Garrisons' activity were usually connected with
their controversial political style and both deemed as distasteful to
many Florida Republicans.
Despite their abrasive personalities, going into the 1952 election cycle the Garrisons retained their influence in Miami. Though
Wesley had ceded the Dade County chairmanship to an ally, he

26. For example, in a letter to RNC Chairman Leonard Hall, Florence asked
rhetorically "are we in Florida in an atomic age operating under archaic regulations, or perhaps modern iron curtain methods"when referring to Spades
and Alexander. Florence Garrison, Letter to Leonard Hall, 22July 1953, Copy
in Folder (Florida Situation (P)), Box 172, Leonard Hall Papers, Dwight D.
Eisenhower Library, Abiline, Kansas. [Hereafter cited as Hall Papers.]
47. Mrs.Frederick R Gramm, Letter to Mrs. Joseph Farrington, 19 August 1951,
Copy in Folder Florida (I), Box 23, NFRW Papers.
28. "The Republican Party in Florida," unsigned and undated, Copy in Folder
(Florida Situation 1954), Box 1'78, Hall Papers,
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remained on the state executive committee while Florence continued to lead the FFWR.Their positions made them once again critically important in the run up to the national convention. Among
presidential candidates, the GOP remained divided into two major
factions, one for Dewey and one for Taft, with a host of minor figures such as Harold Stassen and Earl Warren trying to mount
regional dark horse candidacies. General Dwight D. Eisenhower,
who in late 1951 entered the presidential picture, ran with the
backing of the Dewey group. Though he went on to win landslide
victories over Democrat Adlai Stevenson in both 1952 and 1956,
Eisenhower had a tough road to the Republican nomination. Taft
had won the hearts of the more conservative members of the party
and, until the first ballot of the national convention, was a plausible contender. With the nomination battle looking increasingly
tight yet again, every delegate mattered. As in 1948, candidate
organizations had to wade into purely local and state matters to
bargain for support or risk losing critical votes at the national convention, when popularity and support mattered most. This meant
that the national leaders would have to deal with the Garrisons.
In their quest for convention delegates, Taft's campaign officers kept tabs on the Miami and Florida situations. In late 1951,
David Ingalls, a former undersecretary of the Navy and Taft's
cousin, approached Garrison for support and issued a sobering
report of their meeting. "[Tlhere's going to be a hell of a fight
down in Florida, and we are going to have to decide what to do
about it," Ingalls noted to Taft's executive assistant I. Jack Martin.
"I don't think there is going to be any chance of getting the two
sides together in Florida, under any circumstance^."^ Garrison was
completely focused on the state situation, as Ingalls believed that
Garrison would swing the Miami delegates for Taft if, and only if,
the Taftites cut their ties with the regular delegation. B. Carroll
Reece, acting in his role as Taft's Southern regional campaign
manager, advised Martin to align their camp with the AlexanderSpades faction. Reece, himself the leader of the small, ineffectual
Tennessee state party, understood that Garrison's calls for a primary had little bearing on the national convention delegation and
was purely a local matter. He told Martin that "One thing is for certain, [the Taft faction] cannot hold the State organization and play
29. David Ingalls, Letter to I. Jack Martin, 1 September 1951, Copy in Folder
(1952--Campaign Miscellany-David Ingalls (2)),Box 454, Taft Papers.
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with Garrison. The two are incompatible..Agam,my opinion is, the
best chance for getting the delegation is to work with Mr.
Alexander and the State Committee."" Alexander, who had grown
weary of Dewey and his approval of New York's Fair Employment
Practices law, signed on with the Taft faction and planned to select
a delegation that would overwhelmingly endorse the Ohio senator.
In 1952, holding a delegation for a particular candidate would
be easier than in 1948 as changes to the Florida election laws had
removed the requirement for a primary election. Alexander, well
aware of the implications of direct elections, dropped the primary
and made it known that the state committee would handpick
national convention delegates at the state convention in
Gainesville. During the legislative session of 1951, the legislature
rejected a petition to require a primary contest. Later that year the
Ganisons and their ally, Dade County Chairman John Booth, filed
a lawsuit to force the state party to restore the primary contests.
According to Florence, who defended her actions to the FFRW
members, 'In 1949 the election laws were deliberately changed to
disenfranchise ~epublicanvoters by Republican leader [sic] inter~ention."~'
The case went to the Florida Supreme Court, which
ruled that the law as written did not mandate a primary and was
constitutional. Alexander, ecstatic at the decision, wrote Taft campaign manager Clarence Brown saying wred you a few minutes
ago relative to the decision of the Supreme Court. It apparently
gives us permission to do everything but shoot Garrison and I
would assume that this is not a legal question but a matter of civic
duty."" Alexander, with the help of the Democratic state legislature, had tightened his control of the Florida GOP and thwarted
the Garrisons' attempt to break the county-unit system.
Changes in the national picture also complicated matters in
Florida. Brownell, still Dewey's chief ally and political strategist,
took charge of the preconvention campaign of Dwight D.

30. B. Carroll Reece, memo to I. Jack Martin, 6 December 1951, Copy in Folder
(1952 Campaign-Florida-H),
Box 337, Taft Papers.
31. Florence Garrison, "Open Letter to the Club Presidents of the Florida
Federation of Women's Republican Clubs," 13 December 1951, Copy in
Folder (Florida (1)), Box 23, NFRW Papers.
32. G.H. Alexander, Letter to Clarence Brown, 5 February 1952. Copy in Folder
(A), Box 18, Clarence Brown Papers, Ohio Historical Society, Columbus,
Ohio.
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Eisell~lower'sMiami ~4mpaignteam included a number of Democrats, including
Mayor William Wolfarth (secondfrom left). Kirk Landon (first from left) and Paul
Helliwell (second from right) managed the campaign with Helliwell becoming the
top Republican in Miami during the Eisenhower administration, greatly diminishing the importance of the Garrisons. I m p courtesy of the Dwight D. Eisenhower
Libray, Abiline, Kansas.

Eisenhower. As in 1948, he believed that raiding Taft's delegate
support in the South remained the surest way to the nomination
and offered patronage considerations for delegate support
throughout the Old Confederacy. Alexander and Spades, unsure
of Eisenhower's stance on civil rights, pledged themselves to the
Taft faction. Rather than working with the Garrisons in their quest
for a Republican primary to unlock the rural dominance of the
Spades-Alexander group, however, Brownell recruited Miami
attorneys Kirk Landon and Paul Helliwell and created a new state
faction to challenge the state chairman. Both men were recent
migrants and experienced Republican operatives. Helliwell held
national offices in the Young Republicans and Landon had managed Wendell Willkie's 1940 campaign in Maryland. While his
background initially won Landon no friends among the Dewey
camp who to a man regretted Willkie's ascension, he did have
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knowledge of Republican procedures and enough contacts to
assemble a viable slate of delegates pledged to Eisenhower.
Brownell and the Eisenhower managers appointed Landon as
head of the Florida Citizens for Eisenhower, an ostensibly non-partisan organization that organized at the grassroots, much like
Garrison's Republican Headquarters Club. Garrison initially
approached Landon, looking to work together against the rural
leadership but Landon, well aware of Garrison's poisonous reputation, rejected his overtures.
Throughout 1952 the Garrisons continued to decry the state
party's refusal to hold a primary election and ultimately challenged Spades and Alexander at the state convention at
G a i n e d e . Their tactics caused a great deal of controversy, but
did help the Eisenhower forces gain a foothold in the state.
Garrison had control of the Miami GOP while Helliwell and
Landan had no standing within the state organization. Landon,
aware of Alexander's frustration with Garrison, approached the
state chairman and offered to work with him and Spades against
Garrison in exchange for one pro-Eisenhower delegate to the
national convention. Both Alexander and the Taft leadership
knew that Landon planned to "convertn delegates once he
received a seat, but they viewed it as worth the risk in order to quiet
Garrison. The latter was, of course, impossible. Garrison immediately declared his intention to challenge the seating of the Florida
delegation at the national convention on the grounds that the
absence of a primary had disenfranchised the voters of south
Florida. Brownell and the Eisenhower organization endorsed
Landon's strategy and did not weigh in on Garrison's challenge
before the RNC credentials committee, primarily because the double-dealing Florida leadership had sent an exploratory message to
former RNC Chairman and Eisenhower backer Hugh Scott asking
for favorable consideration from the Eisenhower group. Spades,
though publicly committed to Taft, assured Scott that he would be
"perfectly satisfied with the number of votes for Eisenhower." The
Eisenhower group did not make Florida an issue and the Spades
group was seated by a unanimous vote of the Credentials
C~rnmittee.~~

33. C. C. Spades, Letter to Hugh Scott, 24 March 1952. Copy in Folder (1952
Convention Delegate Contests-Florida), Borc 129, Brownell Papers.
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Once Eisenhower took the White House, the Republicans
found themselves in the majority for the first time in over two
decades. Although the new president faced numerous challenges
at home and abroad, patronage was the most pressing problem for
the party. Because of the long period between the Hoover and
Eisenhower administrations, there was no ready-made group of
office seekers with which to s t a E the executive branch, making the
transition period fhirly chaotic. With so many individuals claiming
credit for the victory through their work with the Republican
Party, including the non-partisan Citizens for Eisenhower and the
Democrats for Eisenhower, patronage distribution quickly became
another point of intense controversy between the Garrisons, the
Alexander-Spades group, and the Helliwell-Landon contingent.
Leonard Hall, a former congressman from Long Island, New York,
who chaired the RNC during Eisenhower's first six years in office,
collaborated with the White House on patronage distribution. A
confidential survey of the Florida situation, taken sometime
around May 1953, revealed the obstacles associated with building
a stable base in the Sunshine State. The report immediately
acknowledged that Eisenhower won his 100,000-plus majority
because of his popularity and gave no thanks to the SpadesAlexander leadership, which it referred to as "reactionary."
Sounding reminiscent of a Wesley Garrison mass-mailing, the
author of this document concluded that the county-unit system
had effectively disenfkanchised the Republicans from Tampa
southward and if voters had selected their delegates via primary all
18 of them would have voted for Ike on the first ballot. "Denying
Florida Republicans the opportunity to elect Convention delegates
by primary certainly has not helped to build the party," the report
said, "and it will not strengthen the national administration during
the next four years. No amount of patronage fertilizer will green
grass barren of roots and G.O.P. roes in Florida are almost barren
over wide areas." 34
Rather than endorsing Garrison, the most vocal proponent of
the primary election and the development of the two-party system,
the report advised the Citizens for Eisenhower group to handle
patronage matters and credited Landon, who had passed away
I

34. Memo, "Florida Politics," undated, Copy in Folder (109-A-7 ( Z ) ) , Box 543,
Presidential Papers of Dwight D. Eisenhower, General File Series, Dwight D.
Eisenhower Library, Abilene, Kansas. [Hereafter cited as General File.J
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since the election, and Helliwell, for Florida going into the
Republican column.35 A state advisory committee, set up by
Alexander with input from the Citizens groups, approved patronage appointments for all counties except for Dade. As Alexander
phrased it, 'Due to internal dissension, Dade was excepted for the
present from the regular county procedure to insure that Party
matters will be handled on a fair and impartial basis. It was the consensus of opinion that it is doubtful that Party affairs can be prop
erly evaluated where Party officials cannot agree." Alexander put
together a four-person committee to approve nominees from
Dade County and did not include the Garrisons or their associates?
Despite an awareness of the county-unit system's flaws, no one
in Washington would lift a finger to help the Garrisons. Instead,
attention shifted to the S t Petersburg area where Bill Crarner, the
1952 Republican candidate for Florida's first congressional district, appeared to have the best chance of building the party.
Pinellas County had elected a slew of Republicans to local offices
in 1950 and sent Cramer to the state House of Representatives. In
1952 Cramer lost an open seat election to Democrat Courtney
Campbell by just under 1,900 votes. The RNC regarded the
Pinellas County organization as the strongest group in the state
and made it a point to give them adequate financing and attent i ~ nIn
. ~1954
~ Cramer would win the Congressional seat by just
over 1,500 votes. It was the Pinellas organization, rather than the
Garrisons in Miami, who made the most compelling case against
Alexander's leadership and the grassroots mobilization of Florida
Republicans.
In May 1953 Fred Petersen, a Republican who held Cramer's
old seat in the state House, introduced a bill that would limit representation on the state political parties to counties with at least two
percent of its populations registered with that party. If passed, of
course, this measure would take away the monopoly of the smaller
northern counties and shift the balance of power to the TampaSarasota-Miami axis. Alexander, in a bizarre incident that seemed
reminiscent of a bad television show, apparently tried to blackmail
35. Ibid.
36. G.H. Alexander, Memo to Republican Officials, 20 March 1953, Folder
(Florida Situation 1955 (1)) ,Box 172, Hall Papers.
57. Memo, "Florida Politics," undated, Copy in Folder (109-A-7(2)),Box 543,
General File.
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Petersen into withdrawing the bill when he turned up in Petersen's
office with copies of letters from Petersen's ex-wife concerning their
especially nasty divorce proceedings. Rather than accede to
Alexander's demands, Petersen called a press conference and
announced the presence of the letters and decried this "brazen
attempt to control my future actions." The bill ultimately failed in
committee, but it put the state leadership on notice that the small
county domination would not likely continue for very long.38
Another line of attack on Petersen was to malign him in the press as
a supporter of the Gamsons, a tactic which Petersen called "conclusive evidence of the desperateness and insecurity of your position."3g
The Garrisons did try to get involved with the Petersen legislation as part of their continued advocacy for a permanent primary
system but failed. In July, the Gamsons and a number of allies met
in Orlando and issued an open letter to Eisenhower, Hall, and the
Florida Republican leadership asking for a national investigation of
the county-unit system and its implications. Calling themselves the
"Republican Committee for Good Government," the group decried
the current system which allowed Alexander and Spades to "control
the political pie-counter and distribute patronage as they see fit."
The Garrisons argued that such tactics kept the party small and
functionally useless. Spades and Alexander, for their part, dismissed the Garrisons as little more than attention seekers.
Officially, Hall responded to Florence with a terse note saying: "As
you know, I cannot, as the National Chairman, become involved in
State factional fights and I cannot, in particular, become involved
in county fights. Since there are over 3000 counties in this country,
you can imagine the problems involved."40Though they agreed in
principle, the national organization gave the Garrisons no support.
The shunning of the Garrisons was partly due to their tendency to engage in counterproductiveinfighting and partly due to the
racial dimension of their politics. In fact, their advocacy of civil
rights, at the time an emergent political issue in the South, continually repelled potential allies. Racial undertones are evident in
much of the correspondence regarding the Garrisons and

38. St. Petersburg Times, 22 May 1953.
39. Fred Petersen, Letter to G. H. Alexander, 15 May 1953, Copy in (GF 109-A-2
Florida 1952-1953 ( I ) ) , Box 496, General File.
40. Leonard Hall, Letter to Florence Garrison, 3 September 1953, Copy in Folder
(Florida Situation 1953 ( 2 ) ) , Box 172, Hall Papers.
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Republican politics in general. Kent McKinley, the chairman of the
Sarasota Country Republican Executive Committee and a former
GOP candidate for Congress informed White House chief of staff
Sherman Adams that "The [Fair Employment Practices
Committee] is not for the South, and never can be unless you want
to mongrelize the white race. Sounds funny, but is dead serious. I
do subscribe to that thinking loo%." McKinley goes on in his letter to argue for Pinellas and Sarasota Counties as patronage overseers, since they have a larger percentage of the registered
Republicans than their neighbors to the north. Populous counties
were the key to expanding the two-party system in McKinley's
mind, but only if the party membership remained white.41
Race remained the key stumbling block to the Garrisons' success though, to their credit, they continued to organize in a biracial fashion. The racial aspects of the Miami Republican split
came into full focus during the Lincoln Day dinner fiasco of 1955.
Unwilling to work with each other, the Garrison and Helliwell factions each hosted their own Lincoln Day dinners, traditionally the
high point of Republican fund raising drives. The Helliwell group
held their dinner on Friday, February 11, with Utah Senator
Arthur Watkins delivering the keynote address. The Garrisons
scheduled theirs for Saturday, February 12 at the Urmey Hotel in
downtown Miami with the RNC dispatching Indiana
Congresswoman Cecil B. Harden to address the crowd. It was not
unusual for multiple organizations within one county or municipality to sponsor their own Lincoln Day gatherings and the presence of Watkins and Harden shows that both events had sanction
from the state and national parties. The differences between the
festivities, though, were in sharp relief in typical Garrison fashion.
The Helliwell event went on without a hitch. But shortly after
events began at the Urmey, the hotel's owner, E. N. Claughton,
stormed into the banquet hall and demanded that the twenty-four
African Americans in attendance leave the segregated facility
immediately. According to the reporter for the Miami Herald, a
"near riot broke out" between white members of the Dade County
Executive Committee, outraged by the demands, and Claughton
and his associates. As the two groups shouted at each other,
Claughton threatened to switch off the electricity and end the
41. Kent McKinley, Letter to Sherman Adams, 8 March 1953, Copy in Folder (GF
109-A-2 Florida 1952-1953 (1)), Box 496, General File.
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event all together, a statement which prompted the black audience members to rise t~ their feet. In a bit of delicious symbolism
not lost on the Herald reporter, a black clergyman with "a large
gold cross hanging from his neck," led them out of the hall and
into the lobby. Garrison, highlighting the irony of the situation,
took the microphone and declared that he would not be party to
an event named in honor of Abraham Lincoln that was not open
to all citizens. He and Florence then walked out, along with an
estimated 130 whites, leaving some 120 attendees in the room
with a distressed Harden at the head table. When order was
restored, Harden spoke to the remaining attendees, after briefly
noting the "unfortunate occurrence," on the impending decline
'< ;
of the Solid
$i;l !ji$aq$j??;~~~<~
7
Over the next four days, the Herald reported on the charges
!, '
and counter-charges between Claughton and Garrison. Claughton
contended that he was not told in advance that African Americans
would be in attendance and blamed Garrison for purposely hosting an integrated event in a segregated facility in order to draw
publicity and "exploit the colored people." In the time of Massive
Resistance, many in the South appreciated this, with the Georgia
state House of Representatives passing a resolution praising
Claughton for his action. The mayor of Miami countered with a
statement labeling Claughton's racial views unrepresentative of the
i:);,;
city's population. Garrison denied that the event was purposeful
:,:;!,;d
' 11:.
but did threaten a number of lawsuits. The editors of the Herald
'
,.
'
came down somewhere in the middle, noting the shocking and
;,&,I8!
belligerent behavior of hotel management while contending that
'
J,,J,j,
,\ , ; ,( ; ,
Garrison or one of his supporters had to have known what would
'V
transpire. Neither group was absolved, but the paper believed that
':
the situation would have been easily avoidable. In actuality, it
,,
seems highly likely that the Garrisons staged the event to advance
his standing in the GOP. At the time, a number of Florida legisla.
p,
tors had introduced bills to uphold segregated schools and nullify
,.
the Supreme Court's Brown v. Board of Education decision. The
/:
;,'
Lincoln Day activities, as they transpired in the press, illustrated
, (,'
,,,r
that the Florida GOP continued to hold firm to the color line
,,:,,;.
despite the Garrisons' public efforts to the contrary."
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Almost immediately Garrison sought to capitalize on the publicity and advance his fight against the state leadership. He wrote
to Eisenhower pleading with the President to issue a statement
decrying the events at the Urmey Hotel. He took credit for registering the African-American members who had been removed
from the dinner, a claim very likely true, and hoped for a forthright stance from Washington favoring racial equality.
Administration staff shuttled the letter back and forth among
themselves while deciding on a response. Ultimately Val
Washington, an African American and head of the "Negro
Division" of the RNC, told Adams to ignore Garrison. In a memo
to Eisenhower attached to Garrison's letter, Adams directed the
president that "if you must reply, have to be blunt and tell Pres
can't interfere-local-appears
Mr. Garrison fomented difficulty."
There is no record of a response from the White House, but it is
clear that Len Hall once again shunned Garrison. One month
after the events at the Urmey, Hall was the keynote speaker at a
hastily arranged fund-raiser for the state party with notable attendees including Spades, Alexander, and four African Americans:
the Garrisons were conspicuously absent." Though the Garrisons
continued to complain loudly, neither the RNC nor the White
House would give them any assistance.
While the Garrisons sustained their advocacy for a bi-racial,
expanded two party system in Florida, the larger factional dispute
continued at the national level. Despite Taft's death in 1953, ideological conservatives continued to operate throughout the
Eisenhower administration to the point that, by 1956, former Taft
supporters were preparing to nominate one of their own should
Eisenhower refuse to run for a second term. Garrison, ever the
political opportunist, threw himself in to these proceedings with
an eye on making Florence the national committeewoman for
Florida. The right-wing Republicans pinned their hopes on Senate
Majority Leader William F. Knowland of California. After Taft's
death, Knowland seemed the most likely to spearhead the burgeoning conservative movement within the GOP. He was not as
skilled a politician as Taft and was more focused on foreign policy,
especially American involvement in Asia, so this transition of leadership was not as smooth as either Knowland or the remnants of

44. Miami Times, 26 March 1955.
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the Taft faction would have liked. He was, however the only conservative with enough national stature to lead the old Taft faction.
Under normal circumstances, a dissident group or minority
faction would dare not challenge the incumbent president and
his organization, but 1956 was not a normal election cycle. In
1955 Eisenhower suffered a heart attack and his health was a matter of doubt for both the public and the party. Knowland, seeing
his opportunity to take back the party for the conservatives, began
quietly assembling Republican delegate slates under the banner
of "Ike-First-Knowland," meaning that delegates pledged to his
cause would support Eisenhower first but, if the president did not
run for re-election, would back Knowland. Because of the political dangers associated with bucking one's party leadership,
Knowland sought support from nominally Republican groups and
clubs who backed the party but did not have a stake in the regular organization.
Sometime in late 1955, Knowland and his associates reached
out to Garrison's Republican Headquarters Club and asked for
help in organizing a delegate slate. Their efforts, though, were
short-lived and futile. By March 1956 Eisenhower had announced
his candidacy and Knowland had dropped his nomination bid.
Knowland was not a political neophyte and clearly understood the
ramifications of working with dissident Republican groups
throughout the nation. Though some of these individuals might
have political tact and savvy, the chances of this motley crew overseeing a successful general election campaign were very slight.
Knowland told an associate early on in the process that he was prepared to accept outlying support to get his name on the ballot in a
number of states, including Florida, but "planned to do everything
in [his] power once the election and nomination is settled to unite
the party and to make full use of the official ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n s . " ~ ~
Knowland was not at all interested in the Garrisons or their continual campaign for control of the Republican apparatus and abandoned them as quickly as he had asked them for help.
This rejection, however, did not stop the Garrisons. Joe Miller,
an associate of the couple, began a fund-raising drive that capitalized
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45. William F. Knowland, Letter to William LaVarre, 13 February 1956, Copy in
Folder (Florida), Box 96, William F. Knowland Papers, Bancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley, California. [Hereafter cited as Knowland
Papers.]
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on Knowland's name recognition and promised success far beyond
1956. In a letter to notoriously right-wing oil tycoon H.R Cullen,
Miller hked for financial support to get Ike-First-Knowland delegates
on the ballot and help bolster the two-party system in the South. The
letter implied that this quest would not end with Knowland, so it
appears that the Garrison group was using Knowland's long shot candidacy as a pretext for filling the coffers of their own organization.
Cullen forwarded the letter to Knowland pledging to fulfill this
unorthodox request if Knowland wanted. Knowland advised Cullen
not to help, saying "I believe that those sponsoring this program in
Florida should handle their own problem and not solicit outside
assistance. They called you without my knowledge or approval."*
The Garrisons, however, continued to invoke Knowland's name in
their unsuccessful efforts to get Florence Garrison elected to the
RNC and to break the control of the rural northern counties over the
state party. One especially inflammatory circular, titled "PatriotsBeware!" explicitly linked Knowland with the Garrison's tireless battle for open primary election^.^'
Even while claiming to have Knowland's support, the racial
undertones of the Garrisons' political activity continued to undercut their chances for success among Florida Republicans. William
LaVarre, a Republican from Nokomis, Florida, with personal ties
to Knowland assessed Garrison's importance as minimal, telling
Knowland that he "controls mainly the Negro vote of Dade and the
surrounding counties."48In February 1956 an observer from St.
Petersburg wrote to Knowland urging him to disavow all ties with
the Garrisons. In their estimation, the 1955 Lincoln Day incident
still weighed heavily on people's minds, with Wesley Garrison
blamed for violating the racial status quo when he "tried to force
an integrated crowd in a hotel where Negroes are not allowed."
The writer went on to add further evidence that "it is reliably
reported that his wife is Jewish which hurts like everything in most
parts of the State. These factors may be a distinct disadvantage."49
46. H.R. Cullen, Letter to William F. Knowland, 8 March 1956, Copy in Folder
(Florida), Box 96, Knowland Papers; William F. Knowland, Letter to H.R.
Cullen, 14 March 1956, Copy in Folder (Florida), Box 96, Knowland Papers.
4'7. Charles Batchelder, Memo to Paul Manolis, undated, Copy in Folder
(Florida), Box 96, Knowland Papers.
48. William LaVarre to William F. Knowland, 26 January 1956, Copy in Folder
(Florida),Box 96, Knowland Papers.
49. A.B. Whitford, Letter to William F. Knowland, 5 February 1956, Copy in
Folder (Florida), Box 96, Knowland Papers.
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Many conservatives, who likely conflated the Garrisons with the
Dewey faction because of the latter's support of the FEPC, also
urged Knowland to ignore Garrison. Marie Grarnm, who Florence
had ostracized from the FFRW shortly after its founding, wrote to
Knowland using the stationary of the far right group "For
America." She proclaimed that &liation with Garrison would hurt
Knowland's chances of carrying a majority of state delegates in
Florida, more than likely because of their openness to black

republican^.^^
Organizing the Republican Party in a bi-racial fashion in a conservative Southern state did not pay dividends, no matter how populous the southern counties were in comparison to the northern
ones. This fact was especially true in 1956, as racial tension stemming from the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision still was a
concern to many Florida Republicans and eroded some of
Eisenhower's support. A small business owner in Jacksonville who
had voted for Ike in 1952 refused to donate to the state GOP
because of the Brown decision and the overall pro-civil rights tone
of the Eisenhower administration. He went on to claim that the
Republicans were making the Constitution into a "scrap of paper,"
but noted that he might have to vote for Eisenhower because "i
looks like the Stevenson-Kefauver-Eleanor Roosevelt-Walter
Reuther team would be worse rather than better, I am still hoping
for a Democratic Congress so that we can have some champion for
protecting the Con~titution."~~
The heightened racial awareness in
the aftermath of Brown did the Garrisons no favors.
The Knowland campaign was the last ditch effort of the
Garrisons to take over the Florida GOP. With its end the couple
faded into obscurity. Their role in the party was now so minimal
that they did not even factor in the national committeewoman's
post-election report to the RNC. 52 This is quite ironic, as during
the 1956 election cycle and beyond, the changes that the Garrisons
had tried to implement for the better part of two decades were
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50. Marie Gramm, Letter to William F. Knowland, 11 February 1956, Copy in
Folder (Florida),Box 96, Knowland Papers.
51. W.T.S. Montgomery, Letter to Earl Smith, 2'7 September 1956, Copy in Folder
(OF-109-A-2 1956 (3)), Box 496, Presidential Papers of Dwight D.
Eisenhower, Official File Series, Dwight D. Eisenhower Library, Abilene,
Kansas. [Hereafter cited as Official File.]
52. Mrs. Frank E. Williams, Letter to Leonard Hall, 12 November 1956, Copy in
Folder (OF-109-A-2 1956 (4)) , Box 496, Official File.
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finally being realized. More than anything else this turn of events
makes the tale of Wesley and Florence Garrison a strange' one.
Here were local political leaders operating in the state's most populous county during a time of staggering inbound migration. They
challenged an organization that effectively disenfranchised the
majority of the state's Republican voters. When national
Republican leaders, including President Dwight D. Eisenhower,
made the two-party South a priority for their party-building goals
and finally tore the county-unit system down, the Garrisons were
nowhere to be found.
The tale of the Garrisons is indeed unusual because, despite
the overwhelming factors that favored their political goals, the
Garrisons were rejected, despised, and ostracized by local, state,
and national Republicans. The reasons for this are twofold and
inextricably linked. First, the Garrisons attempted to use their contacts with African-American voters, most notably in the Brownsville
section of town, as the cornerstone of their party-building efforts.
This prompted outrage among state Republicans, especially those
from the rural areas which dominated the state party. Second, the
Garrisons had virtually no political or social tact. At times, their letter writing campaigns and publicity-seeking maneuvers seemed to
border on the obsessive. While the couple sought a worthwhile
outcome while shamelessly promoting themselves as the solution,
their single-minded quest annoyed any and every operative that
they encountered. These two issues were conflated because their
critics often held their African American followers as evidence that
the Garrisons were simply power-hungrypeople who would do anything, even engaging in the extreme measure of violating
Southern racial mores, to realize their selfish ambitions. At times
the Garrisons' motives do appear less than altruistic, justifying
some amount of criticism, but racial undertones permeate the writings of their most strident detractors more than one would expect.
The leadership of the rural county bloc, which Cramer and the
Pinellas group ultimately supplanted in 1964, met its demise, just
as the Garrisons said it would. They were, however, on the wrong
side of the racial divide to bring about the change.
The Garrisons and their activities also highlight the interconnected nature of American politics. While Tip O'Neil has claimed
that all politics are local, state and national actors influence them
as well. For example, had Brownell thrown in with the Garrisons in
1947 the Miami faction would likely have kept Alexander and the
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WESLEY
AND FLORENCE
GARRISON
rural bloc from dominating state proceedings.
refused to run in 1956 and had Knowland gone
ination, the Garrisons might have retained so
party despite the hostility against them. Coun
are generally unproductive exercises, but her
major events of the period, including the
Brown v. Board of Education case, and Eisenh
the political possibilities for operatives in F1
above all else, illustrate how the dynamic p
impacted operatives, both inside and outsid
pected and unavoidable ways.
The strange tale of Wesley and Florence Garrison is also one
heavily affected by race and the exclusionary politics of the Solid
South. In a way, the Garrisons were ahead of their time. Their call
for ending both the county-unit system and the white-only composition of the Florida GOP began roughly a decade before the Civil
Rights Movement picked up in earnest and is reflective of their
northern roots. Though their real estate activities in Miami are
questionable, their mission to revitalize the Republican Party as a
bi-racial, truly democratic organization breaks the established
stereotypes of postwar blockbusters, many of whom engendered a
reactionary politics that contributed to the conservative shift in the
latter third of the 20" Century. The Garrisons seemingly cared for
their tenants and their clients and incorporated th
political process, making the couple either truly egali
opportunistic. The truth lies likely somewhere in be
their organizing, such as Florence's work in the Flo
of Republican Women, no doubt c~ntributed
strength of the party in Florida, but the inces
between the Garrisons and the Spades-Alexander
ly harmed the GOP. Though other Republicans
them, the Garrisons pushed the state party to
exclusionary, rural-based procedures. Whil
ambivalent, it seems clear that the Garrisons he1
racial status quo and played a critical role in the
Florida politics in the postwar period.
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Tampa's 1910 Lynching: The Italian-American
Perspective and Its Implications
By Stefano Luconi
n 20 September 1910, law enforcement officers in Tampa
arrested two Sicilian immigrants, Angelo Albano and
Castenge (alias Castenzio and Costanzo) Ficarotta. They
were charged with complicity in what ultimately turned out to be
the fatal shooting of J. Frank Esterling, an accountant for the
Bustillo Brothers and Diaz Cigar Company, a large cigar manufacture that employed some 600 workers in West Tampa. While
Albano and Ficarotta were being taken to the countyjail, at a time
when Esterling was still alive though hospitalized in critical condition, a crowd of twenty-five to thirty people stopped the horsedrawn hack by which the two suspects were being moved, seized
the two prisoners, transported them to a nearby grove, and
lynched them. As a desecrating insult to the corpses, a pipe was
placed in Ficarotta's mouth and a notice was pinned to Albano's
belt. Written in black ink, the notice read "Beware! Others take

Stefano Luconi teaches U.S. history at the University of Rome "Tor Vergata" in
Italy and specializes in Italian immigration to the United States. His publications
include From Paesani to White Ethnics: The Italian Experience in Philadelphia (Albany,
N.Y.: State University of New York Press, 2001) and The Italian-American Vote in
Providence, Rhode Island, 1916-1948 (Madison, N.J.: Fairleigh Dickinson University
Press, 2004). A preliminary draft of this article was presented at the First Annual
Ybor City Museum Society Symposium, "Sicilians in Tampa: Unfolding the
Journey," Ybor City, 11-12 July 2008. The author would like to thank Gary Ross
Mormino and another anonymous referee for their careful reading of the manuscript and valuable suggestions.
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note .or go .the same way. We know seven more. We are watching
you. If any more citizens are molested, look out-Justice."'
Albano and Ficarotta were members of the local ItalianAmerican community that initially took shape in the 1890s when
Sicilian immigrants left sugar cane plantations in St. Cloud,
Florida, to pursue a better life and job opportunities in Tampa.
This ethnic minority, a group of about 3,500 people, clustered in
the Ybor City district and found employment primarily with the
burgeoning cigar manufactures, in which Cuban and Spanish
workers predominated.*The tobacco industry was the backbone of
the city's economy, as Tampa was the world's leading supplier of
the clear Havana cigars in the early twentieth c e n t ~ r yIn
. ~ 1910,
Italian immigrants accounted for nearly twenty percent of the
labor force in cigar factories, although they lagged behind
Spaniards and Cubans; seventy percent of the gainfully employed
members of Ybor City's "Little Italy" held jobs in this field. Most
tobacco workers were women, who managed to advance to highpaying positions. Italian men had a less stable presence in the
industry because many of them worked only until they had saved
enough money from their wages as cigarmakers to open their own
businesses, often groceries or dairiesS4
The lynching of Albano and Ficarotta was not unprecedented.
Indeed, it was not the first time Italian newcomers-and Sicilians
in particular-fell prey to mob justice. Nor was it the last such
event.5 Overall, according to data collected by historian Patrizia
Salvetti and based on research into the records of Italy's Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, at least thirty-four people of Italian birth were
lynched throughout the United States between the mid 1880s and
the early 1910s. In the same decades, there were also several
- --

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Tampa Morning Tribune, 21 September 1910; La Tribuna Italian~d'timmica, I
October 1910.
Giacomo Fara Forni, "Gli italiani nel distretto consolare di Nuova Orleans,"
in Emigrazione e colonie: Raccolta di rapporti dei RR.Agenti diplomatici e consolari,
3 vols. (Rome: Tipografia dell'unione Editrice, 1909), 3:217.
Archer Stuart Campbell, The Cigar Industry of Tampa, Horida (Gainesville:
Bureau of Economics and Business Research, 1939); Robert P. Ingalls and
Louis A. Pbrez, Jr., Tampa Cigar W o r k : A Pictorial History (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2003), esp. 1-10.
Gary Ross Mormino and George E. Pozzetta, The Immigrant Wmld of Ybor City:
Italians and Their Latin Neighbors in Tampa, 1885-1985 (Urbana and Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 1987), 106-7.
Clyde Weed, "The Lynching of Sicilian Immigrants in the American South,
1886-1910,"American Nineteenth Century History 3 (March 2002), 45-76.
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attempted lynchings of Italian immigrants. Salvetti found evidence
for eleven additional episodes in which the lives of more than
twenty people were threatened. Her figures, however, likely underestimate the actual number of both Italian-American dead and
potential casualties because they may not include some immigrants who eventually became U.S. citizens and the U.S.-born children of the Italian newcomers. Moreover, killings in small towns
without Italian consular agents sometimes went ~ n r e p o r t e dFor
.~
instance, unnoticed by Salvetti's study, an Italian grocer, John
Ginocchio, narrowly escaped lynching in Petersburg, Virginia, in
1860.~
The first official Italian victim of the "lynch law" was Federico
Villarosa in Vicksburg, Mississippi, in 1886. Accused of attempted
rape of the thirteen-year old daughter of the local postmaster,
Villarosa was awaiting trial on 29 March, when a blood-thirsty mob
grabbed him from his prison cell and hanged him.8
After Villarosa, nineteen Italians were lynched in Louisiana,
including three victims at Hahnville in 1896 and five at Tallulah in
1899.9Louisiana's most notorious lynching, however, took place in
New Orleans in 1891. It followed the assassination of the local
police superintendent, David Hennessey, during a prolonged conflict between rival Sicilian crime organizations.According to scholar John V. Baiamonte, Jr., both organizations had Hennessey on
the payroll. Following his murder, a mob broke into the city's jail
and killed eleven Italian prisoners, who had just been cleared of
charges of murder in court but were still being held on related
charges. As the police forces remained idle, the men were dragged
from their hideouts in the jail building and shot. The corpses of
the dead and the bodies of the still-livingwere later hung from the
lampposts in the square the penitentiary overlooked. Asked who
6.

.
8.
9.

Patrizia Salvetti, Cmda e sapone: Storie di linciaggi degEi italiani negli Stati Uniti
(Rome: Donzelli, 2003).
Bknkdicte Descharnps, La presse itabambicaine du Riswmento au fascism
(Paris: Harmattan, forthcoming).
New Ymk Times, 30 March 1886.
"TheItalian Lynchings,"Outlook, 5 August 1899, 735; "TheLynching Affair at
Tallulah," Christian Advocate, 17 August 1899, 1294; Andrew F. Rolle, The
Immigrant U'aised: Italian Adventurers and Colonists in an Expanding America
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1968), 1045; Edward F. Haas,
"Guns,Goats, and Italians: The Tallulah Lynching of 1899,"North Louisiana
Historical AssociationJournal 13 (Spring-Summer 1982), 45-58; Salvetti, Cmda e
sapone, 49-58.
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had shot him, the dying Hennessey had answered "Dagoes," a
notorious epithet that referred to Italians. When the court failed
to convict, native citizens of New Orleans took their own revenge.1°
Other lynchings of Italian Americans occurred throughout the
South, including Erwin, Mississippi, and Ashdown, Arkansas, both
in 1901.11 Italians were also lynched outside the former
Confederacy as happened in Louisville, Kentucky, in 1889, in
Davis, West Virginia, in 1903, and in the state of Colorado, respectively in Gunnison in 1890, in Denver in 1893, and in Walsenburg
in 1895.12Finally, Joseph Strando was lynched in Johnston City,
Illinois, in 1915.13
In all these incidents, which had different motivations, it was
the national origin of the victims that incited the anger of the
crowd. As in the case of Daniel Arata, who was shot and strung up
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10. Herbert Asbury, The French Quarter: An I n f m a l History of the New Orleans
Underwirrld (New York: A.A. Knopf, 1936), 40316; John E. Coxe, "The New
Orleans Mafia Incident," Louisiana Historical Quarterly 20 (October 1937),
1067-1110; John S. Kendall, "Who Killa De Chief?," Louisiana Historical
Quarterly 22 (April 1939), 492-530; Barbara Botein, "The Hennessy Case: An
Episode of Anti-Italian Nativism," Louisiana History 20 (Summer 1979), 26179; Rolle, The Immigrant Upaised, 102-4;John V. Baiamonte, Jr., "'Who Killa
de Chief Revisited: The Hennessey Assassination and Its Aftermath, 18901991,"Louisiana History 33 (Spring 1992): 117-46;Richard Gambino, Vendetta:
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Repercussions That Linger to This Day (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1977);
Liborio Casilli, "Un drammatico episodio del17emigrazioneitaliana: I1 linciaggio di New Orleans del 14 marzo 1891," Studi Stm'ci Meridionah 11 (MayAugust 1991), 125-39; Jerre Mangione and Ben Morreale, La Storia: Five
Centuries of the Italian-American Experience (New York: Harper-Collins, 1992),
202-13; Giose Rimanelli, "The 1891 New Orleans Lynching: Southern Politics,
Mafia, Immigration, and the Arnerican Press," in Marco Rimanelli and Sheryl
Lynn Postman, eds., The 1891 Lynching and US.-Italian Relations: A Look Back
(NewYork: Peter Lang Publishing, 1992),53-105; Tom Smith, The Crescent City
Lynchings: The Murder of Chief Hennessy, the Nau Orleans "Mafia" Trials, and the
Parish Prison Mob (Guilford, Conn.: Lyons Press, 2007).
11. Salvetti, Corda e sapone, 67-69, 8487.
12. George A. Root, "Gunnison in the Early 'Eighties,"' Colorado Magazine 9
(November 1932), 2045; Rolle, The Immigrant Upraised, 17475; Conrad
Woodall, "The Italian Massacre at Walsenburg, Colorado, 1895," in
Dominic Candeloro, Fred L. Gardaphe, and Paolo Giordano, eds., Italian
Ethnics: Their Languages, Literature and Lives: Proceedings of the 20th Annual
Conference of the American Italian Historical Association (Staten Island, N.Y.:
American Italian Historical Association, 1990), 297-317; Salvetti, Corda e
sapone, 9-10, 4148, 8687.
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on a telegraph pole in Detroit in 1893 after he had murdered a
patron of his saloon, bigoted shouts of "Kill the Dago" or "Hang
the Dago" were the war cries of the mob.14
Previous studies have dealt with the lynching in Tampa, but
have drawn primarily on the local English-language newspapers
and Italy's diplomatic sources.15 The former overemphasized the
alleged criminal record of the two victims. In particular, the mainstream press reported that Ficarotta had been accused of murdering Giuseppe Ficarotta, a cousin of the accused and a former
mayor of West Tampa. News sources also maintained that Albano
had fled from New Orleans in the aftermath of Hennessey's slaying and alleged his involvement in several attempts at poisoning a
girl and in a conspiracy to dynamite the house of her parents.16
Specifically, the Tampa Morning Tribune accused Albano and
Ficarotta of being hired murderers who had operated as "tools of
anarchists in the
However, although at least Ficarotta had
an infamous reputation in his own community as even Italian
diplomatic sources pointed out,18 these rumors were only one side
of the picture. In fact, Ficarotta's trial had eventually resulted in
his acquittal, while Albano had landed in New Orleans not earlier
than 1895 as a nine-year-old child and, therefore, could not have
been involved in any crime syndicate in late nineteenth-century
Louisiana, let alone the assassination of Hennessey in 1891 as the

14. Janet E. Worrall, "Adjustment and Integration: The Italian Experience in
Colorado," in Richard N. Juliani and Sandra P. Juliani, eds., New Explorations
in Italian-American Studies: Proceedings of the 25th Annual Cmferenw of the
American Italian Historical Association (Staten Island, N.Y.: American Italian
Historical Association, 1994), 205-6. See also the more popularizing account
by Randy Perkins, "The Lynching of Danny Arata," True West 35 (July 1988),
37-39.
15. Mormino and Pozzetta, The Immigrant World of Ybor City, 120; Robert P. Ingalls,
"Lynching and Establishment Violence in Tampa, 1858-1935," Journal of
Southm Histmy 53 (November 1987), 62&28 later expanded in Robert P.
Ingalls, Urban Vigilantes in the New South: Tampa, 1882-1936 (Knoxville, Tenn.:
University of Tennessee Press, 1988), 95-99; Salvetti, Corda e sapone, 101-19;
Gary R. Mormino, "Italians in Florida," in Gary R. Mormino and Ilaria Serra,
Italian Americans & Florida (Boca Raton, Fla.: Center for Interdisciplinary
Studies at Florida Atlantic University, 2003), 14; Ingalls and Perez, Jr., Tampa
Cigar Works, 100-1.
16. Tampa Morning Tribune, 21 September 1910.
17. Tampa Morning Tribune, 22 September 1910.
18. Gerolamo Moroni to Carlo Papini, New Orleans, 5 October 1910, Records of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, series Z, box 33, folder 646 2'7/2, Archivio
Storico del Minister0 degli Mari Esteri, Rome, Italy.
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Tampa Morning Tribune conversely implied.lgIt is more reasonable
to assume that Albano was one of the many Sicilian immigrants
who left New Orleans fearing for their lives in the wake of the outburst of anti-Italian sentiments resulting in the 1891 lynching.20
On the other hand, diplomatic dispatches were concerned
almost exclusively as to whether or not Albano and Ficarotta were
Italian citizens, a status that entitled consular officials to ask the
U.S. government for compensation on behalf of their families
under international laws that committed the United States to the
protection of Italian immigrants and other nationals. Specifically,
Italian authorities were interested in assessing a statement by
Florida's Governor Albert W. Gilchrist to the effect that Albano
had been born in the United States and Ficarotta was a naturalized
U.S. citizen.21
As a result, current scholarship overlooked the ways the
Italian-American community perceived the murder of two of its
members. Yet such an approach helps place the lynching within a
broader context, offering insights into both the labor militancy of
workers from Italian background and their racial standing in their
adoptive country.
Moreover, earlier studies have sometimes misunderstood what
actually happened 'in Tampa. For instance, Elisabetta Vezzosi has
maintained that Albano and Ficarotta were lynched for beating
Esterling rather than shooting at him.22 Conversely, Alessandra
Lorini and Gian Antonio Stella have contended that the mob
killed the two Italian Americans because they had been strike
breakers during a walkout of cigarmakers that had been in effect
for roughly twelve weeks by the time the two Italian Americans
were hanged.23

19. I1 Progresso Italo-Americana, 1 October 1910.
20. naria Serra, "A Story Never Told: An Italian Immigrant in South Florida,"in
Mormino and Serra, Italian Americans €9Florida, 27.
21. New Ymk Tiws, 24 September 1910; Laura Pilotti, "La serie 'Z-Contenzioso'
dellYArchivioStorico-diplomatico del Minister0 degli Affari Esteri," R Veltro:
Rivista ddla Civilta Italiana 34 (January-April1990), 104-8.
22. Elisabetta Vezzosi, R socialism indzfferente: Immigrati italiani e Socialist Party negli
Stati Uniti del pnmo Novecento (Rome: Edizioni Lavoro, 1991), 114.
23. Alessandra Lorini, "Cartolinedallyinferno:Storia e memoria pubblica dei linciaggi negli Stati Uniti," Passato e Presente 55 Uanuary-April 2002), 123, 138;
Gian Antonio Stella, L'orda: Quando gli albanesi eravam noi (Milan: Rizzoli,
2002), 20.
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The cigarmakers' strike did provide the background for the
lynching of Albano and Ficarotta, but-contrary to Lorini's arid
Stella's perfunctory and unsubstantiated claim-the perpetrators
of such a crime were on the other side of the picket line. Esterling
-the victim of the assassination that led to the arrest of the two
Sicilian immigrants-was a recruiter of scabs in the fruitless effort
to break the walkout and was shot after being caught in the act of
hiring them.24Those who shot at him and murdered him intended to punish an enemy of the unions and an instrument of the
local entrepreneurs' anti-labor backlash on the payroll of one of
the major cigar manufactures in Tampa.
While the Tampa Momzing Tribune made a point of stressing
that "neither Ficarotta nor Albano were directly connected with
the strike of cigarrnakers," it also contended that "the conclusion
is irresistible that they were acting as the agents of a certain element of the strikers in the attempt to end the life of Mr.
~ s t e r l i n g . Indeed,
"~~
though from an opposite perspective, a relationship between the walkout and the lynching did exist and could
be easily established. Actually, the link was so manifest that both
commercial and radical Italian-language periodicals agreed on it.
L 'Italia-a conservative weekly published in Chicago that was "read
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from Canada to the Gulf of
Mexicow-and La Parola dei SocialistLthe mouthpiece of the
Socialist Party of America-stated in the early aftermath of the
killing that both Albano and Ficarotta were labor activists involved
in the walkout.26So did a Milan newspaper, the Comiere della Sera,
the most authoritative daily in Italy. This journal even contended
that Albano and Ficarotta were "the leaders of the strike."27In fact,
the two Sicilian Americans were not union militants, let alone leaders, at the time of the lynching, although Albano had been a tobac-

24. Il Progesso ItabAmen'cano, 27 September 1910.
25. Tampa Morning Tribune, 22 September 1910.
26. L'ltalia, 24 September 1910; La Parola dei Socialisti, 15 October 1910. For
L 'ltalia, see Humbert S. Nelli, Italians in Chicago, 1880-1930: A Study in Ethnic
Mobility (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1970), 78, 158-60
(quote 160). For La Parola dei Socialisti, see Annamaria Tasca, "Italians,"in
Dirk Hoerder, ed., The Immigrant Labor Press in North America, 1840s-1970s:An
Annotated Bibliography, 3 301s. (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1987),
3:97.
27. CMere della Sera, 22 September 1910. The Corriere della Sera mistakenly renamed Ficarotta as "Picarotta."
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co worker and a member of Local 462 of the Cigar Makers
International Union, which was affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor, before turning to selling insurance.28
Nevertheless, the murder of Albano and Ficarotta must be placed
against the backdrop of the strike.
According to William Fitzhugh Brundage, lynching was also a
means to punish whites who held "unorthodox moral, social, or
political beliefs." Radicalism could be easily included among such
deviations "from community standards of behavior."29 Indeed,
Stewart E. Tolnay and E.M. Beck have shown that lynching was
among the mechanisms used to curb labor organizing and workers' collective bargaining in southern states. Such actions were not
limited to the South. Indeed, the most infamous case-the 191'7
murder of Frank Little, an organizer and national officer for the
anarcho-syndicalist Industrial Workers of the World--occurred in
Butte, Montana, in an effort to quell strikes in the mines during
wartime.30In another example, it has been suggested that Italian
Americans' role as labor agitators in Colorado's coalfields contributed to the lynching of five of them in Walsenburg in 1895.31
Likewise, another Sicilian immigrant, Anthony Capraro, was kidnapped, brutally beaten, and escaped lynching by a close shave
because he was a prominent member of the General Strike
Committee and an organizer for the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers of America during a 1919 walkout in the woolen mills in

'

28. R Progresso Italo-Ammicano, 30 September 1910. For an insider's sketchy
account of the Cigar Makers International Union, see Giovanni Vaccaro,
"International Cigar Makers Union," in Girolamo Valenti, ed., Almanacco
Sociale ItaZuAmericano (New York: s.n., 1924), 85.
29. William Fitzhugh Brundage, Lynching in the New South: Georgia and Virginia,
188G1930 (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1993), 86-87
(quote 87).
30. Stewart E. Tolnay and E.M. Beck, A Festival of Violence: An Analysis of Southern
Lynchings, 1882-1930 (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1995),
14344; Arnon Gutfield, "The Murder of Frank Little: Radical Labor Agitator
in Butte, Montana, 1917," Labor Histmy 10 (January 1969), 177-92.
31. John Higham, Strangers in the Land: Patterns of American Nativism, 186G1925
(Westport, Conn: Greenwood Press, 1981; first published by Rutgers
University Press, 1955), 90; Vincent N. Parillo, Strangers to These Shores: Race
and Ethnic Relations in the United States (New York: Wiley Press, 1985; first published by Houghton-Mifflin, 1980), 98-99; Richard Gambino, Blood of My
Blood: The Dilemma of the Italian Americans (Toronto: Guernica, 2000; first published by Doubleday, 1974), 118.
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Lawrence, ~assachusetts.~~
The killing of Albano and Ficarotta,
also fits this pattern of anti-labor extralegal violence. For example,
the radical journal MotherEarth related their case to the threatened
lynching of some fiftyjailed members of the Industrial Workers of
the World in Fresno, ~ a l i f o r n i a . ~ ~
On 26 June 1910, after a group of entrepreneurs belonging to
the Clear Havana Cigar Manufacturers Association dismissed
laborers holding union cards, workers in the tobacco industry went
on strike to force employer recognition of the Cigar Makers
International Union, to discontinue their open shop policy, and to
comply with a plan of equalization that aimed at preventing plant
owners from cutting wage rates." The confrontation became violent almost immediately. The manufacturers resorted to a lockout,
placing almost twelve thousand male and female employees out of
work, and later hired strikebreakerswhom union members systematically threatened and attacked-actions that provoked random
shooting as well. Tampans feared that the turmoil produced by the
walkout would result in a relocation of cigar manufactures to some
other center in Florida, a step that would ensure the collapse of
the city's economy. Acting on their fears, a number of the city's
residents joined forces with the entrepreneurs and established a
Citizens' Committee in a replica of what had occurred during a
previous strike in 1901. This organization recruited squads of vigilantes from the adjoining rural areas to patrol the streets, protect
the scabs, assault the union members on the pickets lines, and to
disrupt any other activity in support of the strike.35

32. Anthony Capraro, "How the Lawrence Ku-Klux Gang Taught Me American
Democracy," New Y d Call, 27 May 1919; Rudolph J. Vecoli, "Anthony
Capraro and the Lawrence Strike of 1919," in Pozzetta, ed., Pane e Lavoro, 1617. For the context of the strike, see J.M. Budish and George Soule, The New
Unionism in the Clothing Industry (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and Howe,
1920), 254-69; Robert W. Dunn and Jack Hardy, Labor and Textile (New York:
International Publishers, 1931), 218-20. See also Anthony Capraro Papers,
boxes 2 and 9, Immigration History Research Center, University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis.
"Observations and Comments," Mother Earth 5 (Tanuary 1911), 338-39.
34. Tampa Morning TAbune, 27 January 1910; Campbell, The Cigar Industry of
Tampa, 49.
35. George E. Pozzetta, "Italians &d the Tampa General Strike of 1910," in
George E. Pozzetta, ed., Pane e Lavoro, The Italian American Working Class:
Proceedings of the Ehenth Annual Conference of the American Italian Historical
Association (Toronto: Multicultural Historical Society of Ontario, 1980), 2946; Ingalls, Urban Vigilantes in the New South, 55-115.
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TAMPA'S
1 g 1o LYNCHING

39
The 1910 Citizens' Committee was officially established only as
late as 4 O c t ~ b e r But,
. ~ ~ according to Giovanni Vaccaro, the
Tampa-based correspondent for La Parola dei Socialisti, the vigilantes who abducted Albano and Ficarotta were associated with
this organization.37To both the Socialist weekly and the conservative New York-based I1Propso ItaleAmericano, the largest and most
authoritative Italian-language daily in the United States, the lynching was part of a broader scheme to intimidate the strikers and to
bring the resulting cowered cigarmakers back to work. In this view,
the notice hanging on Albano's belt offered an ominous warning
for the organizers of the strike and for all the workers involved in
the walkout. As I1 Progresso Italo-American0 put it, the plan of the
manufacturers could be summarized as follows: "Let's arrest a few
Italians; let's pretend to jail them; in fact let's lynch them afterwards; then let's threaten the surviving lot so that we can spread
the panic and win the match by means of terror."38
Letters to both newspapers from anonymous Italian-American
readers in Tampa restated the same point, while stressing the connivance of law-enforcement officers with the lynchers and the
employers who operated in the latter's background. A subscriber
to I1Progress0 Italo-Americana wrote that "the police themselves wanted the massacre in order to scare striking workers."3gIndeed, only
two agents were dispatched to escort Albano and Ficarotta, raising
reasonable suspicion of "official complicity" in the lynching.40Not
unlike I1 Propso ItaleAmericano, La Parola dei Socialisti quoted
another Italian American as contending that the laborers "face the
municipal and state authorities that arrest, persecute, proscribe,
and lynch all those who do not think that it is suitable for cigarmakers to bow their heads to the factory owners' order^."^'
Actually, Albano and Ficarotta were tailor-made for such a
role. They were both of Sicilian origin and, therefore, belonged to
the regional group that figured prominently within Tampa's
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36. Tampa Momzing Tribune, 5 October 1910.
37. La Parola dei Socialisti, 1 October 1910.
38. IZ Progresso Italo-Americana, 28 September 1910. For I1 Progresso ItahAmericano,
see Samuel L. Baily, Immigrants in the Lands of Promise: Italians in Buenos Aires
and N m Yorlz City, 1870 to 1914 (Ithaca, N.Y Cornell University Press., 1999),
182-84.
39. R Progresso Italo-Amem'caw, 28 September 1910.
40. Ingalls, Urban Vigilantes in the N m South, 96.
41. La Parola dk Socialisti, 29 October 1910.
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Italian community.42Specifically, more than 60 percent of the
Italian newcomers-including Albano himself-were natives of
Santo Stefano Quisquina and many of the remaining immigrants
had arrived from nearby villages in the Sicilian province of
Agrigento.43
In order to emphasize the anti-strike purpose of Albano's and
Ficarotta's lynching, La Parola dei Socialisti reported that other likely victims-this time individuals who were openly associated with
workers' organizations-were next in line to fall prey to the manufacturers' violence. According to the weekly, Giovanni Vaccaro
was forced to flee Tampa and seek sanctuary in New York City to
save his own life. In his case, as he was a radical militant who had
been active as a recruiter for the Cigar Makers International Union
since 1901 and had established Socialist locals in West Tampa and
Ybor City, the deliberate use of violence as a means intended to
break up the strike was clear and undisputable. It was not by
chance that Vaccaro's replacement as the correspondent for La
Parola dei Socialisti from Tampa only initialed his articles and did
not sign his name in f i ~ l lAfter
. ~ ~ all, even before the killing of
Esterling, the Tampa M m i n g Tribune endeavored to fan the flames
of anti-Italian feelings by stressing the potentially violent behavior
of the Italian-Americanworkers involved in the strike as in the case
of Vincenzo Marchetta and Francesco Talle, who were arrested in
mid September on charges of carrying concealed weapons on the
picket line.45The daily also immediately pointed to Italian and
Cuban immigrants as those responsible for shooting at
ast e r l i ~ ~ g . ~ ~
For similar reasons, when Jose de la Campa-the chairperson
of the Joint Advisory Board of the Cigar Makers International
Union-was arrested on charges that he, too, was involved in the
killing of Esterling, a letter to La Parola dei Socialisti by Salvatore
Lione, Domenico Albano, Salvatore Giunta and Calogero Mistella,
42. Forni, "Gli italiani nel distretto consolare di Nuova Orleans,"217.
43. Mormino and Pozzetta, The Immigrant World of Ybm City, 9. For Albano's birthplace, see I1 ogres so Italo-Americana, 28 September 1910.
44. La Parola dei Socialisti, 22 October 1910. For biographical information about
Vaccaro, see Donna R. Gabaccia, Militants and Migrants: Rural Sicilians Become
American Wmhs (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1988), 12527; Mormino and Pozzetta, The Immigrant World of Ybor City, 122-23;Vezzosi, Il
socialismo induerente, 78, 80-81.
45. Tampa Mming Tribune, 14 September 1910.
46. Tampa Mming Tribune, 15 September 1910.
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on behalf of Ybor City's local of the Socialist Party of America, proclaimed that his life was in danger because he was in the hands of
the same thugs who had previously lynched the two Sicilian immigrants. The letter also warned that this time workers would not
remain idle in the face of violent actions by the manufacturers and
hinted that they would repay them in kind.47
The contents of the letter were less alarmist than it may seem.
In the aftermath of the lynching, members of the Joint Advisory
Board received threats that they would receive "the same treatment as accorded the two ~talians."~~
Consequently, following de la
Campa's arrest, groups of roughly two hundred armed members of
the Cigar Makers International Union began to take turns camping outside the countyjail in order to prevent, in the words of La
Parola dei Socialisti, "a replica of such a manifestation of allAmerican heroism as that of the previous lynching."49This sarcastic definition was clearly a reference to an editorial of the Tampa
Morning Tm'bune, to which the killing of Albano and Ficarotta
meant that "the better sentiment of Tampa citizenship has asserted itself."50 These deterring initiatives by the Cigar Makers
International Union gained momentum after another wave of
arrests among the strike leadem51
After all, the behavior of Tampa's cigar manufacturers
revealed an established tradition of violent anti-union methods.
For instance, in order to speed up the end of the 1901walkout, the
Citizens' Committee abducted thirteen union leaders and placed
them on a boat heading for Honduras after threatening them with
death if they dared return to Tampa. The following year, something similar happened to Francisco Miliiin, the mayor of West
Tampa and a revered lector at the Bustillo Brothers and Diaz Cigar
Company. A peculiar institution in cigar factories, the lector was
paid by the workers to read to them and was an instrument for the
latter's politicization. Accused of reading inflammatory materials
aimed at pitting the cigarmakers against the plant management
and owners, with the complicity of the police, Mili5n was kidnapped, beaten and forced to leave Tampa on a steamer on its way

4'7.
48.
49.
50.
51.

-

La Parola dei Socialisti, 29 October 1910.
Tampa Morning Tribune, 23 September 1910.
La Parola dei Socialisti, 29 October 1910.
Tampa Morning Tribune, 23 September 1910.
La Parola dei Socialisti, 3 December 1910.
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to Cuba. Both the union leaders and Milign eventually returned to
Tampa but their experiences offered evidence of manufacturers'
resort to violence in fighting radicalism and workers' organization~.~*
Not even the Italian vice-consul at New Orleans, Gerolamo
Moroni, failed to realize that the intimidation of the workers was
the main purpose of Albano's and Ficarotta's lynching.
Notwithstanding a conservativejudgment about the walkout, in his
report to the Italian ambassador in Washington about the killing
of the two Sicilian immigrants, Moroni pointed out that the aim of
the double hanging was to teach "an awful lesson to the strikers of
the cigar factories who had passed from quiet protest to acts of violence against the manufacturer^."^^ After all, the postcards made
out of the photographs of Albano's and Ficarotta's hanging
corpses included captions reading "labor agitators lynched during
the cigar makers' strike."54
A perusal of the Italian-language press reveals an additional
dimension of the events. The ethnic newspapers stressed the climate of violence within which the lynching of the two immigrants
took place in order to underscore that Italian-American workers
stuck to the decisions of the Cigar Makers International Union and
did not yield to the heavy-handed pressures for their return to the
factories.
The emphasis on Italian Americans' unyielding adherence to
the Tampa strike was neither redundant nor a form of self-gratification. It was primarily a consequence of the immigrants' troubled
relations with unions.
Italian mass immigration to the United States started in the
late 1 8 ' 7 0 ~As
. ~latecomers
~
to the country, Italian workers faced a
number of difficulties in securing accommodation within the U.S.
labor movement and were subject nationwide to prejudices and
52. Mormino and Pozzetta, The Immigrant World of Ybor City, 98, 117; Armando
Mendez, Ciudad de Cigars, West Tampa (Tampa: Florida Historical Society,
1994), 49, 93-94. For the figure of the kctor, see Gary Ross Mormino and
George E. Pozzetta, "The Reader Lights the Candle: Cuban and Florida Cigar
Workers' Oral Tradition,"Labor's Heritage 5 (Spring 1993), 426.
53. Gaetano Moroni to Cusani Confalonieri, 11 October 1910, as quoted in
Mormino and Pozzetta, The Immigrant World of Ybm City, 120.
54. James Allen et al., Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America (Santa Fe:
Twin Palms, 2000), 76.
55. Humbert S. Nelli, From Immigrants to Ethnics: The Italian Americans (Oxford
and New York: Oxford University Press, 1983), 40-41.
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biases. In particular, they were often accused of lacking class consciousness and being potential strike breakers prone to entrepreneurs' exploitation, especially when it came to accepting lower
wages than the standard negotiated by the unions. As a labor
activist remarked, "they worked for cheap. They didn't like me
because I was no good for them, because I wanted a union shop. 1
didn't like how they worked there, they were slaves."56
For this reason, as early as 1893, President Samuel Gompers of
the American Federation of Labor sponsored a literacy test bill
that would bar illiterate foreigners from the United States in the
hope that the measure would disqualify most Italians due to their
high illiteracy rate in their native country. The American
Federation of Labor also significantly increased membership dues
in order to keep underpaid Italian newcomers out of the unions.57
Italian immigrants to Tampa, however, were generally an
exception to that bad reputation, though they were not completely
impervious to such charges and innuendos. In the words of Angelo
Massari, a cigarmaker who arrived there from Santo Stefano
Quisquina in 1902, the city was "a world of radicals."58 Many of
them had been militants in the Socialist-oriented mass movement
of the fasci dei laworaton' in Sicily in 1892-1893, or the children of
those activists, and left for the United States after the authoritarian
government of Prime Minister Francesco Crispi brutally suppressed
these workers' leagues in December of the latter year. Drawing
upon their preemigration radicalism, the veterans of those fights
easily elaborated a common Latin labor culture, superseding
national divisions, with their Cuban and Spanish fellow cigarmakers
in Tampa and were ready to plunge headfirst into their adoptive
city's ferocious class struggle and unrest. Though too young for
active participation in the early 1890s social unrest, a follower of
fasci leader Lorenzo Panepinto in Sicily, Vaccaro himself stood out
among Ybor City's Italian-American radicals who had undergone a
process of politicization before leaving their country of birth.59

.

56. Susan A. Glenn, Daughters of the Shtetl: Life and Labor in the Immigrant Generatio%
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1990), 192.
57. Catherine Collomp, Entre Classe d Nation: Mouvement Ouvrier et Immigration aux
Etats-Unis, 1880-1920 (Paris: Belin, 1998).
58. Angelo Massari, The Wonderful Lqe of Angelo Massari (New York: Exposition
Press, 1965), 56. For Massari, see Ilaria Serra, The Value of Worthless Lives:
Writing Italian American Immigrant
(New kork: Fordham
University Press, 2007), 149-50.
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Another, AZfanso Coniglio, was a promoter of the short-lived
"Socialist-Anarchist periodical," as its subtitle read, L'Alba Sociak,
which was published between June and August 1901, while Pietro
Calcagno was the editor of the bilingual (Italian and Spanish)journal La Voce dello Schiavo, which briefly came out between August
1900 and March 1901.60 Tampa's Italian-American radicals
retained ties to Sicily and invited prominent agitators, including
Panepinto as well as Anarchist Errico Malatesta and Luigi Galleani,
to speak in Ybor City. They also read Socialist newspapers published
in their ancestral island such as lZ Risveglio, which was printed in
Catania. All these connections contributed. to keeping alive and
strengthening labor militancy in their ~ o m m u n i t y . ~ ~
In other U.S. centers, Italian women were accused of being
unreceptive of unionism. As a Jewish garment worker from New
York City pointed out, her female fellow laborers from Italy were
"the oppressed of the race, absolutely under the dominance of
men of their family, and heavily shackled by old costumes and tra-

59. Gabaccia, Militants and Migrants, 123-27; Mormino and Pozzetta, The
Immigrant World of Ybor City, 97-126, 143-53; Bruno Cartosio, "Sicilian Radicals
in Two Worlds," in Marianne Debouzy, ed., In the Shadow of the Statue of Liberty:
Immigrants, W&?msY and Citizens in the American Republic, 1880-1920 (SaintDenis: Presses Universitaires de Vincennes, 1988), 133-34. For the fmci, see
Francesco Renda, I fmci siciliani (Turin: Einaudi, 1977).For their perception
in the United States, see Lucia Ducci, "An American View of the Italian Crisis
at the End of the Century (1890-1900)," WA: Voices in Italian Americana 17
(Fall 2006), 4451. For Panepinto, see Francesco Renda, "Panepinto,
Lorenzo," in Franco Andreucci and Tommaso Detti, eds., IZ movimento operaio
italiano: Dizionario biografico, 1853-1943, 5 vols. (Rome: Editori Riuniti, 1978),
4:4143; Salvatore Lupo, Quando la mafia trovh l'rimerica: Storia di un intreccio
intercontinentale, 1888-2008 (Turin: Einaudi, 2008), 35.
60. Tasca, "Italians," 37, 127; Mormino and Pozzetta, The Immigrant World of D m
City, 116; Augusta Molinari, "I giornali delle comuniti anarchiche italo-americane," Movimento Operaio e Socialists 4 (January-June 1981), 129.
61. Rudolph J. Vecoli, "The Italian Immigrants in the United States Labor
Movement from 1880 to 1929," in Bruno Bezza, ed., Gli italiani fuori d'ltalia:
Gli emigrati italiani nei movimenti operai dei paesi d 'adozione (1880-1940) (Milan:
Angeli, 1983), 281-82. For Malatesta, see Annando Borghi, Em20 Malatesta
(Milan: Istituto Editoriale Italiano, 1947); Giampietro Berti, Em'co Malatesta e
il movimento anarchic0 italiano e internazionale, 1872-1932 (Milan:Angeli, 2003).
For Galleani, see Nunzio Pernicone, "Luigi Galleani and Italian Anarchist
Terrorism in the United States," Studi Emigrazione 30 (September 1993),46989; Beverly Gage, The Day Wall Street Exploded: A Stmy of America in Its First Age
of Terrm (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 207-11. For
one of Panepinto's speeches in Tampa, see Lorenzo Panepinto, "Ai compagni
di Tampa, Ha.," in Calogero Messina, ed., In giro per la Sicilia con la "Plebe"
(1902-1905) (Palerrno: Herbita, 1985), 379-81.
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ditions. They are much afraid of trade unions."62Mary Dreier of
the Women's Trade Union League similarly argued that "these
girls listened to speeches but when the chips were down they did
n't stay out on strike, so we concluded there is no point in trying
to attract them into something."63But Ybor City offered a completely different picture of Italian-American women's labor
activism. To quote from the Tampa Morning Tribune during the
1910 strike, "at the factory of Arguelles, Lopez and Bros., nine
Italian women gave an entertainment [...I. The misguided ones,
armed with clubs, paraded the streets about the factory. Their
weapons they brandished and their tongues they did wag, giving
vent to threats that they would beat to death all who would
Similarly, when the Cuban, Puerto Rican and African-American
wives of three 6f the kidnapped union leaders called on Governor
William S. Jennings to investigate their husbands' 1901 abduction,
roughly twenty percent of the signers of their petition were ItalianAmerican fellow w o r k e d 5
Nonetheless, cigar manufacturers considered Italian
Americans the weakest component of the multiethnic and multinational labor force in their factories. Rumor had it that scabs of
Italian origins had been employed during the 1901 walkout?
Attempts at breaking the 1910 strike, therefore, primarily targeted workers of Italian descent. First, in November, the factory owners threatened Italians with blacklisting; those who would not
report to work would no longer be employed by any plant. The
following month, a phony manifest circulated that supposedly
had been signed by workers with Italian-sounding names who
committed themselves resuming work on the manufacturers'
terms by 2 January 1911.67

62. Nancy Schrom Dye, As Equals and as Sis@s: Feminism, Unionism, and the
Women's Trade Unwn League of N m York (Columbia, Mo.: University of
Missouri Press, 1980), 112.
63. Women's Trade Union League, Proceedings of the Fifth Biennial Convention (St.
Louis, Mo.: Women's Trade Union League, 1913), 203-4.
64. Tampa Morning Tribune, 10 November 1910.
65. Nancy A. Hewitt, Southern Discomfort: Women'sActivism in Tampa, M d a , 1880s1920s (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2001), 128-29.
66. D u m d Long, "La Resistencia Tampa's Immigrant Labor Union," Labor
Histmy 6 (Fall 1965), 212; Campbell, The Cigar Industry, 49.
6'7. El International, 18 November and 30 December 1910; Pozzetta, "Italiansand
the Tampa General Strike of 1910,"39.
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Against this backdrop, the Italian-language press-especially
the radical weekly La Parola dei Socialist&made a point of stressing
that, in spite of escalating violence that had reached a climax with
the lynching of their fellow ethnics Albano and Ficarotta, ItalianAmerican workers did not fit the stereotypes about their alleged
lack of class consciousness and, therefore, refused to yield to the
manufacturers' pressures.68In particular, La Parola dei Socialisti was
glad to report that cigarmakers of Italian ancestry were resolved
not to give in even in the face of further threats of lynching resulting from charges of their supposed involvement in the attempted
shooting of one of the co-owners of the Bustillo Brothers and Diaz
Cigar
The newspaper also took pride in the fact that,
after the Cigar Makers International Union had decided to call off
the walkout in late January 1911 following the depletion of funds
to subsidize the strikers, the Italian Americans were the last cohort
of workers to return to the factories,while the scabs were not workers of Italian origins but black newcomers from ~ u b a . ~ O
On the one hand, the Italian-language press used the lynching
as a device to point to Italian Americans' commitment to class warfare in Tampa. On the other hand, however, in the long run the
crime committed against the two Sicilian immigrants contributed
to undermining transethnic and trans-national solidarity within
Tampa's cigarmakers because it questioned the racial standing of
Italian Americans.
According to I1Progresso Italo-Amem'canothe murderers resorted
to lynching because the designated targets were of Italian extraction. As the daily remarked, "those who know statistics about lynching are aware that the victims are Black people. Europeans have
not been lynched except for Italians only. In fact, a white personprobably a Bulgarian-was lynched in Baton Rouge in 1907.Yet it
was a misunderstanding. The thugs there attacked a group of
workers from Macedonia. But they actually intended to give chase
to Italian laborers living nearby."71
The newspaper's assertion of white lynchings as specific to
Italians was incorrect. Between 1880 and 1930, 723 whites were
68. La Parola uki Socialisti, 12 November 1910. For Italian Americans' resistance,
see also Tampa Morning Tribune, 10 November 1910.
Socialisti, 31 December 1910.
69. La Parola
70. Tampa Morning Tribune, 24,25, and 26 January 1911; La Parola dei Socialisti, 4
February 1911.
71. I1 Progresso ItabAmericano, 25 September 1910.
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lynched in the United States and the thirty-four identified as
Italian immigrants were obviously a minority among them even if
Salvetti's list of victims is shorter than the actual number.72In any
case, I1 Progresso Italo-Arnericano's belief in the supposed Italian
monopoly of the white victims of mob violence is revealing of
Italian Americans' insecurity in their racial standing in their adoptive land. While attempting to account for the allegedly "systematic lynching" of Italian newcomers, the daily pointed out that "only
racial hatred can explain it." 73 At that time the word "race" was a
rather ambiguous term in the Italian-American press. Many newspapers used it as a synonym for ethnicity. In this case, however, we
can reasonably take the meaning of such expression at face value.
Indeed, an "inbetween" racial status often characterized
Italian immigrants from the southern regions of their motherland,
particularly Sicilians, upon landing in the United States in the late
nineteenth century. In the eyes of the broader American society,
the generally dark-skinned newcomers from the Meridione looked
more similar to African Americans than to white Europeans. That
they worshipped black Madonnas and saints such as Benedict the
Moor without rejecting the informal participation of people of
color in religious processions in honor of their patrons only added
to the perception.74
Italian travelers to the states of the former Confederacy often
complained that their fellow countrymen were usually treated as if

72. Brundage, Lynching in the New South, 259.
73. I1 Progresso ItaloAmericano, 25 September 1910.
74. Robert Orsi, "The Religious Boundaries of an Inbetween People: Street Feste
and the Problem of the Dark-Skinned Other in Italian Harlem, 1920-1990,"
Am'can Quarterly 44 (Sqptember 1992), 31347; Bknkdicte Deschamps, "Le
racisme anti-italien,aux Etats-Unis (1880-1940)," in Michel Prum, ed., Exclure
au nom de la race (Etats-Unis, Irlande, Grande-Bretagne)(Paris: Syllepses, 2000),
61-66; David R. Roediger, Colored Wzite: Transcending the Racial Past (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2002), 3437, 14244, 163, 167; Ferdinand0
Fasce, "Gente di mezzo: Gli italiani e gli altri," in Piero Bevilacqua, Andreina
De Clementi, and Emilio Franzina, eds., Storia dell'emigrazione italiana: Arrivi
(Rome: Donzelli, 2002), 235-43. For Black Madonnas, see Lucia Chiavola
Birbaum, Black Madonnas: Feminism, Religion and Politics in Italy (Boston:
Northeastern University Press, 1993). For Saint Benedict the Moor, see
Anthony D'Angelo, "Italian Harlem's Saint Benedict the Moor," in Mary Jo
Bona and AnthonyJulian Tamburri, eds., Through the Looking Glccss: Italian €9
Italian/American Images in the Media: Selected Essays from the Twenty-Smenth
Annual Conference of the American Italian Historical Association (Staten Island,
N.Y.: American Italian Historical Association, 1996), 235-40.
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they were blacks.75Common conditions of peonage and agricultural work side-by-side with African Americans on the sugar cane,
cotton, and rice plantations further blurred the difference
between Italian Americans and African A m e r i ~ a n sSignificantly,
.~~
as late as 1922, a court in Alabama cleared an African-American
man, Jim Rollins, of miscegenation charges on the grounds that it
could not be proved that his Sicilian partner, Edith Labue, was
white.77 In 1911, several members of the Committee on
Immigration and Naturalization of the U.S. House of
Representatives doubted that southern Italians were "full-blooded
Caucasian" and the report of a senatorial commission investigating
immigration pointed to a likely "infusion of African blood among
Sicilians and ~ a r d i n i a n s . ~
Similarly,
~
testifying before a
Congressional committee on immigration in 1890, a railroad construction boss contended that an Italian was not a white man but a
" ~ a ~ oIn. the
" ~early
~ twentieth century, the Italian ambassador in
Washington himself-Edmondo Mayor des Planches-acknowledged that newcomers from Italy "hold a racial middle ground
between whites and ~ l a c k s . " ~ ~
Italian Americans voluntarily associated themselves with people of color from time to time at an early stage of their stay in their
host land. This happened especially in southern states. In New
Orleans, for instance, Italian immigrants and African Americans
shared a common experience of rejection by people of northern
European extraction that brought them together. Besides coma
italiana (Viterbo:
75. Matteo Sanfilippo, P r o b h i di ~ t ~ o g r a f idell'emigrazione
Sette Citt5, 2002), 69-70.
76. Pete Daniel, The Shadow ofShvery: Peonage in the South, 1901-1969 (Urbana and
Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1972), 94, 103, 152. For a case study, see
Ernesto R. Milani, "Peonage at Sunny Side and the Reaction of the Italian
Government," Arkansas Historical Quarter4 45 (Spring 1991), 30-39.
77. Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Difserent Color: European Immigrants and
the Alchemy of Race (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1998), 4.
78. U.S. House of Representatives, 62nd Congress, 2nd Session, Committee on
Immigration and Naturalization, Hearings Relative to the Further Restriction of
Immigration (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1912), 7778; U.S. Senate, 61st Congress, 3rd Session, Abstracts of the Rqborts of the
Immigration Commission: With Conc2usion.s and Recommendations and Views of th.e
~ i n & t y ,2 vols. (Washington,D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 191I),
1:250.
79. GeorgeJ. Manson, "The 'Foreign Element' in New York City," Harper's Weekly,
18 October 1890,817.
80. Edmondo Mayor des Planches, Attraverso gli Stati Uniti: Per l'emigrazione italiana (Turin: Unione Tipografico-Editrice Torinese, 1913), 144.
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plexions that-albeit different-contrasted with the full-fledged
whiteness of the local Wasp establishment, Italian Americans' supposed connections with organized crime and the legacy of African
Americans' antebellum slavery were similar social stigmas that led
both ethnic groups to develop ties to each other? In addition,
Sicilians-who made up the great bulk of Italian newcomers to
Louisiana in general and to New Orleans in particular-were tolerant of blacks and even friendly toward them as a consequence of
the roughly two centuries of Arab domination over their native
island. For the most part, Italian Americans dealt with African
Americans on equal terms and revealed little bigotry against them.
Such social intimacy generally led Italian immigrants, even unconsciously, to challenge the segregationist practices of white
supremacists and, as historian George E. Cunningham has argued,
made Italian Arnericans "a hindrance to white ~olidarity."~~
E;l' ;Yet late-nineteenth-century southern society was not only
unprepared for interracial relations but actively opposed them. As
Grace Elizabeth Hale has suggested, for decades lynchings were a
means of not only intimidating blacks but also drawing racial lines
and consolidating whiteness in postbellum southern society. To
this effect, namely to strengthen the cultural scaffolding of segregation, lynchings were turned into public spectacles, while postcards and other souvenirs were created so that participants and
onlookers could have a keepsake to remind them which side on
the color divide they were on.83
Tampa's 1910 lynching stuck to this pattern, too. Albano's and
Ficarotta's corpses were left hanging all night long as people went
to the site where the two Sicilian immigrants had been murdered
by any means available. The crowd that gathered there reached
two thousand people by midnightes4
Against this backdrop, since the lynchers were almost exclusively white and the lynched were generally African Americans,
interaction with black people could make individuals with dubious
81. Dino Cinel, "Sicilians in the Deep South: The Ironic Outcome of Isolation,"
Studi Emigrazione 27 (March 1990), 55-86; Anna Maria Martellone, "Italian
Mass Emigration to the United States, 1876-1930: A Historical Survey,"
Pmspectives in American History 1 (1984), 415-18.
82. George E. Cunningham, "The Italian: A Hindrance to White Solidarity in
Louisiana, 1890-1898,"Journal ofNegro History 50 (January1965), 22-36.
83. Grace Elizabeth Hale, Making Whiteness: The Culture of Segregation in the South,
1890-1940 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1998), 199-239.
84. New York Times, 21 September 1910.
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complexion subject to the same public lynchings. It was hardly by
a chance that Italian immigrants shared peonage conditions with
African Americans especially in places such as Tallulah, Louisiana,
where they also fell victims to lynching.85
Consequently, Italian Americans no longer felt safe in defylng
the racial order and befriending African Americans. Remarkably,
for example, Louisiana's Italian Americans became so eager to
distance themselves from people of color that, at the turn of the
twentieth century, they gave up working in the sugar cane fields
in order to avoid being associated with the state's black labor
force.86Likewise, after realizing the social benefits of being characterized by a white identity, Baltimore's Italian Americans
embraced the racist premises of the local political leadership in
the early twentieth century. For instance, they joined two campaigns that unsuccessfully aimed at disenfranchising African
Americans in 1905 and 1909 by amending the state constitution to
the effect that local officials would have been enabled to prevent
blacks from registering to vote by surreptitious meansag7
Consequently, this image as white people was primarily the outcome of racial expediency on the part of individuals of Italian
descent. As such, it let Italian Americans retain a multiple self-perception, notwithstanding their eventual categorization in a group
different from that of blacks, especially in northern cities, where
immigrants from Italy did not face restrictions on naturalization,
property ownership, and access to material resources that, conversely, were denied to African Arnerican~.~~
One can reasonably suggest that, besides endeavoring to break
the strike, the lynching of Albano and Ficarotta also aimed at
restraining Italian Americans' trans-ethnic class solidarity by preventing them from reaching out to other cohorts of Tampa's cigarmaking labor force such as the Afro-Cuban immigrants, who held a
growing number of jobs in this sector while working "side by side
85. Gerolamo Moroni, "I1 peonage nel Sud degli Stati Uniti," Bollettino
dell Emigrazione 5 (1910), 97-114.
86. Vincenza J. Scarpaci, "Italians in Louisiana's Sugar Parish, 1880-1910," in
Franca Assante, ed., Il movimento migratorio italiano dal17Unitciai @ m i nostri, 2
vols. (Gen6ve:Libraire Droz, 1978), 2:197-216.
87. Gordon H. Shufelt, "Jm Crow among Strangers: The Growth of Baltimore's
Little Italy and Maryland's Disfranchising Campaigns,"Journal of American
Ethnic Histoly 19 (Summer 2000), 49-78.
88. Thomas A. Guglielmo, White on Awival: Italians, Race, Color, and Power in
Chicago, 1890-1945 (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2003).
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TAMPA'S
1 g 1 o LYNCHING
with Cuban and Italian workers" in the tobacco plants.89The Angldi
had already managed to drive a wedge between white an
Cubans by the turn of the twentieth century.g0Although radicals
were more tolerant toward blacks in Tampa then elsewhere in the
United States,g1they did not intend to challenge southern racial
practices overtly in order to prevent further backlash against their '-(?,
organizations and unions by the local white establishment. Socialism ,,j'
and anarchism were subversive enough per se even without adding I !
an open and direct attack onJim Crow attitudes?* Consequently,for .
instance, few Italian Americans joined the 1905 boycott of public
transportations after the Tampa Electric Company had introduced
segregation on streetcars three years earlier.g3
However, as in Ybor City's factories Afko Cubans rolled cigars
alongside with Italian Americans and mixed with them in public. The
position of the latter along the racial divide was so dubious that a few
decades later, as the son of a Sicilian newcomer recalled, "Tampa
Anglos didn't understand that Spanish-speakingBlacks never walked
into my home" and "thought we were all one potluck dinner of
Cuban niggers, and that was what Tampa Anglos called u ~ . " ~the
~~et
color line had already been drawn on the eve of World War I and
Italian Americans were called on to take an uncompromising stand.
After all, in the eyes of the Anglo establishment that held them or
their ethnic minority responsible for the assault on Esterling, the
greatest sin of Albano and Ficarotta was that members of a group of
outsiders had taken up arms against an insider because, according to
the Tampa Morning Tm'hne, they had "the temerity to assault an
American who happens to incur their displeasure."95
I..' -w,' l'a\$
1.1

'I
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I
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I

I

89. Federal Writers' Project of the Work Projects Administration, &da: A Guide
to the Southmmost State (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press,
1939), 79, 285.
90. Mormino and Pozzetta, The Immigrant World of Ybor City, 186.
91. See, e.g., Salvatore Salerno, "Odio di Ruzza? (Race Hatred?):The Beginnings
of Racial Discourse in the Italian-American Anarchist Community,"inJerome
Krase, Philip V. Cannistraro, and Joseph V. Scelsa, eds., Italian-American
Politics: Local, Gbbal/Cultural, Personal: SeZected Essays Jiom the 3lst Annual
Conference of the American Italian Historical Association (Chicago Heights, Ill.:
American Italian Historical Association, 2005), 13-27.
92. Mormino and Pozzetta, The Immigrant Wmld of Ybor City, 152-53.
93. Nancy A. Hewitt, "Introduction,"in Stephanie Cole and Alison M. Parker,
eds., Beyond Black and Wzite: Race, Ethnicity, and Gender in the U S . South and
Southwest (College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University Press, 2004), xvii-xviii.
94. Frank Urso, A Stranger in the Barrio: Memoir of a Tampa Sicilian (New York:
iuniverse, 2005), 2.
95. Tampa Morning Tribune, 15 September 1910.
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David A. J. Richards has argued that the acquisition of the features underlying a white identity was a key component of the
Americanization process for Italian immigrants and their offspring.96If fears of being lynched had induced Italian newcomers
to distance themselves from African Americans in Louisiana, such
a threat also caused them to keep their distance from black fellow
cigarmakers in Tampa. This strategy eventually seemed to work
effectively. Invited to address Italian, Spanish, and Cuban
Anarchist and Socialist workers in Ybor City on May Day 1914,
labor agitator Elizabeth Gurley Flynn noted that "there were no
Negroes in the audience" and that the local committee of immigrants that had asked her to speak was not at ease when she
stopped to talk with a few Blacks she met after the rally.97Even
more revealing was what happened in 1936. A report from a local
group of Italian-American anarchists denounced the employers'
resort to the use of black scabs during another walkout in such
racist overtones that the editorial s M of the newspaper that published the article, LXdunata dei Refrattari, felt obliged to point out
in a footnote that there was nothing wrong in hiring AfricanAmerican workers providing that they were not strikebreaker^.^^
Race relations further worsened following the Americanization of
the immigrants' children circa World War 11. As the second-generation Sicilian American cited earlier has written, "Cuban Negroes
[...] never were welcomed in Sicilian homes."99
In conclusion, according to the Italian-language press of different political orientations, the lynching of Albano and Ficarotta
was a demonstration of Italian-American cigarmakers' unabashed
and unqualified commitment to both the strike in particular and
to the values of labor solidarity in general. However, that kind of
color-provoked violence also contributed to reminding first- and
second-generation immigrants of their uncertain racial status
between white and black people, urging them to consolidate their
affiliation with the former. After all, such defensive embracing of
96. David A. J. Richards, Italian American: The Racializing of an Ethnic Identity (New
York: New York University Press, 1999).
97. Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, I Speak My Own Piece: Autobiography of "TheRebel Girl"
(New York: Masses & Mainstream, 1955), 172. For Flynn, see Helen Camp,
Iron in Her Soul: Elizabeth Gurlq Rynn (Pullman, Wash.: WSU Press, 1995).
98. L'Adunata dei Refiattari, 4 April 1936. For L'Adunata d.& Refiattari, see Tasca,
"Italians,"3435.
~ 9 .Urso, A Stranger in the Barrio, 2.
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whiteness characterized other ethnic groups holding borderline
position in Florida. To 'this respect, decades later, the case of
Albano and Ficarotta had parallels to the lynching of Nicholas
Romey, an immigrant from Syria who fell victim to extralegal violence in Lake City on May 17, 1929. Though legally white, as
Mediterranean people Syrians joined Italians in sharing a racial
middle ground in the eyes of southern public opinion. Following
Romey's killing, Syrians, too, realized their precarious status in the
U.S. hierarchy of color, feared that they were perceived as surrogate blacks in their adoptive society and, consequently, endeavored to affirm their own whiteness.loOBy the same token, a few
years earlier, within the context of the post World War I resurgence of nativism, Greek Americans in Florida hurried to distance
themselves from other southern- and eastern-European ethnic
groups, by claiming that they were heirs to the ancient culture that
had been the cradle of western civilization, after a member of their
community did escape lynching but was nonetheless brutally
whipped for dating a white woman in Palatka in 1922.1°1 In any
case, the overlapping labor and racial dimensions of the lynching
of Albano and Ficarotta offers additional evidence of the multifaceted and complex intertwining between class consciousness and
racial identity that whiteness studies have repeatedly stressed.lo2

100. Sarah Gualtieri, "Strange Fruit? Syrian Immigrants, Extralegal Violence, and
Racial Formation in the Jim Crow South,"Arab Studies Quarter4 26 (Summer
2004), 63-85.
101. Ylorgos Anagnostou, "Forgetthe Past, Remember the Ancestors! Modernity,
'Whiteness,'American Hellenism, and the Politics of Memory in Early Greek
America,"Journal of Modern Greek Studies 22 (May 2004), 35-36.
102. See, e.g., Judith Stein, ed., "Scholarly Controversy: Whiteness and the
Historians' Imagination,"International Labor and Wmking-ClassHistory 60 (Fall
2001), 1-92.
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Entangled Borderlands:
The 1794 Projected French Invasion of
Spanish East Florida and Atlantic History
by Robert J Alderson, Jr.
n 1'793-1794 a motley group of South Carolina and Georgia
backcountrymen entered into a conspiracy with French revolutionaries to invade Spanish territories in Louisiana and Florida.
Although the plot eventually collapsed under pressure from the
French and American governments, support for the expedition
and resistance to the planned invasion provide a revealing chapter
in the history of the southern backcountry and the Atlantic world.
The confluence of multi-national, multi-racial constituencies in
the heat of revolutionary fervor is ripe for re-evaluation. The most
recent examination of the plot was conducted by Michael Morris,
who placed the planned invasion of East Florida within the context
of Bertram Wyatt-Brown's analysis of southern honor and violence,
which "observed that the southern idea of patriotism was built
upon a loyalty to a place, a people, rather than upon abstract con-

Robert Alderson is an associate professor of history at Georgia Perimeter College.
His reviews and essays have appeared in such publications as The Impact of the
Haitian Revolution in the Atlantic World, ed. David P . Geggus, the Journal of Military
History, the South Carolina Historical Magazine, France and the Americas, Culture,
Politics, and History: A Multidisciplina.lyEncyclopedia, ed. Bill Marshall, Encyclopedia of
the Age of Political Revolutions, and the Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern World, ed.
Peter N . Stearns. He has recently published "This Bright Era of Happy Revolutions":
French Consul Michel-Ange-Bernard Mangourit and International Republicanism in
Charleston, 1792-1 794 (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 2008),from
which portions of this essay are drawn.
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cepts of democracy and freedom." Notwithstanding the validity
of the frontier commitment to expansion, analysis of the events
assumes a greater complexity when viewed within the Atlantic
migration of revolutionary ideas. Within this expanded framework
of regional and global actions, Florida's importance in the scramble for land and position in a world transformed by revolution
becomes evident.
Scholarship on Atlantic history has proliferated in recent
years. Bernard Bailyn, Alison Games, and Ian Steele conducted
seminal examinations of Atlantic history that provided a "viable
unit of analysis" for the study of life on and around the Atlantic,
including the flow and significance of commodities, "the destruction and emergence of empires, the movement of people, the evolution of new cultural forms, and the circulation of ideas." Paul
Gilroy likewise called on historians to "take the Atlantic as one single, complex unit of analysis . . . and use it to produce an explicitly transnational and intercultural perspective." The projected
invasions blurred national boundaries in that American adventurers were to invade Spanish territory and attack British and Spanish
shipping under the French flag. As the different elements of the
Atlantic are explored, it is "often with a retributive tendency that
supports . . . dissidents." The Americans who took part in the invasions were dissidents in their demands for political power, land
and their view on what it meant to live in a republic. The projected invasions are clear illustrations of what Eliga Gould has called
"entangled Atlantic histories;" that the peripheries of the United
States, Spain, Britain, and France were linked through "an array of
interconnected processes," and that events at the peripheries of
Atlantic communities often moved in directions and at speeds that
policymakers at the core could not always manage. "Territorial
claims," as Bailyn points out when speaking about an earlier era,
"were unreliable, often ignored when known, and commonly contested." The projected invasions can be seen as a prelude to Rafe
Blaufarb's interpretation of international competition for control
of Spain's holdings in the Americas as the "Western Question."
--

1.

-

Michael Morris, "Dreams of Glory, Schemes of Empire: The Plan to Liberate
Spanish Florida," The Georgia Historical Quarter4 8'7, no. 1 (Spring 2003) : 1-21.
The quote is o n 21. See also Bertram Wyatt-Brown, Honor and Violence in the
Old South (New York: Oxford University Press Galaxy Abridged Edition,
1986).
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Like Blaufarb's account, the projected invasion "demonstrates the
difficulty of tracing clear lines between insurgents and adventurers, between revolutionaries and profiteers." By including the
Atlantic context, the Florida expedition is an example of the
"interplay between the local and the geopolitical" and places the
American southeast, especially Florida, at the center of the Atlantic
world.
Second, and closely related to Atlantic history, is "the flow of
ideas" which "permeated the Atlantic communities" during the
revolutionary era. The concept of the Atlantic Revolutions, developed by R. R. Palmer and Jacques Godechot, posits that revolutionary ideals that were put into practice during the American
Revolution migrated to France, where they combined with
European revolutionary ideology to produce a rich base to feed
the French Revolution. What this paper adds is that French ideology was then transmitted back to America, where it justified the
invasion of Spanish territory. This study places an emphasis on the
attempts of dissidents to make their views known in the public
sphere. The struggle to articulate an alternative voice was not
mere rhetoric but an attempt to create a grassroots oppositional
sphere against the southern socio-political structure and the
administration of President Washington. This is not to say that
2.

For the outlines of Atlantic history, see: Bernard Bailyn, Atlantic Histmy:
Concept and Contours (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2005); Alison
Games, "Atlantic History: Definitions, Challenges, and Opportunities," The
American Historical h i m 111 (June 2006) : '741-75'7; Ian K. Steele, "Bernard
Bailyn's American Atlantic," Histmy and Themy 46 (February 200'7): 4858.
The first quote covered by this footnote is in Games, "Atlantic History," 747748. The second quote is in Ian K. Steele, "Bernard Bailyn's American
Atlantic," 56. Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993), 15. Gilroy also points out that
in Atlantic history of "the image of the ship-a living, micro-cultural, micropolitical system in motion-is especially important . . . Ships immediately
focus attention on the middle passage . . . on the circulation of ideas and
activists as well as the movement of key cultural and political artefacts (4)."
The ship is also a powerfid image in disseminating revolutionary ideals and
individuals that would determine the progress of the Florida invasion. The
third quote is in Steele, "Bernard Bailyn's American Atlantic," 5'7. The fourth
quote is in Eliga H. Gould, "Entangled Histories, Entangled Worlds: The
English-Speaking Atlantic as a Spanish Periphery," AHR 1112 (Tune 200'7):
767. See also Gould, "Entangled Atlantic Histories: A Response from the
Anglo-American Periphery," AHR 112 (December 2007): 1415-1422. The
fifth quote is in Bailyn, Atlantic Histmy, 69. Rafe Blaufarb, "The Western
Question: The Geopolitics of Latin American Independence," AHR 112 (June
200'7), the sixth quote is on 760, the seventh on '756.
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self-interestwas not a motivating factor in the projected invasions,
but rather that ideology informed self-interest to justiQ the invasion as not a mere land-grab, but as the spread of revolutionary
republicanism. As a rule, however, interest and ideology were at
odds, with self-interest taking precedence over any ideological considerations. This tension between self-interest and ideology helps
historians "understand early modern people on their own terms"
by illuminating "perspectives voiced incessantly by early moderns
themselves."
The relation of an Atlantic community to the pursuit of
national self-interest is a salient feature of Atlantic history. The
idea that self-interestwas the trump card in international relations
was a truism in the eighteenth century,just as it is today. For example, as early as 1778, George Washington came to the conclusion
that self-interestruled foreign policy considerations: "it is a maxim
founded on the universal experience of mankind, that no nation
is to be trusted farther than it is bound by its interest; and no prudent statesman or politician will venture to depart from it." A full
understanding of this mindset contributes to a "transnational
, I ;
)
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The first and second quotes are in Bailyn, Atlantic History, 107. See also Alison
Games, "Atlantic History: Definitions, Challenges, and Opportunities," 748.
For the Atlantic Revolutions, see Bailyn, Atlantic History, 25-30. See also
Jacques Godechot, France and the Atlantic Revolution of the Eighteenth Century,
177@1799, trans. Herbert H. Rowen (New York: Free Press, 1965); R.R.
Palmer, The Age of the Democratic Revolution: A Political History of Europe and
America, 1760-1800, vol. 1, The Challenge, vol. 2, The Struggle (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1959-64). The work of Palmer and Godechot was
extended and added to by scholars such as Bailyn, Caroline Robbins, and
J.G.A. Pocock which in aggregate pointed to an "Atlantic republican tradition
(a part of the title in Pocock's, The Machiavellian Moment: Horentine Political
Thought and the Atlantic Republican Tradition [Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 19651)." The public sphere has a complex historiography all its own.
Its origins are in Jiirgen Habermas, The Structural Transfmation of the Public
Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society, trans. Thomas Burger
(Cambridge, U MIT Press, 1989). See also Albrecht Koschnik, "The
Democratic Societies of Philadelphia and the Limits of the American Public
Sphere, circa 1793-1'795" The William and Mary Quarterly 58 (July 2001): 615636; John L. Brooke, "Ancient Lodges and Self-Created Societies: Voluntary
Association and the Public Sphere in the Early Republic," in Launching the
"ExtenhdRepublic:" The Federalist Era, ed. Ronald Hoffman and Peter J. Albert
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1996), 273-359. The January
2005 edition of The William and M a y Quarterly included a forum on
"Alternative Histories of the Public Sphere." The third and fourth quotes are
in Steele, "Bernard Bailyn's American Atlantic," 51. For the Atlantic community see Bernard Bailyn, Atlantic History, 8-9, 54.
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diplomatic history 'from below."' The same "entwining of interest
and ideology" that informed the participants in 1793-1794 also
influenced those who later solved the "Western Question." Gould
acknowledges that British colonization of North America was justified by "pitting an Iberian model, in which authority descended
from on high, against . . . the 'nascent republicanism' of Britain's
decentralized, settler-based ideal." This ideology was important
from the beginning of Anglo-Spanish entanglement in the
Western Hemisphere. After American independence, Gould
notes that Americans "embracing this settler republicanism also
embraced the freelancing tendencies that had long characterized
the expansion of British settlers into Spanish territory." It is no
accident that Bailyn concludes that revolutionary "ideals survived .
. . to unlfy the cultures of the Atlantic world." Revolutionaryideals,
therefore, cannot easily be dismissed. During 1793-1794, Florida
was a zone of interconnectedness not merely between American
adventurers, French revolutionaries, and Spanish officials, but also
of revolution, interest, and geopolitic~.~
To illustrate the importance of the Atlantic connections and
of revolutionary ideology, the projected invasion had its origins
not on the frontier of the United States, but in the halls of power
in France. The ruling Girondin faction believed that the world's
monarchies should be overthrown through an international
republican revolution. The Girondins, instrumental in the declaration of the French Republic in September 1792, also wanted better relations with the United States. To that end, their leader,
Jacques-Pierre Brissot de WaMlle, had traveled in the United
States and commented on improving commercial relations
between the two republic^.^ The Girondins believed the United
4.

5.

The quote is in George Washington to Henry Laurens, 14 November 1778,
The Wm'tingsof George Washington,John C . Fitzpatrick, ed. (Washington,United
States Government Printing Office, 1931) vol. 13,254257. For more on the
interplay between self-interest and ideology, see: William C. Stinchcombe,
Republicanism and World Diplomacy, (Alexandria,Va.: Bicentennial Council of
the Thirteen Original States Fund, 1978), 15; Daniel George Lang, Fmeign
Policy in the Early Republic: The Law of Nations and the Balance of Power (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1985), 68-69. Blaufarb, "The
Western .Question," the second quote is in 743, the third on 757. Gould,
"Entangled Histories, Entangled Worlds," the fourth quote is on 772, the fifth
is on 783. The sixth quote is in Bailyn, Atlantic Histmy, 111.
Suzanne d'Huart, Brissot: La Gironde au pouvoir (Paris: ~ditionsRobert
LafTont, 1986);J. P. Brissot and Etienne Clavitre, New Travels in the United
States of America: Including the Commerce of America with Europe, Particularly with
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States would aid France in a war against the crowned heads of
Europe and hoped that the Americans would help export revolution to British and Spanish colonies as an extension of the
approaching war in Europe. Of course, there existed the possibility of "imperialist expansion" and the recapture of the former
French colonies of Louisiana and Canada.6
Edmond-Charles Genet was chosen to put the Girondin
designs for the New World into action. Genet had served at several embassies before he was expelled from Russia for his repub8

,
,

$I'

%

,France and Great B@ain, ed. a ~ trans.
d
Joel Barlow (London: J. S. Jordan,
1794; Library Resources, 1974, microfiche), iii-lk. In 1991 French Historical
Studim, "17 '(Spring ' 1991), corihined an extensivk forum entitled
"Interpretin&BrSssat" that included Robert Damton's "The BrLssot Dossier,"
191-205,which he argued that Brissot was "a disinterested idealist, who threv
himself into . . . all sorts of worthy causes, including the Amem'can v a w of
wpublimnism,fm which he died on the &illotifie (Darnto~,"The Brissot Dossie~,"
191, I a c s added)."
6- ' Thc quote is from Albert Hall Bowman, The Strmgb for Neutraliq: FrancoAmerican Di$lomacy Duving the Fed&aZ$t Era (Knoxdlle', TN University ~f
Tennessee 'Press, 1974),42. D.M.G. ~utherkhd,French Rev6lutiod 'an&Empike:
The Qwffw a Civic Or& (Mdden, MA. Blackwell Pub., 2003), 131-136,Paul
R, Hanson, T k Jacobin R&~ublicUnder fire: Tk Federalist Revolt in the French
Revolution (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania University Press, 2003), 3355;
Ldigh Whdey, Radicals: Politics and Rqtmblicanism in thlae French Rm01"t~tim
(Thrupp, W E Sutton Fublisbing Limited, 2000), 4653; William Doyle, Th6
O g i d H & t q of the French Revolution (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990),
174176, 180; Bernardine Melchior-Bonnet, Les Girondins (Paris:Tallandier,
1989), 67-148; Patrice Higonnet, Sister Republics: T& Origins of French and
American Republicanism (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988$,238-240;
Durand Echeverria, Mirage in the West: A History of the French Imge of American
Sock9 to 1815 (New York: Octagon Books, 1966), 168; Harry Ammon, The
Genet Mission (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1973), :lo-17;M. J. Sydenharn,
The h f i d i m s , University of Lolldon Historical Snjdies, vol. MI (Westport,
CN: Greenwood Press Publishers, 1972), 69-70,101ilW. Bmn~aisFuret and
Mona Ozouf, eds. La Gironda et les Girmdins (Faris: Editions Payot, 1991),
includes a number ofrelevant articles, such as: Fran~oisFuret, "Les Girondins
et la .perre: les dkbuts de l'hsembl6e~legislative,'" 189-205; Ladan
Boroumand, "Les Girolndins et lYidi5eale R&publique,"233-464. See also
French foreign minister to the president of +e National Convention, 20
December ,1792, France, Archives des Maires Etrang&res,Correspondance
politique, Eats-unis (Paris: French Reproductions, various dates, photostats
in Library of Congress, Manuscript Division [hereinafter cited as AAE, CP
EU] ), wl. 36, part II,,folio 470; and Adrase de da Convention de France a m EtatsUnis dXm&que, 22 December 1792, AAE CP EU, vol. 36, part 11, ff. 473474.
For a discussion of France's interest in reacquiring Canada and Louisiana see
E. Wilson Lyon, Louisi~wain French Diplomacy, 17591804 (Norman, OK:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1934), 13-69 and F. J. Turner, "The 'Origin of
Genet's Projected Attack on Louisiana and the Floridas," AHR I11 (18971898): 650-671.
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lican views.7 The Girondins named him minister plenipotentiary to the United States in November 1792 and ordered him to
maintain good relations with the United States while simultaneously arming privateers in American ports and raising troops to
attack Canada, Louisiana, and Florida. If the Washington
administration did not lend its assistance, the French hoped
American frontiersmen could be convinced to aid their cause.
The Girondins mistakenly believed that the Americans would
risk a war with Britain and Spain, clearly against American selfinterest, for the sake of republican fraternity. Before sailing for
America aboard the frigate ZEmbuscade, Genet received 250
blank commissions for the officers of the expeditions and about
the same number of blank letters of marque to commission privateers. On 8 April 1793 ZEmbuscade arrived at Charleston, S.C.
The citizens of Charleston received Genet warmly, with such
local dignitaries as Governor William Moultrie visiting the new
minister. During his stay in Charleston, Genet commissioned
privateers and gave French consul Mangourit responsibility for
the invasion projects in the South. Meanwhile, ZEmbuscade took
a number of prizes around Charleston. Proceeds from the sale
of the prizes were to help the consul pay for the invasion projects. On April 18 Genet set off from Charleston on an overland
trip to Philadelphia, enjoying enthusiastic public receptions
along the way.8

7.

8.

For biographical information on Genet, see: Ammon, 1-9; Alexander
DeConde, Entangling Alliance: Politics and D$lomacy u n h G e q e Washington
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1958), 183-185; Regina Katherine
Crandall, "Genet's Projected Attack on Louisiana and the Floridas, 1793-94"
(Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1902), 12-14; William Frederick Keller,
"American Politics and the Genet Mission, 1793-1794" (Ph.D. diss., University
of Pittsburgh, 1951), 75-81; Maude H. Woodfin, "Citizen Genet and His
Mission" (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1928), 485.
Genet and Girondin leaders, such as Brissot, Foreign Minister LeBrun, and
Thomas Paine, are among those responsible for drafting the minister's
instructions. Instructions to Genet, December 1792, FrederickJ. Turner, ed.,
"Correspondence of the French Ministers to the United States, 1791-1797,"
Annual Repmt of the American Historical Association for the Year 1903 I1 (1904):
202-211 [hereinafter cited as CFM]; Additional instructions and background
information are in AAE CP EU, vols. 36 and 3'7. See also Eugene R. Sheridan,
"The Recall of Edmond Charles Genet: A Study in Transatlantic Politics and
Diplomacy," Diplomatic History 18 (Fall 1994): 464-467; DeConde, 183, 213;
Ammon, 22-29; Bowman, 4243. For Genet's arrival in Charleston, see: Keller,
111; Ammon, vii; City Gazette (Charleston, SC) 9, 16, 19, 20 April, 1793; The
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Alarmed at the war in Europe and Genet's behavior, the
Washington administration issued a neutrality proclamation on 22
April 1793, which declared that the United States would remain
neutral in the European war and prohibited Americans from getting involved in the hostilities. Soon after Genet arrived in
Philadelphia, the administration refused to advance payments
from the debt owed to France, which the Girondins had hoped
would pay for Genet's schemes. Rather than moderate his course,
Genet informed Secretary of State ThomasJefferson of his plans to
appeal to the American people and he continued to violate
American neutrality. The minister made contact with a hero of the
American Revolution on the frontier, George Rogers Clark, who
offered to raise a force in Kentucky to liberate Louisiana and West
Florida. As late as July 1793, Genet outfitted a privateer in
Philadelphia, although most privateers were deemed invalid by the
American government. Therefore, when a mutinous French fleet
arrived in New York, Genet tried to bring it under his command.
However, the fleet sailed for France at the first opportunity, denying the planned invasions any naval support. Although Clark had
successfully been brought into the planned invasions, Genet had

State Gmette of South Carolina, 17 April 1793. Moultrie continued to be a loyal
ally of France. Upon Genet's departure for Philadelphia, the governor gave
Genet a letter of introduction to President Washington. See Woodfin, 109. It
is probable that Genet spoke to Moultrie about some of the invasion plans.
Mangourit to Genet, 28 April 1'793, FrederickJ. Turner, ed., "The Mangourit
Correspondence in Respect to Genet's Projected Attack upon the Floridas,
1793-1794," Annual Report of the American Historical Associationfor the Year 1897
(1898) [hereinafter cited as MC], 575. "Liste des visittes faites au Citoyen
Genet 2 Charleston," April 1793, Genet Papers (Washington, DC: Library of
Congress Photoduplication Service, 1969, microfilm), reel 5, container 9, f.
2735 [hereinafter cited as Genet Papers, L.C.]; Genet to Mangourit, 17 April
1793, Genet Papers, L.C., reel 5, container 9, ff. 2720-2723. For the privateering efforts, see Genet to foreign minister, 16April 1793, CFM, 213; ,Mangourit
to Sonthonax, 29 April 1793, France, Archives des Maires Etrangcres,
Corresp~ndanceConsulaire et Commerciale, Etats-Unis, Charleston, tome 2,
1793-1799 (Neuilly-sur-Marne, Fr.: Societe d'Ingeni6rie et de Microfilmage,
1992, microfilm [hereinafter cited as AAE CCC]),f. 013; City Gazette and Daily
Advertiser, 15, 16, 20 April 1793; The State Gazette of South Carolina, 17 April
1793. Various letters to Genet on his journey to Philadelphia are in Genet
Papers, L.C., reel 5, container 9. See also Sheridan, 468; Arnmon, 52-53.
Genet's departure froln Charleston was reported in the City Gazette, 19 April
1793.
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been unable to provide either naval or financial support, rendering chances for the projected invasions exceedingly slim.g
Anxious to maintain its neutrality, the administration requested that the French government recall Genet. The Jacobin government, which had repudiated Girondin foreign policy, agreed to
recall the minister. Rather than return to an uncertain fate, Genet
requested asylum in the United States, married the daughter of
New York's governor and settled down in the life of a gentleman
farmer, essayist, and amateur scientist.1° During the Genet
9.

For the text of the neutrality proclamation, see: United States Congress,
American State Papers, Fweign Relations (Washington, DC: Gales and Seaton,
1832-1861),vol. I, 140; The State Gazette of South Carolina, 13 May 1793. See
also Elkins & McKitrick, Age of Federalism (New York: Oxford University Press,
1993), 336341; Sheridan, "The Recall of Edmond Charles Genet," 469470;
DeConde, 187-190, 224225, 227-231. The debt is covered in: "Rapport du
Ministre des Contributions Publiques sur la liquidation de la dette
Amtricaine," January 1793, AAE CP EU, vol. 37, part I, ff. 3-8; "Rapport fait
au Conseil par le Ministre des Contributions Publiques, sur le mode de remboursemt. [sic] de la dette Americaine," 2January 1793, ibid., ff. 9-12vo. For
Clark, see: Ammon, 82-86; DeConde, 236251; F.J. Turner, "The Origin of
Genet's Projected Attack on Louisiana and the Floridas," AHR I11 (1897Mississippi
1898):653-654;John Parish, "The Intrigues of Dr.James OYFallon,"
Valley Historical Review XVII (September 1930): 230-263; F.J. Turner, ed.,
"Selections from the Draper Collection in the Possession of the State
Historical Society of Wisconsin, to Elucidate the Proposed French Expedition
Under George Rogers Clark Against Louisiana, in the years 1793-1794,"
Annual Report of the American Historical Association for the Year 1896 I (1897):
930-1107; Genet to Gen. "Clarke," 17July 1793,AAE CP EU, vol. 38, part I, ff.
35-36; "Mtmoire pour servir d'instructions au Cit Andrt Michaux agent de la
Rtpublique Fran~aisedans lY6tatau[?] Kentucky et sur la Mississippi," 7
October 1793, AAE CP EU, vol. 39, part I, ff. 82-88. For privateering, see:
Thomas Jefferson, "Memorandum of a Conversation with Edmond Charles
Genet," 10 July 1793, Catanzariti, The Papers of Thomas Jefierson, John
Catanzariti, ed., vol. 26. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997) [hereinafter cited as Catanzariti]), 465; Ammon, 90-93, 100; DeConde, 221-223;
Woodfin, 361-363. For the fleet in New York, see: Dunkp's American Daily
Advertiser, various dates, August & September 1793; Contre-Amiral Cambis
(on board leJupiter) to Genet, 12July 1793, AAE CP EU, vol. 38, part 11, ff. 3032; "Copie de la Correspondance au C. Genet avec le Contre Amiral Sercey,"
19July 1793, ibid., ff. 51-52. For the crew's attitudes, see: Genet to Minister
of Foreign Affairs, 15 August 1793, CFM, 11, 238-239. Genet's instructions to
the commanders are: "Mkmoire pour servir d'Instructions au Contre Amiral
Sercey, Commandant les Forces Navales de la Republique Fran~aiseen
Amtrique," 4 October 1793 (AAE CP EU, vol. 39, part 11, ff. 99-103);
"Supplement aux Instructions du Contre Amiral Sercey," 7 October 1793,
(ibid., ff. 104105). See also: Ammon, 120-125; DeConde, 275279; Keller,
343-347 354355.
10. Ammon, 22, 29, 107-109, 157; DeConde, 296301, 334335, 337-340. Thomas
Jefferson, "The Recall of Edmond Charles Genet," Catanzariti, vol. 26,685715.
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Mission, it was clear that self-interest and republicanism could not
be reconciled on the national level. It was counter to American
self-interest either to anger Britain and Spain by supporting
Genet's plans or to see the French return to North America. In
short, American interest required a disentangled peace on the
frontier. Nevertheless, Genet's subordinate in Charleston, South
Carolina, Consul Michel-Ange-Bernard Mangourit, met with considerable success in bringing self-interest to the service of the
republican cause, at least on the local-level.
Mangourit, who had founded one of the first revolutionary
publications, helped to "storm" the Bastille, and was a leader of a
radical section of Paris, was appointed Consul of France for North
Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia on 2 March 1'792 by Louis
XVI. On 1 September 1'792 Mangourit, his wife, and two children
arrived at Charleston, where he quickly built a network of contacts
with local authorities and surveyed his surroundings. Mangourit
noted that the great majority of the people supported the French
Revolution: ordinary farmers, the upcountry population, and veterans of the American Revolution. The consul grouped the
friends of France into one class: the discontented (mecontens).
Mangourit was aware that the friends of France hoped to reap personal rewards, but thought that these economic motivations made
his supporters more valuable. Governor William Moultrie was the
most important friend of France in South Carolina; Genet and
Mangourit referred to Moultrie as their "venerable friend." The
consul believed that the governor supported the invasion projects,
although the consul divulged only limited information to
Moultrie. "He knows all," Mangourit wrote, "except that which, in
good taste, Providence should hide from weak humans."
The governor was an excellent source of information and contacts. Moultrie told Mangourit that most American army officers
supported the French cause and encouraged the consul to meet
with a captain of federal troops. With Moultrie's approval and in
order to shed "some light on the opinion of the Georgians with
regard to Spain," Mangourit visited the captain of federal troops
whose post was on the Georgian frontier. It is possible that the
captain was William Tate, who became a commander in the invasion schemes. Moultrie and Tate were, in some degree, motivated
The letter informing Genet of the American intention to request his recall is:
Jefferson to Genet, 7 September 1'793, Catanzariti,vol. 2'7, 52-53.
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by interest in western land speculation. Moultrie may have been,
and Tate certainly was, a member of the South Carolina Yazoo
Company. The company was a speculative land venture which
aimed at opening up lands to the Mississippi River and could
expect to profit if the area was freed from Spanish control. The
entanglement of these men with the frontier speculation blurs
their intentions and makes it unclear if they were profiteers or revolutionaries. They were probably a bit of both. At the same time,
their interest in western land is an extension of the decentralized
"settler republicanism," in which what was most required from the
central government was noninterference.ll
Moultrie also provided Mangourit with letters of introduction
to important citizens in Savannah, Georgia. Around the middle of
May 1793, Mangourit visited Savannah to inspect the Florida border, gauge support for an invasion of Florida, and try to arm vessels in Savannah. The consul helped spread the rumor that the
British and the Spanish had fomented a recent Creek revolt.
Indeed, the British firm of Panton, Leslie and Company was trading with the Native Americans with the consent of the Spanish.
Mangourit formed a club called the Friends of the French
Republic because Savannah was "more asphyxiated by the vapors
of English coal than Charleston." During his trip to Savannah, or
shortly before, Mangourit met another international republican,
Major Claudius Bert de Majan (a.k.a. C.-M.-F. de Bert). Bert had

'

11. Louis XVI, 2 March 1792, "Provisions de Consul de Fr. auprGs les Etats des
Carolines-Septentrionale & meridionale & de la Georgie en faveur du S.
Mangouri [sic]-resident 5 Charlestown," France, Archives des Maires
EtrangGres, Sous-Series BIII, carton 439 (microfilm in Library of Congress,
Manuscript Division [hereinafter cited as AAE BIII 439]), f. 329. See also The
Columbian Herald in- the Southern Star, 3 September 1793; The City Gazette and
Daily Advertiser, 22 October 1793. For the friends of France, see Mangourit to
minister of foreign affairs, 10 December, 1793,AAE CCC, f. 171vo. "Le projet
dont il Sait tout, except6 Ce que providence doit Cacher aux faibles humains
est fort de bon Gout" (Mangourit to Genet, 11 October 1793 [AAECCC, ff.
95vo-961). On Moultrie's support, see: Genet to foreign minister, 16 April
1793, CFM, 211-13; Mangourit to Genet, 6 May 1793, AAE CCC, ff. 021-024vo;
Mangourit to Genet, 11June 1793, MC, 579; Mangourit to Genet, 14January
1794, MC, 604. Mangourit to Genet, 24 April 1793, MC, 575. "Quelques
Lumieres Sur L70piniondes Georgiens 5 I7Egardde l'Espagnen (Mangourit to
Genet, 28 April 1793 [MC, 5781). For the Yazoo company, see Rachel Kline,
Uniftcation of a Slave State: The Rise of the Planter C h s in the South Carolina
Backcountry, 176G1808 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1990),
188; Lisle A. Rose, Prologue to Democracy: the Feohalists in the South, 17891800.
(Lexington, I1Y:University of Kentucky Press, 1969),60-65 & 85-100.
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been a former 'officer under Casimir Pulaski during the American
Revolution ind had settled in Georgia because France was
"enslaved." Bert wanted to return home and fight once the
Republic had been declared. However, Mangourit convinced the
major to serve France by remaining in the United States and Bert
reached out to other Georgians who could assist the invasion
plans. Mangourit thought him "un excellent Republicain," and
gave Bert credit for setting the groundwork. Other Frenchmen
also joined the effort. Far from being a local effort, the expeditions were an international effort, with ideology playing a significant role.12
v , . ~ t' ,, 8 f 8 t ,
, .
After he returned to Charleston, Mangourit helped form
another political club, the Republican Society of South Carolina.
Many of the Republican Society's 109 members, such as the president, Stephen Drayton, and the secretary, William Tate, were
openly involved in the invasion plans. Modeling themselves on
French political clubs, the society pledged to support "equal liberty" in both France and the United States "against tyranny and iniquitous rule . . . by any character or body of men, appearing in these
United States." With Drayton as his second-in-command,William
a

'

, I . , G ,

Mangourit to Genet, 6 May 1793, AAE CCC f. 021. Panton, Leslie and
Company traded arms and ammunition for the furs the Indians supplied.
This commerce was carried on with the approval of the Spanish, who granted
English merchants a monopoly on the Indian trade. Paul E. Hoffman,
JZmida's Fmntiers (Bloomington:Indiana University Press, 2002), 230,233-241,
246-250. "Asphyxie par les vapeurs du charbon anglais que Charleston''
(Mangourit to Genet, 6 May 1793 [AAE CCC, f. 021 vo.]) Mangourit to
Genet, 24 April 1793, MC, 575; Mangourit to Minister of Marine Monge, 29
May 1793AAE CCC, ff. 030,035-035bis vo; LeBrun to Mangourit, 13 August
1793, AAE BIII 439, unnumbered folio; Mangourit to minister of foreign
affairs, 10 December 1'793, AAE CCC, f. 172vo. Bert also served as de facto
vice-consul at Savannah for a time. See Bert to Mangourit, 6 November 1793;
and Bert to Mangourit 13 November or December 1793, Papers of the
Republican Society of South Carolina, (Boston Public Library: General
Microfilm Co., 1971, microfilm [hereinafter cited as Republican Society
Papers]). Only republican French supported the invasion effort, with royalist or counterrevolutionary Frenchmen openly opposing the invasion. Frenchmen involved in the invasions included: Fran~oisMeurice, whq;:
trained cavalry; Simon Mouchet, who was commissioner of war and provisions; and Abraham Sasportas, a French merchant who also helped obtain
supplies and sold vessels taken by French ships. For Meurice, see: Mangourit
to Genet, 5 March 1'794, MC, 627-628; Mangourit to Hammond, 4 April 1794,
MC, 653. See Mangourit to Leroi Hammond, 6 March 1794, MC, 594;
Mangourit to Samuel Hammond, 4 April 1794, MC, 653 for Sasportas. See
Mouchet's Commission, 25 March 1'794, MC, 641; Mangourit to Mouchet, 26
March 1794, MC, 642.
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Tate was commissioned colonel of the Revolutionary Legion of
America in the planned invasion of Louisiana. Between June and
October 1'793, a plan for an invasion of Louisiana evolved.
American backwoodsmen were to be recruited-ostensibly from
outside South Carolina to avoid any violation of neutrality-for a
force that was to march to Kentucky and link up with the forces
that were forming under George Rogers Clark. From there, they
were to descend on Louisiana, take and garrison New Orleans,
then proceed against West Florida or, more ambitiously, turn west
into the mass of Spanish territory known as "Nouveau Mexique."
Mangourit hoped that French naval forces could assist the attack
on New Orleans with an amphibious assault.13
At the beginning of October 1793, Tate returned from New
York after meeting with Genet to discuss the plans against
Louisiana. As of the middle of October 1'793,William Tate and his
subordinates were recruiting among former officers in the
American army with only "slight noise." In need of funding to assist
with the recruiting effort, Tate and Drayton requested advances,
which the consul reluctantly doled out from the sale of
ZEmbuscade's prizes. Their requests for advances set the pair apart
from other officers involved in the invasion scheme. Tate further
drew an undue amount of attention to himself as the possible publisher of a recruiting advertisement. The leaders of the East
Florida expedition, Major Bert and Colonel Samuel Hammond,
were very angry at Tate's indiscretions. Hammond believed that if
"imprudent people" had not been engaged in "an enterprise similar to the one over which I have direction" they "would be the tranquil possessors of Florida." Instead, the Spanish had been
forewarned. The consul began to lose confidence in Tate. After
the beginning of March 1'794, the consul began concentrating
almost exclusively on the East Florida expedition. Whereas

13. Proclamation of the Republican Society of South Carolina, August 1793,
Republican Society Papers. "Declaration of the Friends of Liberty and
NationalJustice,"13July 1793, Republican Society Papers (duplicatedin AAE
CP EU, vol. 39, part I, ff. 5-8 and in the ColumbianHerald or the Southa Star 7
September 1793). See also Matthew Schoenbachler, "Republicanismin the
Age of Democratic Revolution: The Democratic-RepublicanSocieties of the
1790s,"Journal of the Early American Republic 18 (Spring 1988): 242. For the
invasion, see Mangourit to Genet, 6 August 1793, MC, 587-589. Tate's commission, dated 15 October 1793, is in AAE CP EU, vol. 46, part 11, f. 181 (also
MC, 599).
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Hammond requested and received supplies, Tate only requested
more advances. Meanwhile, many of the members of the
Louisiana expedition, probably including Drayton and Tate,
began to assist the East Florida operation. Despite his desire for
financial gain, Tate's commitment to the cause of international
republicanism was apparently quite strong; after the collapse of
the projects Tate left the comfortable income of his family's
upstate iron foundry and the possibility of great profits from his
investments in western lands for the uncertainty of traveling to
France where he served as a chef de brigade in the French army.'*
The more organized and promising of the invasion projects
against East Florida got off to a slower start than the Louisiana venture. C.-M.-F. de Bert convinced Samuel Hammond to lead the
force against East Florida. Samuel Hammond and his brother,
Abner Hammond, were involved in the Indian-trading firm of
Hammond and Fowler. To see Hammond and Fowler replace the
British firm of Panton, Leslie and Company as the dominant
traders in the region was certainly a factor in Samuel Hammond's
acceptance of Bert's invitation. Hammond's discontent with the
status quo and his interest in the Indian trade makes it unclear if

14. City Gazette and Daily Advertiser, 4 October 1793, announced "Capt. Tate's"
return from New York aboard the Favrn'te. The same issue called for a meeting of the Republican Society the next night. Mangourit to foreign minister,
10 December 1'793, AAE CCC, f. 173. See also letters of introduction for
William Tate to Genet in Genet Papers, L.C.; Stephen Drayton to Genet, 21
August 1793, reel 6, container 11, f. 3309. "Petit bruit" (Mangourit to Genet,
11 October 1793 [AAE CCC, f. 0961). For requests for advances, see:
Mangourit to Genet, 19 October 1793, MC, 602; Mangourit to Genet, 27
October 1793, MC, 602-603. As late as February 1794, Mangourit reported
meeting with both Tate and Samuel Hammond. Only Tate requested more
money. See Mangourit to Genet, 29 February 1794, AAE CCC, ff. 218-vo.
Samuel Hammond, leader of the East Florida expedition, received bills of
credit to purchase supplies in March 1794. Mangourit to Genet, 5 March
1794, MC, 625-627. Receipts from Mangourit, 5 and 25 March, MC, 628.
Hammond later wrote Mangourit to say that his accounts from the expedition
had been settled, but only after the projects had failed. See Samuel
Hammond to Mangourit, 16 February 1795, Republican Society Papers. For
Bert and Hammond's concerns about Tate, see: Bert to Mangourit, 15
February 1794, MC, 616; Mangourit to Genet, 16 February 1794, MC, 618;
Hammond to Mangourit, undated, probably 3-19 March 1794, Republican
Society Papers; Richard K Murdoch, The Georgda-non'da Fronth, 1793-1 796:
Spanish Reaction to French Intrigue and American Designs (Millwood, NY: Kraus
Reprint Co., 1974), 32. John Ahlstrom, "Captain and Chef de Brigade
William Tate: South Carolina Adventurer," South Carolina Historical Magazine
88 (October 1987): 188-191.
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he was a patriot or profiteer. However, he was on record as opposing the centralizing efforts of Secretary of the Treasury Alexander
Hamilton and his later restraint in seeking recompense for his
services suggest that he was not completely motivated out of shortterm financial gain. Whatever his personal motivation, Hammond
was commissioned as a colonel in the Revolutionary Legion of the
Floridas; Bert was designated as his second in command with the
k n k of major.15
In November 1793 when the major reported to the consul on
Hammond's activities, it is clear that Bert was aware of his superior officer's interest in Hammond and Fowler, noting that selfinterestedness enhanced his usefulness. Interestingly enough,
Mangourit reported that Bert had as much property in Georgia as
those he employed; the major also had a vested interest in the outcome of the invasion. So motivated, Hammond and Bert both
found that their self-interest and their republican ideals were compatible. Mangourit did not take offense that his subordinates were
personally motivated, nor did he trust them less for being selfinterested, but readily accepted that their patriotism was leavened
with the desire for profits. Indeed, Mangourit wrote that he counted on Bert as much as he counted on himself. Meanwhile, the
major was recruiting and looking into logistical matters. Although
no date had been set for the invasion, Bert felt that if they were
able to procure supplies locally, it was best to start the invasion as
soon as possible. If they ran into trouble with procurement, however, a delay of some kind could be expected. The East Florida
expedition was eventually postponed to April 1794. Among the
reasons for the postponement were the paucity of funds and naval

.

15. Samuel Hammond was a member of the Georgia legislature and an Indian
fighter, who was involved in hostilities with the Creeks during the summer of
1793. See Mangourit to Genet, 11 June 1793, MC, 580; Mangourit to
Bournonville, 24 February 1794, MC 620-621; Mangourit to foreign minister,
21 February 1794, AAE CCC, f. 210vo. See Michael P. Morris, "Samuel
Hammond: Soldier-Statesman of the Old South," (M.A. Thesis, Georgia
Southern College, 1989), 3-36 for an account of Hammond's early years, and
37-73 for Hammond's part in the East Florida project. In May 1793
Hammond was a member of the GrandJury of the Southern Circuit Court of
the United States. The Grand Jury published a number of grievances, most
of which criticized the federal government over such issues as the unprotected frontier and Alexander Hamilton's financial policies. For the GrandJury's
pronouncements, see The Gem& Gazette (Savannah),9 May 1793. For the formation of the legion, see: Mangourit to Genet, 1 July 1793, MC, 585;
Mangourit to Genet, 3 November 1'793,MC, 603604.
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support, of which Mangourit often complained. "Send me the
money," Mangourit wrote Genet in October 1793, "I swear to you
that it will be more respected than the golden Madonna of the
superstitious Spaniards."16 Another reason was that the South
Carolina legislature was taking steps to quash recruitment in their
jurisdiction.
"How," the consul asked in December 1793, "to keep such an
affair secret?" As early as 31 October 1793, the South Carolina
newspapers printed speculations that "the French fleet, from NewYork, were seen off the coast of Florida, on Sunday last, supposed
to be destined against St Augustine, or St Mary's." In midDecember 1793, the South Carolina legislature launched an investigation into the nature and extent of French recruiting efforts.
The state House of Representatives issued search and arrest warrants for people suspected of being involved in the invasion plans,
including Stephen Drayton. Drayton quickly put his side of the
story before the public in what became part of a critique of the governments of South Carolina and the United States. Calling into
question the nature of the American republic, Drayton asserted,
"when power is so far misused, as, upon the slightest grounds, to
attack the freedom and the life and property of the citizens, it is
full time to examine the government we live under." For Drayton,
his experience clearly showed "that there still remains something
despotic either in our general government, or in characters composing the executive part thereof. In either case . . . a remedy is
necessary." Nevertheless, the House and Senate unanimously
resolved that something must be done to thwart the projected invasions. Facing increasing political pressure, Governor Moultrie
issued a ban on recruiting on 9 December. Information on the
projects was forwarded to the Governor of Georgia, but was not
16. Bert to Mangourit, 5 November 1'793, Republican Society Papers. Bert to
Mangourit, 13 November or December 1'793,Republican Society Papers. For
the consul's opinion, sce Mangourit to Genet, 11 January 179$, France,
Archives des AfEaires Etrangeres, Correspondance politique, Etats-Unis,
Supplkment. (Paris: French Reproductions, various dates, photostats in
Library of Congress, Manuscript Division [hereinafter cited as AAE CP EU
SUPT]), vol. 30, f. 265vo. "Envoy& moi des fonds. Je vous Jure qu'ils Seront
plus respect& que la Madonne d'or des Superstitieux Espagnols" (Mangourit
to Genet, 19 October 1793 [MC, 6021) . See for examples of the consul's complaints: Mangourit to Genet, 30 April 1793, AAE CCC, ff. 020-020 bis vo.;
Mangourit to Genet, 11 October 1'793,AAE CCC. ff. 096496~0.;Mangourit to
Genet, 3 November 1793, MC, 603-604.
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acted on until 8 March 1794, when Governor George Mathews also
banned recruiting. Out on bail, Stephen Drayton met ivith
Mangourit. They agreed that the projects must continue.
Mangourit appeared untroubled by the legislature's investigation,
calling it "a pimple of the Federalist virus that has been popped in
that [legislative] chamber."17
By the end of 1793, republican fever and settler republicanism
raged in Georgia. Newspapers reported that "a spirit of recruiting
prevails" to such a degree in Georgia that "the people here have
got recruitment mad, for the French service, to go against WestFlorida, Augustine, and New-Orleans." In December the Georgia
legislature called upon the governor "to issue as much powder," as
necessary to celebrate the "success of our French republican
brethren." Augusta scheduled a military review in a square which
had been renamed "Republican Square." A correspondent from
that city asserted that "no person is to be at it, but those who are
the real friends of the republic of France" and warned that "none
dare a fellow who has been hardy enough to pollute freedom, or
abuse its cause, approach the sacred ground," claiming further
that a strongly-worded "notification to that effect will be handed
around." The writer was not concerned that enemies of France
might show up; he reckoned that "there are not more than twenty
such" in the upcountry of Georgia. In a tone much like Drayton's,
the Augusta correspondent announced that the French were "the
only real republicans in the world and that when the American
Constitution was compared with the French Constitution, "I find

"Le moyen qu'une telle affaire put &re secrete!" (Mangourit to foreign minister, 10 December 1793 [AAE CCC, f. 1731). City Gazette €9Daily Advertiser,
12 & 14 December 1793. Michael E. Stevens, ed., The State Records of South
Carolina: Journals of the House of Representatives, 1792-1794 (Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 1988), 287, 328-329, 426427. William
Moultrie's proclamation and Drayton's comments are in City Gazette &Daily
Advertiser, 14 December 1793. See also John H. Wolfe, Jeffersonian Democracy
in South Carolina (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1940),
7475. For Mathews's proclamation, see The Augusta Chronicle and Gazette of the
State, 8 March 1794; South-Carolina State-Gazette €9 Timthy & Mason's Daily
Advertiser, 26 March 1794; Murdoch, Frontier, 18 and 33. Despite this,
Mangourit believed Governor Mathews to be a "bon rkpublicain." Mangourit
to Hammond, 4 April 1794, MC, 653. Mangourit to Hammond, 4 April 1794,
MC, 653. For the Drayton-Mangourit meeting, see Mangourit to foreign minister, 10 December 1793, AAE CCC, f. 173. "C'est une pustale de virus
fkdkraliste qui a per& dans cette chambre" (Mangourit to Bournonville,
February 24 1'794 [MC, 6211) .
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that we are shackled with nearly as much aristocracy as when under
the slavish chains of British tyranny." Such pronouncements were
not mere rhetoric. Southerners who had been influedced by the
French Revolution were constructing a critique of the status quo
that went beyond self-interest. Backcountrymen in South Carolina
warned their county court judge, "In the language of republicanism, following the glorious example of France, [we] address you as
citizen judge!-We know your patriotism!-We know you will dispense with formalities!-Discrimination is necessary, but men
should only be distinguished by their virtues." The backcountrymen of South Carolina and Georgia were letting their leaders
know of their dissatisfaction in terms that would not have been out
of place in France.18
The Spanish in East Florida quickly caught on that something
was afoot; they warned southerners that "we are in peace, but prepared for war." By the middle of January 1794, Governor Quesada
of Spanish East Florida ordered the arrest of several men suspected
of being involved in the invasion scheme, including Samuel
Hammqnd's brother, Abner. "In the present situation," Bert wryly
reported, "it is pointless to observe that our plan of surprise can no
longer take place." Meanwhile, the Spanish attempted to prepare
their civilian populace and their military units for the invasion. The
Spanish had allowed Anglo-Americans to settle in northern Florida
since the American Revolution, leading to a frontier where loyalties
and family ties crossed international borders. Sensing this entanglement of the borders of Florida and Georgia, Governor Juan
Nepomuceno de Quesada ordered his military commander, Carlos
Howard, himself of mixed Spanish-Irish ancestry, to arrest AngloAmericans who were involved in the plot (including one who was a
justice of the peace and militia commander) and institute a
scorched-earth policy along the frontier. Such draconian measures
sent some of the settlers over to the French side. Preparing the border for the invasion, Howard pulled back the majority of his forces
from the St. Mary's River and made the St. John's River his main
defensive line. Troops were in short supply, the militia was unreliable, and many were believed to support the rebellion. The
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18. The first quote is in City Gazette & Daily Advertiser, 3 January 1794. The
account from Augusta is in City Gazette and Daily Advertiser, 24 December 1793.
The warning from the backcountry is in The State Gazette of South Carolina, 28
June 1793.
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remainder were hardly front-line troops and consisted of "one battalion of infantry, one company of dragoons, one company of
artillery, and a few sailors," not a force capable of withstanding a
determined attack. While some loyal settlers armed their slaves to
patrol the frontier, Quesada urgently requested reinforcements
and naval support from Havana. Cuban officials denied naval support and sent four companies of infantry and support units, about
187 men. The paltry reinforcements set sail on board two vessels
for St. Augustine. One of the ships, the Santa Isabella, was captured
by the French privateer la Sans Pareilk. When the captured Spanish
ship arrived in Charleston, the troops and crew were imprisoned.
When it was discovered that some of the support units were made
up of Indian slaves, Mangourit granted freedom, referring to them
as "victims of tyranny." In their joy, the former slaves offered to
serve the Republic. The frontier situation was becoming increasingly entangled as the date for the invasion approached, with some
Anglos assisting the Spanish, many opposing the Spanish, and some
of the Spanish support units changing sides. Neither side could be
sanguine over their prospects of success.1g
Based on news of his brother's arrest, Samuel Hammond
decided that he needed to increase the number of troops and
rethink the invasion plans. With the Spanish forces now on alert,
French naval support became critical. To that end, Hammond
appealed to Mangourit's interest, reminding the consul that "the
port of St. Mary is, in my opinion, of great importance for the
nation that you represent" as a haven for French sympathizers, a
safe harbor for equipping corsairs, and a place to procure supplies.
After the mutiny of the fleet in New York in October 1793, the frequency of Mangourit's requests for naval assistance had dropped
off somewhat. However, under pressure from Colonel Hammond
and Major Bert, the consul renewed his calls for naval support

19. The Spanish warning is in South-Carolina State-Gazette €3 Timothy €3 Mason's
Daily Advertiser, 13 January 1794. For the arrest of Abner Hammond and his
followers, see: South-Carolina State-Gazette €9Timothy €3 Mason 's Daily Advertiser,
19 February 1794; The Augusta Chronicle and Gazette of the State, 15 February
1794. Charles E. Bennett, Florida's "French" Ravolution, 1 793-1795,
(Gainesville,FL: University Presses of Florida, 1981), 33-47; Murdoch, Frontier,
38-49. "Dans la situation presente il est inutile d'observer que notre plan de
surprise ne peut plus avoir lieu" (Bert to Mangourit, 15 February 1794 [MC,
615]).The next quote is in Murdoch, Frontier, 39. "Victims de la Tyrannie"
(Mangourit to Genet, 7 February 1794 [MC, 6071).
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from the minister in early 1794. Meanwhile, Hammond met with
his officers at a 20 February council of war at Washington, Georgia.
Compelled by the high level of enthusiasm for the invasion, some
of the officers from Tate's force offered to enlist with ~ a m r n o n d . ~ ~
As plans developed, Hammond took responsibility for issuing
orders for the troops to assemble in Spanish temtory, while Bert concentrated on strategy. Bert's plan looked promising, at least on paper.
As soon as they were assured of naval assistance, Bert proposed to send
one group of troops to set up bases on Amelia Island and on the
Spanish side of the St. Mary's River. These bases were to serve as the
rendezvous point for volunteers. Another body of troops was to
advance on the St.John's River, which is to the south of the St. Mary's
River and forms a rough crescent to the west of St. Augustine. They
were to establish camp on the northern side of the St. John's until
riverboats could be captured or armed to secure both the St. John's
and the St. Mary's Rivers. With St. Augustine cut off, Bert believed
that the gamson could be starved out. "All will depend," however, "on
a naval force sufficient to act and to inspire the confidence of these
adventurers." Mangourit found Bert's plan "tr2s b ~ n . " ~ l
As it became obvious that Genet was unable to provide a
French fleet, Mangourit obtained naval support for the invasion
from other sources. Most of the French privateers in Charleston
refused to follow the consul's orders. However, in early January
1794, the French corvette le Las Casas arrived in the port city.
Mangourit's goal was to "preciously preserve [her] for the
Republic and its projects in this hemisphere." The consul hoped

20. Hammond to Mangourit, no date, probably 3-19 March 1794, Republican
Society Papers. Calls for naval support are in: ibid.; Hammond to Bert or
Mangourit, 12 February 1794, MC, 613-614; Bert to Mangourit, 15 February
1794, MC, 615-616; Hammond to Mangourit, 19 March 1794, MC, 636. See
also: Mangourit to Genet, 3 November 1793, MC, 603-604; Mangourit to foreign minister, 21 February 1794, AAJ5 CCC, f. 210vo. For Hammond's activities, see: Mangourit to Genet, 27 February 1794, MC, 621-622; Hammond to
Mangourit, undated, probably 3-19 March 1794, Republican Society Papers;
group of papers from Bert to Fauchet, APrE CP EU SUPT, vol. 28, part I, f.
143vo.
21. Hammond's orders are in: Hammond to Bert or Mangourit, 12 February
1794, MC, 613-614; Hammond to Mangourit, probably 319 March 1794,
Republican Society Papers; Hammond to Mangourit, 19 March 1794, MC,
635. Bert's plan, including the quote, "le tout dependra d'une force de mer
suffisante pour agir et pour inspirer de la Confiance aux aventuriers," is in
Bert to Mangourit, 15 February 1794, MC, 615-616. The second quote is in
Mangourit to Genet, 16 February 1794, MC, 618.
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that "this corvette can be a great help for St. Augustine."
Unfortunately, the French Revolution had infected the crew, who
were close to mutiny. With a combination of an appeal to the
crew's republicanism, interest in prize money, and veiled threats,
Mangourit brought the corvette under his orders. On 9 April only
le Las Casas and an unnamed schooner anchored near the town of
St. ~ a r y ' s . * ~
Since the East Florida expedition under Colonel
Samuel Hammond had expected a mighty French fleet the sight of
two small vessels was surely a blow to the morale of the troops.
However, without Mangourit's efforts, the expedition could not
have even counted on two ships showing up at St. Mary's.
In other developments, Samuel Harnmond agreed to negotiate
with the Native Americans in order to win their help for the invasions. On 3 March 1'794 Hammond wrote to Mangourit that the
idea was "very practicable, and at the same time necessary for the
safety of our adventurers." Because of his brother's imprisonment,
the colonel believed he could count on Hammond and Fowler to
throw their weight behind the effort to "destroy all Spanish influence" and gain the support of the tribes. The best way to destroy
Spanish influence was to destroy Panton, Leslie and Company,
which could be done by "intercepting as much as possible their
future supplies." For this purpose, Hammond placed Hammond
and Fowler at the consul's disposal. In the colonel's mind, the success of the invasions, the success of his brother's trading firm, and
the cooperation of the Native Americans were inextricably
entwined. Acting on Hammond's assessment of the situation,
Mangourit drafted a treaty. Despite the obvious motivation of
detaching the tribes, especially the Creeks, from their Spanish
allies, the consul professed interest in "sowing the seeds of equality
in the New World with our own hands." In the proposed treaty, the
22. With a top speed of 14 knots, a complement of 120 men and an armament of
18 six pounders, Er? Las Cmaswas, on her arrival, the most powerful French vessel in Charleston. For the Arrival of b Las Casm, see: ~ a n ~ o u rtoi Genet,
t
11
January 1794,AAE CP EU SUPT, vol. 30, f. 253; City Gazette and Daily Adv&er,
31 December 1793, 4 January 1794. "De Conserver precieusement a la
Republique & a Ses projets dans cet hemisphere," "Cette Corvette peut nous
Gtre d'un grand Secours pour St. Augustin" (Mangourit to Genet, 11January
1794 [AAE CP EU SUPT, vol. 30, f. 2581). City Gazette & Daily Advertiser, 26
April 1794, ran a story from a correspondent from St. Mary's that "a French
sloop of war and a schooner have arrived here, and are waiting for their consorts, to pay a visit to St. Augustine, which I believe will be taken." See also
Murdoch, Frontier, 34.
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Indians were enjoined to fight with France and maintain peace with
the Americans. Hammond and his officers continued to plan. On
5 March 1794 it was decided that the Revolutionary Legion of the
Floridas would assemble on the St. Mary's River on 10 April.
Around the middle of March, Hammond held another council of
war to go over the final preparations and give orders for the assembly of the troops on the St. Mary's River. Present at this council of
war was the Revolutionary War hero General Elijah Clarke.
Hammond seemed to envision Clarke as leading a semi-independent group that was to support the main body and then advance west
once East Florida had been conquered.23
Back in Charleston, the Republican Society of South Carolina,
with help from the consulate, intensified its activities in the n?onths
leading up to the invasions. On 13 February 1794 the Republican
Society held a celebration to honor the 1778 alliance between
France and the United States. Tickets were sent out to the guests
"to prevent confusion as well as intrusion" and maintain secrecy.
The pace of the meetings quickened as the date for the invasions
approached. These meetings often manifested a distinctly oppositional vie; of what it meant to live in a republic that was buttressed
by an increasingly French tone in the proceedings. The society
escalated their attacks on the state and national leadership.
President Washington's neutrality proclamation was "unconstitutional, tyrannical, arbitrary, and . . . an usurpation of sovereignty of
the most despotic nature and a direct attack on the liberties of the
people." Toasts at these meetings provide an insight into the political ideals of the Republican Society. One toast called for "the guillotine to all tyrants, plunderers and funding speculators." The
reference to tyrants obviously related to the European monarchies,
but also implied a threat to the federal and local governments.
Funding speculators had been made richer by Secretary of the
23. Hammond's observations are in: Hammond to Mangourit, 3 March 1794,
Republican Society Papers. "De semer de nos mains les germes de l7EgalitE
dans le nouveau monde" (Mangourit to Genet, 10 February 1794 [MC, 6101).
Instructions to Colonels Tate and Harnmond, 3 March 1794, MC, 623625;
Plan for a treaty with the Creeks, probably 6 March 1794, MC, 591-593. See
Hammond to Mangourit, 19 March 1794, MC, 636 for Hammond's optimism.
For Mangourit's confidence, see Mangourit to Hammond, 4 April 1794, MC,
651-653. For the first meeting, see: Mangourit to Hammond, 4 April 1794,
MC, 653; Mangourit to Genet, 5 March 1794, MC, 627- 628. For the second
meeting, see Hammond to Mangourit, 19 March 1794, MC, 635-636;
Murdoch, Frontier, 30-32.
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Treasury Alexander Hamilton's financial policies and consisted
largely of the planter-lawyer-merchantelite in South Carolina. The
Republican Society unveiled itself as a champion of the French
model of an active form of popular sovereignty which held that
elected officials were always susceptible to being called to account
for their actions. The Republican Society resolved that citizens of
the United States "retain an undeniable right to the fullest information of everything relative to their political interest & happiness." If
those in government abused their power, and "if the trust is prostituted" by the elected representatives, "the people have the right to
investigate the conduct of those whom they have entrusted . . . and
to punish the transgressors." Thus, although interest certainly
played a role, patriotism and ideology were a significant consideration for those involved in the invasion plans. Between the middle
of March and the middle of April, the Republican Society held at
least four meetings. The fairly secretive nature of these meetings
suggests that the pro-French faction of Charleston had shifted their
attention to planning for the invasion of Spanish t e r r i t ~ r i e s . ~ ~
In addition to working on the invasion plans, Mangourit
designed the future political structure for a post-invasion Florida.
Foremost in the consul's considerations was maintaining a viable
link between republican ideology and the self-interest of the leaders
and troops. One salient fact was that the "BRAVES amis de la lib
ert6" would fight on the condition that they were guaranteed a "free
and independent republic, a sister and friend of France, in the form
of the most pure democracy." East Florida was to be considered a
24. Accounts of the celebration are in: Mangourit to Genet, 15 February or March
1794,AAE CCC, f. 189-190~0.;South-CarolinaState-Gazette & Timothy &Mason 3
Daily Advertiser, 14 February 1794. For the fete's secrecy, see: Stephen Drayton
to Mangourit, 12 February 1794, Republican Society Papers; South-Carolina
State-Gazette & Timothy & Mason's Daily Advertiser, 7 February 1794. The antiWashington quote is in City Gazette &Daily Advertiser, 17 March 1794. The guillotine quote is in City Gazette &Daily Advertiser, 15 February 1794. For popular
sovereignty, see Horst Dippel, "Popular Sovereignty and the Separation of
Powers in American and French Revolutionary Constitutionalism,"
Amerikastudien/American Studies 34 (1989): 21-31; and "The Changing Idea of
Popular Sovereignty in Early American Constitutionalism: Breaking Away
From European Patterns,"Journal of the Eady R.@ublic 16 (Spring 1996): 21-45.
The resolutions are in: City Gazette & Daily Advertiser, 20 February 1794. The
Civic Feast of 15 March is covered in the Columbian Herald or the Southemz Star,
19 March 1794. The feast of late March is covered in City Gazette €9Daily
Advertiser, 28 March 1794. The 3 April meeting of the Republican Society was
advertised in the City Gazette &Daily Advertiser, 2 April 1794; that of 9 April is
in the City Gazette €9Daily Advertiser, 9 April 1794.
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French possession until hostilities ceased. Those who took part in
the invasion were to be granted land and put to work preparing
defenses. At that point, the Floridians could design their own government institutions, hopefully to be based on the French constitution. Because of Florida's independence, France would not bear the
burden of defense. Most importantly, France could use Florida as a
privateer base from which to dominate the Caribbean.25
Much of the recent historiography on slavery in France during
the revolutionary era has described what amounted to "Republican
racism" or "a national myth of freedom" in which revolutionary ideals
were not consistently applied to people of color in metropolitan or
colonial ~ r a n c eAlthough
.~~
this is certainly true, both in France and
the United States, Mangourit seemed to think differently. In 1789,
while analyzing who should be electors for the first revolutionary legislature, the Estates General, Mangourit wrote in his newspaper that
colonial people of color "are not less than men . . . the way of alleviating the harshness of slavery, if one does not want to destroy it and
render the planters more human, would be to accord the blacks as
well as the whites the faculty of being electors." In October 1793
Mangourit argued that the only way to retain control of the colony of
Saint-Domingue, then in the throes of a slave revolt, was for France
I

25. "D'une republique libre et independante, soeur et m i de la fiance, Dans les
formes de la plus pur democratie" (Mangourit to foreign minister, 10
December 1'794 [AAE CCC, f. 172vol). Mangourit to foreign minister, 10
December 1793, AAE CCC, f. 1'72~0;Mangourit to Genet, 10 February 1794,
MC, 609; Address to the Floridians, no date, MC, 654456; Mangourit to foreign minister, 21 February 1'794,AAE CCC, ff. 210vo-211; Report of Assembly
of Leaders of the Expedition at Charleston, 29 March 1794, MC, 630. See also
Bennett, 94 & 97; Murdoch, Fronti~,18-19.
26. For "Republican racism," see Laurent Dubois, "Inscribing Race in the
Revolutionary French Antilles," in The Color of Liberty: Histories of Race in France,
ed. Sue Peabody and Tyler Stovall (Durham, NC: Duke University Press,
2003): 96. See also Dubois, "Republican Racism and Anti-racism: A
Caribbean Genealogy," French Politics, Culture, and Society 18 3 (200):5-17. For
the "national myth of freedom," see Sue Peabody, "There Are No Slaves in
France": The Political Culture of Race and Slavery in the Ancien Egime (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1996): 140. Even the Abbit Gritgoire, prominent revolutionary and member of the abolitionist Societit des Arnis des Noirs, who
called for rights for freedmen in the colonies, felt that "black slaves did not
yet merit rights" (Alyssa Goldstein Sepinwall, The Abbe' Grigoire and the French
Rarolution: The Making of Modern Universalism [Berkley, CA: University of
California Press, 20051, 96. See also Sepinwall, "Eliminating Race,
Eliminating Difference: Blacks, Jews, and the Abbit Gritgoire, in The Color of
Liberty Histories of Race in France, Sue Peabody and Tyler Stoval, eds. (Durham:
Duke University Press, 2003): 2841. For a broader consideration of the
Enlightenment and the Black Atlantic, see Gilroy, The Black Atlantic, 4658.
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to extend freedom and equality to everyone in the colony, regardless
of whether their skin was "white, black, or yellow." After granting
freedom to all people in the colony, France could train the ex-slaves
and form them into "an army that the climate cannot destroy," which
could be landed along the Jamaican coast and infiltrate British plantations where they would recruit British slaves. Thus "enlarged by the
plantation slaves," the French forces could "carry the insurrection to
Jamaica." With this anti-slavery background, Mangourit felt that the
conquest of East Florida would be impossible with men who "calculate the best use of their Negroes." Therefore, while designing postinvasion Florida, he believed that this "most pure democracy" should
ban slavery. Under pressure from his American supporters,
Mangourit withdrew the stipulation as the only way to be sure "to
have the Floridians for us." At a later date and under French auspices, he hoped that a conversion away from slavery could take place.
Mangourit drafted an address to the Floridians that guaranteed the
ownership of slaves to reassure his allies. Although Mangourit's
change of heart on the slavery issue could be read as a confirmation
of the "myth of freedom," his reluctance to do so indicates that his
motivation was more pragmatic compromise for the invasion than
intent to rob enslaved people of their rights2'
Events in France finally brought the invasion plans to an end.
With the ascendancy of the Jacobins in France from early 1793, the
days of the Genet mission were numbered. The Jacobins repudiated the Girondin international revolution; they turned towards
retrenching the French Republic at home. Mangourit and Genet
(who was replaced by a Jacobin minister, Jean-Antoine-Joseph
Fauchet) were recalled under the pall of treason charges.
"N'en sont pas moins homes, que le moyen d'adoucir les rigueurs de
l'esclavage, si on ne se porte pas 2 I'anCantir, & de render les planteurs plus
humains, seroit d'accorder aux noirs, ainsi qu'aux blancs, la facult6 d'etre
Electeursn (Mangourit, "Etats-g6nCraux,"reprinted from Le Hh-aut02la nation
sous les auspices de la patrie, no. 62, French Revolutionary Pamphlets [Cambridge,
MA: General Microfilm Co., 19511, 985-986). "La peau Blanche, noire, ou
jaune," "Une arm6e que le climat ne peut Detruire," "grossis des esclaves des
plantations," "porter l'insurra la jamaiquen (Mangourit to foreign minister, 30 October 1793 [AAE CCC, ff. 156-156 vo.]). "Des hommes qui
Calculent un meilleur employ de leurs negres" (Mangourit to foreign minster, 10 December 1794 [AAE CCC, f. 172~01);Mangourit to Genet, 19
"Nous Sommes sum d7Avoirles floriDecember 1793,AAE CCC, ff. 174174~0.
diens pour nous" (Mangourit to foreign minister, 21 February 1'794 [AAE
CCC, ff. 210vo-2111). Mangourit to Genet, 6 March 1794, MC, 632; Address
to the Floridians, no date, MC, 654656.
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Although at first he refused to believe it, the consul was convinced
of his imminent recall by the end of February. The consul wrote
Fauchet to present his case: there were almost 4,000 men ready to
march against Louisiana and the Floridas; no more money was
necessary because the expenses for the Florida expedition had
been paid. Mangourit continued his preparations. Fauchet, however, was under strict orders to put an end to Genet's projects. On
28 March Fauchet's proclamation of 6 March was printed in
Charleston newspapers. Fauchet's proclamation forbade any
Frenchmen from infringing upon American neutrality and
revoked any commissions issued for that purpose. The consul
called a meeting of the leaders of the expedition. Among those in
attendance were Tate, Drayton, and Bert. With one abstention,
they all voted to continue the operation. The one abstention was
important and probably unexpected. Major ~ e r t ' h a dmisgivings
about continuing without the aid of naval assistance and left the
meeting "muttering something about an attack with 'no ships."'28
-l:yl,-'q~,w;':!:all;L

, m l - f l ~ ' ~ l ~ ~ & y d ~

See Laurence Cornu, '"F6d6ralistes! Et pourquoi?"' in La Gironde et les
Girondins eds. Franqois Furet and Mona Ozouf (Paris: Editions Payot, 1991):
265-289; Sutherland, French holution and Empire, 163-174; Hanson, The
Jacobin Rqbublic Under Fire, 47-55; Melchior-Bonnet, Les Girondins,l51-329,333348, 367-387, 405-463; Doyle, The Oxford History of the French Revolution, 220226; Ammon, 155-158;Bowman, 9497; DeConde, 250 & 395-396. Documents
relating to Mangourit's recall are: minister of foreign affairs to Hauterive
(consul at New York) and Mangourit, 19 November 1793, AAE CCC, f. 167;
and "Report on the Causes of the Recall of Mangourit," 24 Brumaire, an I1 (c.
14 November 1793), MC, 658. Mangourit to Genet, 29 February 1794, AAE
CCC, ff. 218-vo. Mangourit to Fauchet, 25 March 1794, MC, 636-637.
Fauchet's proclamation is in City Gazette &Daily Advertiser, 28 March 1794;see
also Melvin Jackson, Privateers in Charleston, 1793-1796 (Washington, DC:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1969), 36 & 38; and Murdoch, Frontier, 22. The
quote is from Richard K. Murdoch, "Citizen Mangourit and the Projected
attack on East Florida in 1794,"Journal ofsouthern History 14 (1948):538. To
his credit, Bert refused to dishearten his comrades by arguing at the meeting.
The major gave his opinion separately two days after the meeting. Bert advocated postponing the invasion until the arrival of the fleet was certain. Now
that he had been overruled, Bert was "prepared to aid the execution of the
enterprise with all the energy and activity of which I will be capable" ("Me suis
pr6pare A seconder l'6x6cution de l'enterprise avec toute l96nergieet l'activit6 dontje semi capable" [Bert to Mangourit, 30 March 1794 {MC,647-6483]) .
The consul used Bert's arguments in his requests to Fauchet. However, the
consul was determined to continue. Despite their disagreement, Mangourit
still thought highly of Bert's military skills. Mangourit to Fauchet, 30 March
1794, MC, 645-647; see also Mangourit to Fauchet, 31 March 1794, MC, 648650. Report of Assembly of Leaders of the Expedition at Charleston, 29
March 1794, MC, 629-631.
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The consul sent William Tate, probably with the transcript and
other documents, to lobby Fauchet. Mangourit reminded the new
minister that "if these useful projects are destroyed, confidence in
the republic will be destroyed with them: we would not find more
than one solitary man, all our friends would be lost forever." Joseph
Fauchet was urged to continue his support by not only Mangourit
and Tate, but by many of the principal leaders of the expeditions.
None of the appeals were heeded. Fauchet, however, expressed
misgivings about abandoning France's friends in America. On 4
April Mangourit gave his final instructions to Samuel Hammond.
Mangourit instructed Hammond to tell his troops that "discipline,
obedience, and temperance are the virtues of warriors." Without
them, Mangourit pointed out, there could be victories but not triumphs. Mangourit concluded that "soldiers of tyrants are sometimes courageous, but republican soldiers are always so."29
Three days after writing Hammond, time ran out for the consul. Mangourit's replacement, Antoine-Louis Fontpertius, arrived
in Charleston 7 April. Mangourit stalled the new consul.
Nevertheless, Fontpertius ordered a halt to the invasion of East
Florida. The expedition soon collapsed, although le Las Casas
landed some supplies and men on Amelia Island, at the mouth of
the St. Mary's River, before sailing away. These men dug in and
prepared to defend their position even as the mastermind of the
affair sailed away to an uncertain future. After the collapse of the
invasion plans, Hammond and Bert returned to Savannah. Not all
the recruits gave up. Some joined General Elijah Clarke around
the end of April 1794. Clarke's group decided to set up a buffer
state on the western side of the Oconee River known as the TransOconee Republic. This settlement was abandoned by the end of

29. "Si des proj2ts utiles ktoient dktruits, la confiance dans la Rkpublique et ses
agens seroit dktruite avec eux: Nous ne trouverions plus un seul homme, tous
nos amis seroient perdus pourjamais" (Mangourit to Fauchet, 30 March 1794
[MC, 645-6471). See Fauchet to George Rogers Clark, 9 Fructidor An 11, AAE
CP EU SUPT, vol. 28, part I, ff. 48-19; Stephen Drayton to Fauchet, 15 April
1794, ibid., ff. 95-96. Major Bert hurried to Philadelphia after Mangourit's
replacement and presented his case for continuing the expeditions, which
Fauchet refused in Fauchet to Bert, 3 Messidor An 11, AAE CP EU SUPT, vol.
28, part 11, ff. 1 5 6 ~ 0 .Fauchet to minister of foreign affairs, 20 May 1794,
CFM, 345 includes Fauchet's misgivings. "La discipline l'obkissance et la temp6rance sont les vertus des guerriers," "Les soldats des tyrans sont quelque
fois courageux, mais les soldats rkpublicains le sont toujours" (Mangourit to
Hammond, 4 April 1794 [MC, 6531) .
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1794, under threat of military action from the federal government.30
Conclusion:
Those involved in the invasion plots were motivated by self-interest. Consul Mangourit believed that being so motivated made them
better allies. The consul harnessed the self-interest of the friends of
France to the cause of international revolution, even compromising
his dislike for slavery to maintain the support of his slave-owning
compatriots. This is not to imply that ideological forces did not
move the friends of France; they were deeply concerned about the
nature of the American Republic and about the increasing influence of the wealthy and powedul. For them, the personal liberties
they had fought for during the American Revolution were threatened by an increasingly powedul executive. In the face of looming
tyranny at home and abroad, France appeared to be the only protector of liberties and the rights of man on the world stage. Because
the French Republic was also under mortal threat, it was only natural for those involved in the invasions to ally themselves with the
French, who, while ruled by the Girondins, were committed to aid
people who wanted to strike at tyranny. Interest and ideology were
thus inextricably linked in this zone of interconnectedness between
adventurers, French revolutionaries, and Spanish officials.
In the two years following Mangourit's departure from
Charleston, there was a good deal of unrest in the Floridas. The
Spanish maintained their hold on Florida with difficulty. A small
number of French agents continued to live on Amelia Island. These
men, left behind by le Lac Casas, were joined by Floridians and some
of Harnmond's men. French privateers continued activities in
Spanish waters and helped to supply the band on Amelia Island. In
late 1795, the French flag was raised over the small fort. Fauchet's successor, Pierre Adet, ordered that the soldiers be supplied from
Charleston. In 1817, in a move that had nothing to do with French
ambitions, Scottish adventurer Gregor MacGregor, who had served
under Francisco Miranda and Sim6n Bolivar, led an invasion of
Florida in which he proclaimed a "Republic of Florida," although
smuggling and privateering appeared to be more important than ide30. For Fontpertius' arrival, see City Gazette LT' Daily Advertiser, 8 8 14 April 1794. For
the delivery of the recall order, see: Commissioners to minister of foreign affairs,
20 May 1794, MC, 660;Jackson, Privateers, 42. Murdoch, Frontier, 3&37 & 50-62.
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ology. Thus there continued to be support for a French-aided invasion of Spanish territory in this zone where interest and ideology were
so closely related. Also, the fact that the Spanish suffered defeats at
the hands of small bands of unsupported adventurers and had major
problems in defending their territog' leaves one with the impression
that, had the plan been executed, Florida, if not Louisiana, could have
been taken. However, France had lost her best chance to obtain
Florida when Mangourit was recalled. A man with his energy and
drive was the best chance France ever had of taking Florida.
Mangourit returned to France and, arriving after the fall of
Robespierre, was exonerated of all charges. He went on to serve in
the French diplomatic service until his retirement during
Napoleon's rise to power. He died in 1829. France lost an ideal and
costeffective opportunity to revive her fortunes in the Americas by
not allowing Mangourit's expedition to reach its conclusion. The
French would have had to weigh the benefits of having bases in
Florida against the displeasure of the Washington administration.
However, France could have repudiated Genet while still presenting
the United States with a fait accompli of a pro-French republic in
Florida. In view of the subsequent deterioration of FrancoAmerican relations, the lack of an audacious French diplomatic
effort ironically amounts not only to a repudiation of international
republicanism, but also to a renunciation of French self-interest.
The planned invasion of Florida exemplifies the entwined
nature of relations along the borderlands. French officials commissioned Americans to fight under the French flag against a Spanish
province where American descendants worked with Spanish officials
to quell revolution. Although geopolitics was involved, matters
moved independently of and contrary to metropolitan policies.
Those in charge took vague instructions and altered them to conform to the situation on the ground. One constant was that the
ideals of revolutionary France allied with an indigenous settler republicanism played a significant role injus*ng
the invasions and forming the basis for a critique of the American power structure. Some
tentative answers had been proffered to the 'Western Question,"
answers that would only be played out in the years to come. Florida
would continue to play a central role in the borderlands dispute until
the addition of Florida to the United States in 1819.
31. See Murdoch 71-97, Bennett 172-185. For MacGregor, see Blaufarb, "The
Western Question, 752-753.
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1892-A Year of Crucial Decisions in Florida
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e figure of Henry ~ o r r i Flagler
h
towers h e r other men
and women in modem Florida history. No individual-except,
perhaps, his contemporary and fellow railroad man Henry
~ r a d l e plant-an
i
lay cla& to his business acumen, daring, and
romantic vision in fomenting Florida's growth and rising preeminence in the southeast United States. From dead last among the traditional southern states in 1900 in terms of population and
manufacturing activity, Florida today ranks fourth among all states in
the American Union as far as population and, in 2006, boasted of having one of its strongest economies.' In addition, Florida today is,
arguably, the nation's gateway to the Americas. Beginning in 1892,
Henry Momson Flagler was instrumental both to Florida's phenomenal growth at the end of the nineteenth century as well as to the state's
growing importance as a commercial and communication link to the

Jesus Mendez is an Associate Professor in History at Barry University in Miami
Shores, Florida. Trained in Latin American history at the University of Texas at
Austin where he received his doctorate in 1980, he is currently researching the
transportation and commercial links between the Caribbean and Florida i; the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
1. Twelfth Census of the United States-1 900-Census Reports, Volume 1-Population,
Part I, Section I. 4--States, Territozk, and Counties (Washington, DC: Government
Printing Office, 1901),2; Twelfth Census of the United States- 1900-Census Reports,
Volume 8-Manufactures, Part II, Section I.8-Comparative Summary and Statistics of
Cities, 982-988 (http://www.census.gov/prod/www/abs/decennid/l9OO.h).
The traditional Southern states of the Confederate States of America are:
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia. For 2006 data estimates, see:
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/~2OOO.html.
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The story of Henry Flagler and Florida has been progressively
brought into clearer focus since the landmark publication in 1949 of
the book %da's figler by Sidney Walter Martin.* Additional perspectives have been added to the Flagler and Florida story through the
scholarship of David Chandler, Seth H. Brarnson, and Susan Braden.
Edward Akin provided the most comprehensive biographical work on
Flagler, covering not only his Florida hotel and railroad enterprises
but also exploring his land development activities as well as his prior
prominent role in the early years of Standard Oil and his association
with John D. Rockefeller.%Missing from all these works or only super2.

3.

Sidney Walter Martin, Ehda's H u g h (Athens: The University of Georgia Press,
1949). Martin, member of the history faculty at the University of Georgia, went
on to become Dean of its College of Arts and Sciences, president of Emory
University from 1957-62, vice chancellor of the University System of Georgia
from 1962-66 and acting chancellor from 1964-65, and president of Valdosta
State College from 1966-78. Apart from being the first and among the best of
the Flagler biographies, Martin's book benefits from sources unavailable to later
researchers, among them William R. Kenan,Jr., head of the Flagler System after
Flagler's death in 1913, and brother of Mary Lilly Kenan, Flagler's third wife.
David Leon Chandler, Henry
The Astonishing Lfe and Times ofthe Vzn'onary
Robber Baron Who Founded Florida (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company,
1986); Seth H. Bramson, Speedway to Sunshine: The Story of the l?hidu East Coast
Railroad (Boston: Boston Mills Press, 2003); Susan R Braden, The Architecture of
Leisure: The l h i d a Resort Hotels of Henry F k g h and Hen? Plant (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2002); Edward N. Akin,Hugler, Rockefeller P a r t w and
Florida B a r n (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1992). The very readable
Chandler book on Flagler is full of journalistic drama and speculation, much of
it based on fl~msyhistorical evidence. An outgrowth of his 1986 Flagler biography was The Bingham oflouimdle: The Dark History Behind One of America's Great
Fortunes (New York: Gown Publishers, 1987) in which Chandler and his ccl
author, wife Mary Voelz Chandler, claim that Mary Lilly Kenan Flagler did not die
in 1917 of natural causes as claimed at the time but rather died either from medical neglect by a possibly drug-addicted woman or from a morphine overdose
administered either by her second husband Judge Robert Worth Bingham or by
a physician in collusion with Bingham. It was with Flagler money settled from
Mary Lilly's estate that Bingham went into journalism with the acquisition of the
Courier-JoumaL A later and similar popularjournalism book on the Binghams disputes the lurid drug and murder theories and argues that Mary Lily died of cardiovascular syphilis contracted from Flagler who had a widely known reputation
as a womanizer. See: Alex S. Jones and Susan E. Tat, The Pahkzrch: TheRise and
Fall ofthe Binghum Dynasty (NewYork: Summit Books, 1991). Edward N. Akin's
book
Rockefeller P a r t w and Rinida Barn, on the other hand, is a scholarly
and very welldocumented study based on the author's doctoml dissertation.
Akin does not restrict himself to the Flagler story in Florida but also covers
Flagler's earlier Standard Oil years which not only are the source of the wealth he
used in his Florida projects but which also helped shape his views on business and
the vital role of railroad transportation. Flagler's railroad extension to Key West
has been covered in a number of books. Among the best are: Les Standiford, Last
Train to Paradise: Hen? F k g h and the Spectacular Rise and Fall of the Railroad That
Crossed an Ocean (New York: Crown Publishers, 2002); Dan Gallagher, Hmida's
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ficially mentioned are Flagler's overseas initiatives and maritime
enterprises in connection with his railroad; attention to these operations sheds new light on his expanded activities in Florida, which
began in 1892, and places them in a broader ~ o n t e x t .In
~ addition,
an analysis of the friendship between Flagler and Plant, insights into
their competitive business rivalry in Florida, and the logistics of their
oftentimes coordinated business actions have frequently been absent
in the historiography on both men.5 An inclusion of these factors as

4.

5.

Great Ocean Railway: Building the Key WestExtensirm (Sarasota, FL: Pineapple Press,
2003); Pat Parks, The Railroad That Died At Sea: The l%rdu East Coast's Key Wkst
Exikpskm (Battleboro, VT: The Stephen Greene Press, 1968). For a concise
overview of the various railroad amalpations and new construction which culminated in Henry Flagler's Florida East Coast Railroad, see: Gregg Turner, A Short
Histmy ofllmih. Railroads (Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2003)' 67-80.
Flagler's overseas and maritime activities have received scant attention f?om most
writers or have, otherwise, been underestimated. In an article providing valuable
insights into Flagler's business personality,Joe Knetsch writes: "As Flagler's vessels
were secondary to his railroad and hotel business, the merger [in 1900 between
the Plant Steamship Line and the Florida East Coast Steamship Line] did little to
the total financial position of the Flagler System." See: "The Business System of
Henry Flagler," ElEscribano, The St. AugustineJournal $History 40 (2003):68-92. The
2003 issue of El Escribano includes a number of other articles by various authors on
Flagler which provide some of the latest research on his life and work. The only
book-length study covering Flagler's maritime activities, although valuable, limits
itself to coverage of the specific vessels in the service and concentrates on the vessels' individual histories, itineraries, and their technical specikations. See: Edward
k Mueller, Steamships ofthe Two Henrys: Being An Account ofthe Man'time Activities of
Hemy M h o n &&and Henry Bradley Plant (Jacksonville,FL: E A. Mueller, 1996).
Henry Plant's life has not been as well studied as Flagler's probably because of a
scarcity of primary personal and business source material resulting partially from a
challenge to his will and a battle over the estate following his death in 1899. Most
researchers still rely on the semiafficial biography published by his pastor the year
before Plant's death. See: G. Hutchinson Smyth, The Life ofHenly Bradi~Plant,
Founder and A-esident of the Plant System of Railroads and Steamhips and Also of the
S o u t h ,?qbms Company (NewYork G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1898). Flagler's biographer, SydneyWalter Martin, also published a study on the life of Henry Plant.which,
while a very good summary, is not as indepth as his work on Flagler. See: Sydney
Walter Martin, "Henry Bradley Plant" in Horace Montgomery, ed., Gaqxzm in
Born: HistoricalEssays in Honor ofEllis Me- Coulter (Athens: University of Georgia
Press, 1958),261-2'76. A more recent, popular biography of Plant is: Kelly Reynolds,
Henry Plant, PioneerErnpme Builder (Cocoa:The Florida Historical Society, 2003). For
a good overview of the railroad activities of Plant in Florida but with scant coverage
of his hotels and steamshiplines, see: Dudley S.Johnson, "Henry Bradley Plant and
Florida," flinkhHistorical Quankdy 45:2 (1966):118131. To the works by Braden and
Mueller cited above which cover separately some of the parallel activities of Flagler
and Plant in Florida, the article by Seth Bramson, "A Tale of Three Henrys",which
aside from Flagler and Plant also includes the Florida activities of Henry Sanford,
must be added. In his article, Bramson correctly speculates on the high degree of
cwperation which existed between Flagler and Plant in their Florida activities.
See: Seth [H.] Bramson, "A Tale of Three Henrys," TheJouml ofDewrative and
m-Opagalzda Arts: flinkh Theme Issue 23 (1998): 112-143.
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part of Henry Flagler's multidimensional interests establishes the year
1892 as essential to Flagler's Florida career.
Flagler's growing interest in Florida is seen throughout the
decade of the 1880s. Beginning with a short visit to Jacksonville with
his first wife in 1878 and followed by visits to St. Augustine in 1883
and 1885 with his second wife, Flagler became enchanted with the
scenes and climate of North Florida. These visits occurred at a time
of profound changes in the operations of Standard Oil, shaped by
Flagler and John D. Rockefeller, which prefigured for both men a
less active role in the day-to-dayoperations of the firm. The death of
his first wife, Mary Harkness, in 1881, the formation of the Standard
Oil Trust in 1882, initiation of a United States Senate committee
investigation into the workings of this new entity in December of that
year, a second marriage in 1883 to Alice Shourds, and public criticism of his role in the 1884 Presidential campaign of James G. Blaine
together signaled the need for Flagler to contemplate a change in
personal direction. As a result, Flagler, along with Hamilton Disston
and Henry Bradley Plant, assumed a leading role in fulfilling
Florida's need for outside investors to assure the state's future development. In return, Florida filled a void in Flagler's life as he turned
ffity and experienced what we today would term a mid-life ~risis.~
Shortly after his second visit to St. Augustine in 1885, Flagler
launched his initial phase of activities in Florida, determined to make
the city into the "Newport of the ~ o u t h . "His
~ acquisition of lands in
St. Augustine was followed in rapid succession by the completion of
a number of construction projects: erection of the fabled Ponce de
Leon Hotel, completion of the early plans for what eventually
became the adjoining Alcazar Hotel, the building of supporting public works and infrastructure projects in the city, and the securing of
adequate land transportation links between Jacksonville and St.
Augustine. The latter required the acquisition and improvement of
already existing railroad spur lines-beginning with the purchase of
the Jacksonville, St. Augustine & Halifax River ail way.^ In the
process, he forged a strong personal and business fiendship with Dr.
6.

7.

Flagler was born on January 2,1830. The important role of investors from the
North in the railroads of the post-Civil War South was not unique to Florida.
John F. Stover has argued that: "Northernfinancial management over southern railroads was...nearly complete in 1900." See: John F. Stover, The
Railroads of the South, 1865-1900:A Study i n Finance and Control (Chapel Hill:
The University of North Carolina Press), 282.
Akin, Chapter 6, "St.Augustine: 'Newport of the South,"' 116133.
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Andrew Anderson of St. Augustine, and an initially cordial business
relationship established with Robert H. Coleman, iron ore magnate
from Pennsylvania, and Mason Young, investor in railroad securities
from New York-the latter two managed Flagler's collection of separate short railroad lines through their Jacksonville, Tampa, and Key
West Railroad and their Florida Construction Company, the railroad's construction subcontracting firm? In the wake of these feverish activities, as one of Flagler's biographers points out, rumors
circulated early in St. Augustine of a "Flagler syndicate," which
Flagler himself explained: "'The Flagler syndicate' consists of H.M.
Flagler. In the railroad matter, however, I joined with some personal friends, who are interested in the 'J.T.& ILW.R.R.'Uacksonville,
Tampa & Key West Railroad]. They put in M of the money, as I did
not want to bother with the administration of the road."1° Clearly in
1886,when Flagler wrote the above, he limited his vision to the building of a winter resort complex in St. Augustine with only the necessary supporting infrastructure to ensure its success.
The centerpiece of Flagler's projects for St. Augustine, the Ponce
de )LeonHotel, opened on January 10,1888. By all accounts, it was
a low-key affair by Gilded Age standards. A yellow fever epidemic in
Florida during the summer and fall of 1887 had the effect of damp
ening the enthusiasm for what should have been a most glittering
opening season. A post-season evaluation of the first three months'
activities brought a realization that the St. Augustine resort would
need to be expanded to secure a sufficient number of winter tourists
to be profitable. Acting on the report, Flagler bought the newly constructed and potential rival Casa Monica Hotel and renamed it the
Cordova for the 1889 winter season. In addition, construction was
rushed to completion on the Alcazar Hotel which also opened for
the 1889winter season as a less-expensive alternative to the Ponce de
Leon Hotel. Just as the construction activity was at its height during
the summer and fall of 1888, a second and more extensive outbreak
of yellow fever in Florida created panic conditions inJacksonville and
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Ibid.
An excellent study of the Anderson family and, in particular, Dr. Andrew
Anderson is: Thomas Graham, The Awakening of St. Augustine: The Anderson
Family and the Oldest City, 1821 (St. Augustine, FL: The St. Augustine Historical
Society, 1978). A biography of Robert H. Coleman may be found in: Richard
E. Noble, The Touch of Time: Robert Habersham Coleman, 18561930 (Lebanon,
PA: Lebanon County Historical Society, 1983). To the author's knowledge,
no similar study exists for Mason Young.
10. Quoted in Akin, 135-136.
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contributed to another dismally poor season in the winter of 1889.11
The unsatisfactory returns on both the hotel and railroad investments became an increasing source of concern. Finally, the winter
season of 1889 ended on a very bleak personal note. Flagler's beloved
daughter, Jennie, died on March 25, 1889, on board her father-inlaw's yacht, Oneida, while traveling south to Florida to recuperate
after the loss of her first child at birth.12
The winter of 1890 did not improve the outlook for the resort.
A major event of the season was the dedication of the massive
Memorial Presbyterian Church in St. Augustine on March 16,1890,
in memory of Flagler's daughter. Members of the John Wanamaker
family and Vice-President and Mrs. Levi Morton attended the event,
but President Benjamin Harrison, who had also been expected,
sent his wife as his representative. Reflecting concern over low
tourist traffic, Flagler wrote in December 1890 to his railroad
freight agent: "I am discouraged with the results of 1890, but I don't
know what to recommend, except the exercise of constant daily vigrilance, to secure a revenue."13 Clearly, after the winter 1890 season,
some adjustments had to be made to Flagler's project for St.
Augustine if the original business investment was to be saved, especially since, for the 1891 winter season, Henry Bradley Plant would
be opening his own, and larger, resort hotel, the Tampa Bay Hotel,
on the west coast of Florida. In order to attract less well-heeled visitors, the decision was made to switch the Alcazar Hotel for the
upcoming winter 1891 season to the less-expensive European plan
(no meals included) to accommodate tourists who might have been
dissuaded by the more expensive all-inclusive American plan.14
Looking back on 1890 and 1891, it is apparent that these were
transitional years for Henry Flagler, and that factors internal and
11. l3.e winter 1889 season was a disaster compared to the 1888 season. In a small
item buried in its April 1,1889issue, the M d a Times-Unionstated: "Last season
[I8881 the Timeanion's correspondent made a careful estimate of the number of tourists who visited St. Augustine. This estimate was based on an actual
count of the leaves of each hotel register multiplied by the average number of
names in each leaf. According to that about 50,000 people visited St. Augustine;
from a cursory estimate made this year 20,000 will be about the correct number."
The back-teback yellow fever epidemics in Florida in the Summer and Fall of
1887 and 1888, along with their profound economic and public health consequences, are discussed in: Margaret Humphreys, Yellow Farer in the South
(Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University Press, 1999),119-126.
12. Chandler, 105; Akin, 125.
13. Akin, 139.
14. Ibid, 124.
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1892-YEAR

OF

DECISION

89

external to Florida had a bearing on the course of his future actions.
On the internal front, Henry Plant, a formidable competitor,
extended the scope of his activities on the west coast of Florida. The
opening in January 1891 of his Tampa Bay Hotel had the potential
for significant loss of revenue by Flagler's enterprises on the east
coast. In addition, by 1890, there was a growing friction with his
Jacksonville, Tampa, and Key West railroad partners who, in
Flagler's eyes, were investing more time and energy in that railroad's
through traffic to the west Florida coast through Plant's South
Florida Railroad than to Flagler's east coast lines from Jacksonville
to St. Augustine.15 Flagler called a meeting in late July 1890 aboard
his yacht Atcia, anchored at New York, to discuss the steamboat
feeder arrangements coming north to connect with the east coast
lines at Titusville from points south along the east coast in the
Indian River agricultural-area. Invited to the meeting were Mason
Young (vice-presidentof the J. T.& K.W. Railroad who was also the
president of the Indian River Steamboat Company), Joseph R.
Parrott (lawyer for both Flagler's east coast lines and the J. T. & K.W.
Railroad), and Charles C. Deming (treasurer of both lines).16 This
meeting appears to signal Flagler's growing interest in coastal areas
south of St. Augustine and is typical of efforts of other railroads in
the South which, after a period of line consolidations, looked
towards the expansion of through traffic for enhanced revenues."
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15. The rupture between Flagler and Coleman made even the Neu York Times at
the time. See N m York Times, 2 July 1890.
16. Akin, 139.
17. The topic of the importance of building through traffic after a period of line
consolidations for railroads in the South is discussed in: Maury Klein, "The
Strategy of Southern Railroads," The American Histortcal Reuieu 73 (1968): 10521068; idem, "Southern Railroad Leaders, 1865-1893: Identities and Ideologies,"
Business History Reoieu 42 (1968): 288-310. The role of a water terminus in the
building of railroad through trafIic is discussed in: Michael Krieger, Where Rails
Meet the Sea: America's Connections Between Ships €9 Trains (New York:
Friedman/Fairfax Publishers, 1998). In North America, the most ambitious
dream for building railroad through traffic to and from overseas is, arguably,
Asia and the Canadian transcontinental railroads. See: Donald MacKay, T h
Askn Dream: The Pmjk Rim and Canada'sNational Railway (Vancouver/Toronto:
Douglas & McIntyre, 1986);W.B.M. Hick, Hays' &@an: T h Stmy of the Port of
Prince Rupert (Prince Rupert, B.C.: Prince Rupert Port Authority, 2003), 15-46. A
similar rnindset existed in the United States in regards to the Asia market. Emily
S. Rosenberg singles outJames J. Hill and his Great Northern Railroad when she
writes: "The activities of railroad baron James J. Hill nicely illustrate the link
between the continental transportation revolution and the outreach overseas."
See: Emily S. Rosenberg, Speading the American Dream: American Economic and
Cultural Expansion, 18W1945 (NewYork: Hill and Wang, 1982), 15-23.
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For Flagler, this was an attempt to build up freight and passenger
-c
on his railroads.18 Still looking towards the South, in 1890
Flagler acquired an interest in the Ormond Hotel built in 1876, a
property which he eventually completely acquired from the initial
building partners and which, later in 1899, he doubled in capacity
from 75 to 150 rooms.lg While settlers in the still sparsely populated areas further down the east coast were asking for the railroads to
expand southward to Lake Worth and, ultimately, even to Biscayne
Bay, such an expansion only became more attractive afterJune 1891
when the Florida legislature abolished the Florida Railroad
Commission, established in 1887. The end of the Florida Railroad
Commission, and its power to regulate railroad tariffs within the
state of Florida, freed Flagler's already-existing railroad lines and
any envisioned expansion of those lines down the east coast of
Florida from rate regulations and, because his rail lines lay wholly
within the state of Florida, placed them beyond the regulatory reach
of the Federal Interstate Commerce Commission, which had also
been established in 188'7.~'
Factors external to Florida were also decisive in determining
the course of Henry Flagler's future actions, and it is, at this juncture, that the figure of Henry Plant began to play an all-important
role. Born in Connecticut, Plant's initial activities in the South
involved his association with the Adams Express Company and its
spin off as a result of the Civil War, the Southern Express Company.
With the Southern Express Company surviving the war and with
Plant still at the helm, he began investing in various southern railroad companies to ensure, through interlocking interests, the
expansion of the business of the Southern Express. In addition, he
quickly grasped the importance of expanding the freight business
not only for the railroads but also for his express company and start18. It must be emphasized that, with the winter resort hotels only open three
months out of the entire year, Flagler and Plant needed to create year-round
sources of passenger and freight traffic to make the railroads economically
viable.
19. Akin, 137.
20. While abolished in 1891 by the state legislature, the Florida Railroad
Commission would be re-established in 1897. For a general history on the
Florida Railroad Commission, see:J.W. Stickney, A Brief Histov of the FZorida
Railroad Commission (Tallahassee:Florida Railroad Commission, 1938). Over
the years, the commission acquired additional regulatory powers over other
industries besides the railroads and is today known as the Florida Service
Commission. In 1985 railroads were deregulated.
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ed, in 1867, the Texas Express Company to tap the through express
business in that state as well. But Texas, for Plant, was not intended to be a terminus for his express business. He began investing in
1881 in ~ e i c a railroad
n
enterprises.21 The summer of 1881 was a
time of great excitement in Mexican financial circles because of the
powers granted by the Mexican Congress to the President of
Mexico to independently negotiate "such concessions for the construction of railroads and other works of public improvement as he
might deem with or without subventions." 22
In addition, from 1880 to 1883, a sentiment emerged among
some Republican leaders in the United States towards lowering the
prohibitive protective import tariffs, which had existed since the
U.S. Civil War, and move towards negotiating some type of reciprocity agreements with certain countries for mutual reductions of
tariffs to provide export markets for U.S. agricultural and manufactured goods. Previous reciprocity attempts between the U.S.
and Canada failed miserably because of the competitive nature of
the products produced by each country and Europe entered into
a period characterized by a fierce war of protective duties. Only
the Latin American countries to the south and Hawaii to the west
were seen as viable export markets. The early 1880s saw the negotiation of reciprocity agreements with Spain and its Caribbean
colonies and with Mexico which, while finalized in 1883, failed to
attain congressional approval.23Finally, in 1881 Secretary of State
James G. Blaine issued a call fox a Pan American Conference to be
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21. In 1881, Plant was one of the original incorporators in the state of
Connecticut of the International Construction Company, whose purpose
was to serve as the construction company for a proposed international railway to Mexico City. In 1882, he was one of the incorporators, also in the
state of Connecticut, of the Mexican International Railway Corporation.
See New York Times, 23 March 1881, and 31 March 1882. The Mexican
International Railway was eventually built as a north-south line from
Durango, in the state of Durango, Mexico, to Piedras Negras on the
Mexico/U.S. border with a connection across the border to the Southern
Pacific Railroad at Eagle Pass, Texas.
22. Letter dated July 30, 1881, from P.H. Morgan, head of the U.S. Legation in
Mexico, to U.S. Secretary of State James G. Blaine, in Papers Relating to the
Foreign Relations of the United States (Washington, D.C., Government Printing
Ofice, 1882), 780-781.
23. The reciprocity controversy of the late nineteenth century in the United
States is a complex one. The best work on the economic issues and the multiple failed and partially successful diplomatic negotiations is still: J.
Laurence Laughlin and H. Parker Willis, Recip-ocity (NewYork: The Baker &
Taylor Co., 1903).
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held in Washington, D.C. and discussions were revived for a
Central America* canal at Nicaragua and the construction of a
Pan American R a i l r ~ a d .All
~ ~of these activities had to have been
closely watched by Plant since he was no stranger to adventures
and business abroad, first having gone to Europe in 1863 in the
middle of the Civil War, ostensibly for reasons of health, but also,
probably, to try to secure foreign financial assistance for the
~onfederacy.~~
Mexico was, by no means, an object of interest only to Plant.
Other American railroad entrepreneurs were also becoming greatly interested in Mexico's potential. Mexico was strategically located between Collis P. Huntington's Southern Pacific expansion
eastward, south of the Union Pacific line, and Jay Gould's western
expansion of the Missouri Pacific Railroad with his acquisition of
the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railroad
24. Blaine stepped down as Secretary of State shortly after the assassination of
President Garfield,in 1881, and plans for a Pan American Conference were
shelved. A Pan American Conference would not be held until 1889 when
Blaine had become Secretary of State once again under President Harrison.
See: Edward P. Crapol, James G. Blaine: Architect of Empire (Wilrnington,DE:
Scholarly Resources, 2000), especially 111-135. In 1880, a Three Americas
Railway Committee had been formed to rally support for a Pan American
Railway, linking Central and South America with the grain-growing regions of
the U.S. Midwest, and a competition was held for the best essays on the topic.
See: The Three Americas Railway. An International and Intercontinental E n t e r p e
Outlined in Numerous Formal Disquisitions and Five Elaborate Essays (St. Louis,
MO: W.S. Bryan, Publisher, 1881).
25. Plant's European trip in 1863 as a possible agent for the Confederacy is covered in Francis B.C. Bradlee, Blockade Running During the Civil War and the
Effect of Land and Water Transportationon the Confederacy (Salem, MA: The Essex
Institute, 1925), especially "The Southern Express Company During the
War", 311-315. Plant's official 1898 biography by Hutchinson Smyth emphasizes the recuperative nature of the trip to Europe to repair a broken health.
See: Hutchinson Smyth, The Life of Henry Brad@ Plant, 58-61. The biography
by Reynolds emphasizes the business aspects of Plant's trip to Europe as he
maneuvers to protect the financial interests of the Southern Express
Company. See: Reynolds, He- Plant, 97-101.
26. The Huntington/Gould battle in Texas and its implication for Mexico are
covered in: Earle B. Young, Tracks to the Sea: Galveston and Western Railroad
Development, 18661900 (College Station: Texas A8cM University Press, 1999),
5663; '70-71; and Dennis White, "Southern Pacific Builds East to Texas," Hot
Rail! Newsletter of the Fullerton Railway Plaza Assn. and the So. CalJ:Scenic Railway
Assn. 2:4 (Spring 2005): 6-8. Interest in Mexican railroads was intimately tied
to the question of trade reciprocity. Among the entrepreneurs interested in
railroad projects in Mexico was former U.S. President Ulysses S. Grant who,
along with Mexican minister to the United States and former Mexican
Secretary of the Treasury Matias Romero, was instrumental in negotiating the
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Gould, not known for an amicable business style, severed in 1880
the contract ties of the latter railroad with the Southern Express
Company and barred it from using its facilities intending to start
that railroad's own express system.27Soon after, the Memphis and
Little Rock Railroad and the Louisville and Nashville Railroad followed in severing their ties wth the Southern Express C ~ m p a n y . ~ ~
These actions brought Plant into an alliance with the Huntington
forces, and he began investing in the Mexican railroad schemes of
Huntington in the early 1880s. In addition, as the severance of the
ties between the Could railroads and the Southern Express was
fought out in the courts over the issue of whether a railroad as a
common carrier could bar any express company from the use of its
lines and sign exclusive contracts, Plant came to realize the wisdom
of his purchase in 18'79 of the Atlantic and Gulf Railroad out of
Savannah. The only way to ensure the continued existence of the
Southern Express was for Plant to expand his own railroad business and, through outright ownership or control, ensuring that
railroad's continued business with the Southern Express. The
Atlantic and Gulf Railroad was reorganized as the Savannah,
Florida 8c Western Railroad. The wisdom of the control of core
lines of railway mileage to assure the continued existence of the
highly profitable Southern Express was proven in 1886 when the
U.S. Supreme Court decided that railroads could make exclusive
contracts with individual express companies to the exclusion of
other express companies.29 With the establishment of the Plant
Investment Company (PICO) in 1882 to coordinate railroad
investments, Plant secured the future of his Southern Express
Company,just like Flagler with his purchase of the Jacksonville, St.
Augustine and Halifax River Railway in late 1885 secured the
future of his planned winter resort development in St. Augustine.
trade reciprocity agreement with Mexico. The trade agreement, completed
on January 20,1883, was narrowly approved by one vote in the U.S. Senate on
March 11, 1884, but with an amendment that also required House approval
to put it into effect. After years of discussion, the U.S. House of
Representatives effectively killed the Mexico trade legislation on July 22,
1886. See: David M. Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress: Seven American
Promoters in Mexico) 1867-1911 (Ithaca, NY Published for the American
Historical Association [by] Cornell University Press, 1958), 149-181.
27. New Ymk Tim, 23May1880.
28. Ibid, 10June and 19 November 1880.
29. Supreme Court of the United States, Memphis & L.RR Co. v. SouthernExp. Co.
(117 U.S. 1, 6 S.Ct. 542, 29 L.Ed. 791), Filed March 1, 1886.
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Other events in 1881 eventually shifted Plant's main focus away
from Texas and Mexico and towards Florida and the Caribbean.
While Mexico remained attractive as an investment opportunity in
the early 1880s and while Plant, as late as 1889 was travelling with
Huntington to Mexico on railroad business, it was the famous or
infamous deal struck,between William D. Bloxham, Governor of
the state of Florida, and a Philadelphia steel entrepreneur by the
name of Hamilton Disston involving the sale of four million stateowned acres for $1 million that made Plant devote most of his
future business interest to Florida. The financial transaction
allowed the Internal Improvement Fund of the State of Florida,
founded in 1855, to clear its debt and to resume the sale of public
lands for future development. 30 For Plant, railroad expansion in
Florida would not only produce increased business for his Southern
Express Company, it would also lead to handsome land subsidies
for railroad construction from the State of Florida. In addition,
Florida could serve as a through traffic route to the Spanish
Caribbean, especially Cuba, and points beyond. The decade of the
1880s would see the expansion of Plant's activities across Florida.
To the organization of Plant's Savannah, Florida and Western
Railway Company in 1881 would be added the acquisition by Plant
of a sixty percent interest in the South Florida Railroad in 1883 and
the start of a close relation with its president, James E. Ingraham,
and the securing from the Jacksonville, Tampa & Key West of their
charter (along with its generous land grant provision from the
Florida Internal Improvement Fund) for a through route from
Kissimmee to Tampa which enabled Plant to complete a direct
through line to Tampa by January 1884. The expansion to Tampa
led to the formation of the Plant Steamship Line by 1886, the
securing of the U.S. Mail contract to Cuba, and the completion in
1888 of a deep water rail/sea terminal at Port Tampa.
30. Charlton W. Tebeau, A History of Jlorida (Coral Gables, FL: University of
Miami Press, 1971), 189-191, 278-282.
31. The story of the development of the Plant System (railroads, hotels, and ship
ping lines) is covered in: Gregg M. Turner and Seth H. Brarnson, The Plant
System of Railroads, Steamships and HoteLs: The South's First Great Industrial
Entnpnse (Laurys Station, PA: Garrigues House, 2004). The fast mail contract
to Cuba was awarded in October 1886 (New Ymk Times, 31 October 1886).
The contract with the Plant System, unusual in that it combined the railroad
portion of the route with the ocean portion not only to Tampa but also to Key
West and Havana, amounted to $58,500 a year, a very large sum of money for
the time. It was $10,000 more than was paid to all the other steamship lines
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By 1891,the situation of the railroads in Florida, especially in relation to one another a+ the role of overseas trade in increasing their
through traffic and business, was becoming clearer and pointing
towards hrther consolidation. The rivalry in Florida between Flagler
and Plant, which the ~ew'ymkT i mlater characterized as remarkably
cordial, had already become evident in the areas of railroads and
hotels.32Soon it would extend overseas. InJanuary or February 1891,
probably on his first visit to Plant's newly-opened Tampa Bay Hotel,
Flagler met with Jefferson B. Browne, recently elected in the fdl1890
to be the state senator from Key West. According to Browne's later
recollection of the meeting, Flagler approached him "...on the advisability of refusing to extend h c h i s e s that had been granted to build
a railroad to Key West.. ..Mr. Flagler said that the promoters of these
railroads had no financial standing, nor did he think they would be
able to raise the money to build the road, but that the existence of
these hnchises would tend to discourage anyone with a bona fide
desire to build a railroad to Key West."33 Further, according to
Browne, "In the course of our conversation he made this statement,
which so burnt itself into my memory that I have always been able to
quote it verbatim. Said Mr. Flagler: 'The ultimate end of all railroad
building in Florida, is to reach deep water at an extreme southern terminus, and Key West is the only place that fills that requirement.'"34
Browne continued in his recollection of the meeting to add that he
agreed with Flagler on the need to block any extensions to the franchises and pledged to do so during the upcoming 1891 state legisla-

',.I

.

,

between the United States, the West Indies, Central and South America combined. See: William Eleroy Curtis, Trade and TransfiortationBetween the United
States and Spanish America (washington: ~overnmentPrinting OEce, 1889),
177.
32. New Ywk Times, 18 March 1896.
33. Miami Herald, 22 September 1935.
34. Ibid. By 1896, Browne had left the state legislature and had accepted the
"plum"job of customs collector at Key West with the return of the Democrats
and Grover Cleveland to the Presidency in 1892. In that capacity he wrote
and published an article on the feasibility of building a railroad to Key West
along the chain of the Florida keys and ended the article on the following
prophetic note: "The hopes of the people of Key West are centered in Henry
M. Flagler, whose financial genius and public spirit have opened up to the
tourist and health-seeker 300 miles of the beautiful east coast of the state.
The building of a railroad to Key West would be a fitting consummation of
Mr. Flagler's remarkable career, and his name would be handed down to posterity linked to one of the grandest achievements of modern times." See:
Jefferson B. Browne, "Across the Gulf By Rail to Key West," The National
GeographicMagazine 7 (June 1896): 203-207.
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tive session. Lastly, added Browne: "He [Flagler] further said that
sooner or later communication with the Pacific ocean would be
opened, either by the canal using the De Lesseps route [Panama], or
in Nicaragua, or by the Eads' ship railway at Tehuantepec, and sooner or later an enormous trade would come to the United States from
Central and South America, which would seek the nearest deep water
port-Key
The year 1891 also marked the beginning of the definite break
between Henry Flagler and the Jacksonville, Tampa 8c Key West
Railroad. On October 29,1891, Flagler requested from the Florida
Construction Company and was given complete control of the fifty
percent stock ownership by that company of the Jacksonville, St.
Augustine and Halifax River Railway Company, of the St. Augustine
and Halifax River Railway Company, and of the St. John's River
Railway Company in return for Flagler releasing the Florida
Construction Company of all of its obligations in the repayment of
sums advanced to these railroads, as well as bonds purchased of the
Jacksonville, Tampa, and Key West ail road.^^ In the meantime, a
35. Ibid. In 1912, Browne published a history of Key West entitled Kq, West: The
Old and the New. The book was reissued in 1973 as a facsimile reproduction in
the Bicentennial Floridiana Facsimile Series with an excellent introduction on
Browne's life in politics by E. Ashby Hammond. See: Jefferson B. Bowne, Key
West: The Old and the New (Gainesville: The University of Florida Press, 1973).
The story of James B. Eads and his projected railroad across the isthmus of
Tehuantepec to carry entire ships overland from one ocean to another, and to
which Flagler refers, is told in: Florence Dorsey, Road to the Sea: The Stmy of
J a m B. Eads and the Mississippi River (NewYork: Rinehart & Company, 1947).
Gregg Turner's most recent work, a comprehensive study of railroads in
Florida, covers well the role of a water terminus in the plans for David Yulee's
cross-state railroad between Fernandina and Cedar Key prior to the Civil War.
See: A Journey into &da
Railroad Histmy (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2008), 6880. While Turner gives some coverage in the same book to
William D. Chipley and the Louisville and Nashville Railroad water terminus at
Pensacola in that railroad's plans for stimulating overseas through trade in the
1880s, less developed in the book is the role a water terminus played in the
international through trade projects of Henry Plant's Florida railroads and the
all-important role it played in Henry Flagler's Key West Extension.
36. Minutes of the meeting held October 29, 1891, Minutes Book of the Florida
Construction Company, 1881-1892, 137-140, Collection M0076, Special
Collections Division, University of Miami Libraries, Coral Gables, Florida.
The 50% stock ownership held in the Flagler railroads by the Florida
Construction Company had been issued to Mason Young and Charles C.
Deming. The minutes show that the Board of Directors (members present
were Deming, Flagler, Hugh M. Maxwell, Mason Young and James H. Young)
instructed and approved the stock transfer to Flagler. The minutes also show
attempts to decipher the intertwined financial interests of the Florida
Construction Company and the J.T. & K.W. Railroad.
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closer working alliance between Flagler and Plant--one, ultimately,
directed against the Jacksonville, Tampa & Key West Railroad - was
formed, and Flagler secretly began acquiring land to build a joint
Union Station in Jacksonville with Plant which excluded the participation of the J.T. & K.W. R.R. 37 It also appears that, by this time,
Flagler had knowledge and evidence of financial irregularities in
Coleman's conduct of business as the financial effects of the 1890
depression were beginning to erode the latter's financial empire.38
In the meantime, Plant rapidly expanded his steamship activities
at Port Tampa. The passage of the McKinley Tariff in July 1890
which gave President Harrison the power to negotiate, with the
advice of Secretaryof State Blaine, bilateral treaties of trade reciprocity without Congressional approval (unlike the failed attempts at reciprocity which Congress had blocked in 1883-86), eventually led to
trade reciprocity agreements with Spain, acting on behalf of Cuba
and Puerto Rico, on August 1, 1891, and going to effect on
September 1, 1891, and one signed with Great Britain, acting on
behalf of the British Caribbean colonies, on February 1,1892. But
even before the reciprocity agreements had been formally signed.
3'7. On the announcement in May 1893 that a new Union Station was to bC built
in Jacksonville, the Horida Times-Unionwrote that the accumulation of land by
Flagler for what was to become the new Union Station had begun as early as
1890. See Florida Times-Union, 6 May 1893.
38. An internal memorandum to J.D. Rahner, General Passenger Agent of the
Florida East Coast Railroad, from Roy Rainey, Auditor of the Peninsular and
Occidental Steamship Company (the successor to Flagler's Florida East Coast
Steamship Company), dated August 22, 1935 states: "...it was the results of
building the Palatka bridge that determined Mr. Flagler's move to take his
property out of the management of the J.T. & K.W. Railroad, and assume the
operation with a corps of his own employes [sic]. While these improvements
were going on we had Mr. J.G. Kennedy as General Auditor of the J.T. & RW.
and Florida Southern, and it was through private information that Mr.
Kennedy submitted to Mr. Flagler about the financing of the building of the
Palatka bridge that caused the break and Mr. Kennedy's removal, when he
was succeeded by Mr. J.E. Starke. This all transpired prior to December 31,
1890." Rainey to Rahner, August 22,1935, Box HW-03-05-001, IIA3e (Box I),
Folder: Flagler Collection/Business papers/Business Ventures/Peninsular
and Occidental Steamship Co.-brochures-dated
post WWII; Henry M.
Flagler Papers, The Henry Morrison Flagler Museum, Palm Beach, Florida.
Henry Flagler signed an exclusive lease for his railroads with the Palatka
Bridge Company in November 1892,with the Florida East Coast Railroad formally assuming all its debts and buying the bridge company outright in May
1896. See minutes of board meeting of November 4, 1892, and minutes of
stockholders meeting of May 4,1896, in Palatka Bridge Company Secretary'sBook,
22-30, 38-41, MG13, Florida East Coast Railway, Box 24, Folder 7, St.
Augustine Historical Society, St. Augustine, Florida.
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Henry Plant extended his steamship service from Port Tampa to
Jamaica for the winter season of 1891, and began negotiating with
Jamaican colonial governor, Sir Henry Blake, for a subsidy to expand
the service.39 While negotiations between Blake and Plant eventually broke down over Blake's resistance to subsidies, trade reciprocity
with Cuba, which allowed Cuban sugar free entry into the U.S. market, saw U.S. exports to Cuba grow "...rising from $13,084,415 during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1890, and $12,224,888 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, to $1'7,953,570 during the fiscal
year 1892, and to $24,157,698 during 1893."40These eye-popping
figures led, not only to a massive increase in trade with Cuba over the
Plant rail and steamship lines, but also to an increased interest in
Cuba by other railroads doing business in the South.41 Henry
Flagler, already on the board of directors of Plant's Savannah, Florida
and Western Railway Company by 1891 as part of the growing coop
eration between him and Plant, could not have been oblivious to this
growing overseas trade.
The formal opening of the Florida winter season in January
1892 set in motion a series of events which brought together all the
Florida-related developments of the previous decade outlined
above and which led Henry Flagler to make crucial decisions. In
January 1892, Flagler and his wife travelled to Tampa to attend the
39. On the Blake/Plant negotiations, see Tampa Tribune, 13 March 1896. When
Flagler began his shipping line to Nassau in 1896 out of Palm Beach, Plant
approached the Jamaican colonial legislature with a proposition where for an
annual subsidy of 2,000 for five years, all of it to be spent in advertising in the
United States, he would run a regular steamship service to Jamaica. Blake felt
that with the growing upheavals in Cuba on the eve of the island's war for
independence from Spain, Plant would have no choice but to divert traffic to
Jamaica, and he, therefore, turned Plant down. Needless to add, Nassau and
Flagler became the beneficiaries of the through tourism from Florida as a
result of Blake's shortsightedness. See: Frank Fonda Taylor, To Hell With
Paradise: A Histmy of theJamaican Tourist Industry (Pittsburgh, PA: University of
Pittsburgh Press, 1991), 121-122.
40. Laughlin and Willis, 217.
41. See: Howard B. Schonberger, Transportation to the Seaboard: The
"CommunicationReuolution" and American Foreign Policy, 1860-1900 (Westport,
CT: Greenwood Publishing Corporation, 1971), especially the section
"Stuyvesant Fish, the Illinois Central, and Latin American Trade," 185-211.
Plant's opening of a steamship route between Mobile and Tampa in 1889 and
its expansion in 1892 was, probably, an attempt to funnel through Tampa
some of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad's through traffic to Havana as well as
an effort both to placate calls by Tampa business interests for better domestic
transportation links for their fruits and vegetables and to assure supplies of
Alabama coal for his steamships and railroads.
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1892 season's opening of Plant's Tampa Bay Hotel. In February
1892, Flagler returned to the Tampa Bay. It is unclear on which of
these two visits James E. Ingraham, president of Plant's South
Florida Railway, met with both Plant and Flagler and was instructed to explore the possibility of a railroad link to Miami from the
west coast of Florida.42 The object of the Ingraham expedition,
announced in March 1892, was, according to the norida Star, the
Titusville newspaper: " ...to ascertain the practicability of building
a railroad through the ~ v e r ~ l a d e sThe
. " ~expedition
~
left Ft. Myers
on March 15, 1892, crossed the Everglades and reached Miami on
April 6, 1 8 9 2 . ~Clearly,
~
the Flagler-Plant meetings of January and
February 1892 at the Tampa Bay Hotel produced significant
behind-the-scenes decisions.
42. Barbara A. Poleo states that the Ingraham meeting with Flagler and Plant,
along with Henry "Harry" Walters and others, took place at the Tampa Bay
Hotel in February 1892. See: Barbara A. Poleo, "James Edmunson Ingraham:
Florida, Flagler, and St. Augustine" El Escribano: The St. Augustine Journal of
History 40 (2003): 93-118. By 1892,Henry Walters had become the central figure in the Atlantic Coast Line railroad formally becoming its president in
1893following the resignation of his father, William T. Walters, from the position. With his father's death in 1894, Henry Walters became the railroad's
major stockholder. Since the early 1870s, the Walters had been associated
with Henry Plant as the latter began investing in the various railroads
acquired by the Walters' financial syndicate (initially based in Baltimore)
which, eventually, produced the Atlantic Coast Line system. The Walters,
along with Plant, recognized early the central role the Atlantic Coast Line
Railroad would play in the through freight and passenger traffic to and from
Florida. Henry Walters and the Atlantic Coast Line would eventually acquire
in 1902 the railroads in the Plant System and its half interest in the Peninsular
and Occidental Steamship Company, co-owned by Henry Flagler and organized only two years earlier by the fusion of the Cuba route of the Plant
Steamship Company and the Florida East Coast Steamship Company. The
numerous business dealings of the Walters and Henry Plant during almost
three decades are discussed by Glenn Hoffman, history professor at the
University of Florida, in his corporate history of the Atlantic Coast Line
Railroad Company written in the mid-1960s. The manuscript remained
buried in the railroad's corporate archives for over 25 years until edited by
Richard F. Bussard and finally published in 1998 by the CSX Corporation, the
successor of the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad. Unfortunately, while the
Hoffman book is an excellent scholarly study, all of the manuscript's hundreds of footnotes disappeared during the decades it remained unpublished.
See: Glenn Hoffman, Building a Great Railroad: A History of the Atlantic Coast
Line Railroad Combany ([Richmond,. VA1:
- CSX Comorate Communications
and Public AfFairsi 1998);
43. The Florida Star, 31 March 1892.
44. "The Journal of the Everglades Exploring Expedition, March 14April 16,
1892" by Wallace R. Moses, Secretary, is printed in its entirety in Watt P.
Marchman, "The Everglades Exploring Expedition, 1892" Tequesta: The
Journal of the Historical Association of Southern Florida '7 (194'7):3-43.
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Apart from a possible railroad to Miami and Key West, which
had been a topic of conversation for years, there were other items
on Flagler's and Plant's agenda early in 1892. Telegraph communications along the east Florida coast was expanded in January with
the completion of a Western Union land line from Jacksonville to
Jupiter via Orlando and Kissimmee." In addition, the ties between
the Bahamas and the east Florida coast were cemented when on
January 22,1892, the telegraph sea cable from Nassau toJupiter was
~ o m p l e t e dThe
. ~ ~laying of the telegraph sea cable was a pet project
of the Bahamian colonial governor, Sir Ambrose Shea, who saw the
communication link not only as vital to the growth of Nassau as a
winter resort by assuring that wealthy tourists could maintain close
contacts with their investments in the U.S., but also as a vehicle to
tie the Bahamas closer to Florida and its winter tourism bu~iness.~'
At the national level, a spirited discussion up and down the U.S.
East Coast developed over the negative impact on business with the
possible end of the post office subsidies for the carrying of the fast
mails from New York to Tampa and then, by Plant's steamship line,
to Havana, Cuba, and Kingston, ~ a m a i c aThe
. ~ ~topic probably was
discussed at the January and February meetings in Tampa since
Plant was mobilizing the Tampa community to complain to the Post
Office Department over the possible discontinuance of the fast mail
subsidy. It most certainly must have been a topic of discussion at
the meeting of the directors of the Plant System held in early March
at Charleston which had both Flagler and Plant in attendance."
For both men, the end of the subsidy would adversely impact the
revenue for their railroads.
In addition, Plant was faced in the spring of 1892 with the possibility of "...a combination between the Florida Central and
Peninsula [Railroad] and the Louisville and Nashville [Railroad]
by which a new road to Savannah would become an immediate
probability, as well as a new line of ships between Tampa and
~ a v a n a . " ~Such
~ a move "...would cut into the business of the
45. Flagler served on the Board of Directors of Western Union at this time.
46. The Flbrida Times-Union, 23 and 31 January 1892. The site of the terminus of
the sea cable in Nassau gave the name to what, eventually, became the worldfamous Cable Beach.
47. Sir Ambrose Shea, "TheBahama Islands,"The Youth's Companion 69 (June27,
1895): 313314.
48. New Ymk Times, 11 February 1892.
49. Florida Times-Union, 29 February 1892.
50. New Ymk Times, 3 May 1892.
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Savannah, Florida and Western Road (a trunk line of the Plant system) and result disastrously to Mr. Plant's interests." 51 Trying to
avert such an eventuality, Plant renewed negotiations to purchase
the Florida Central and Peninsula but stood firm in his offer of $7
million.52 Reports on yet another meeting between Flagler and
Plant, this time on April 14, 1892, at the Ormond Hotel, claimed
that they had focused on ". ..the advisability of extending the East
Coast Line from Daytona to anf ford."^^ Such a move would mean
a seamless connection between Flagler's East Coast Line and
Plant's South Florida Railroad and a complete by-passing of the
Jacksonville, Tampa, and Key West Railroad. In the first week of
May, Joseph R. Parrott resigned his position as general counsel for
the Jacksonville, Tampa and Key West Railroad and announced his
intention to devote his time to the general practice of law.54
On May 13, 1892, the Florida Times-Union in Jacksonville
reported that a corps of surveyors would be leaving that morning
to "...begin the laying out of the New Smyrna extension of the
Jacksonville, St. Augustine & Halifax River railroad." This was the
first time Flagler engaged in new railroad construction rather than
acquiring, consolidating, and modernizing already-existing railroad lines. This represented a definite departure from his previous railroad policies and marks the beginning of Flagler's
expanded role in creating through rail traffic from South Florida,
an action which eventually led him to Lake Worth (Palm Beach),
Biscayne Bay (Miami), Key West and points beyond. With the
final break with the J. T. 8c K.W. Railroad and the Indian River
Steamboat Company imminent (see below), Flagler needed to
maintain a steamboat connection south from Titusville while his
railroad extension was being built even if a break with the J.T. &
K.W. Railroad and its Indian River Steamboat Company was con51. Ibid.
52. Florida Times-Union, 3 May 1892; New York Times, 5 May 1892. Plant's refusal
to overpay for the property would prove to be a wise move since, with the economic downturn following the years of the 1893 financial panic and the abrogation of the reciprocal trade agreement with Cuba in 1894, the extension to
Savannah by the Florida Central and Peninsular, completed in late 1894,
never lived up to the heady expectations of 1892. The Florida Central and
Peninsular eventually was merged into the Seaboard Air Line Railway on
August 15,1903.
53. Flm'da Star, 14 April 1892. The Florida Tinzes-Union in its 15 April 1892 issue
denied rumors that Flagler intended to extend the Jacksonville, St. Augustine,
and Halifax River railroad from Daytona to New Smyrna.
54. Florida Star, 5 May 1892.
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templated. This was made possible by a December 21, 1891 court
decision which denied monopoly rights to the Indian River
Steamboat Company in the use of its Titusville wharfs to the exclusion of the smaller and independent East Coast Transportation
Company. On May 26, 1892, the East Coast Transportation
Company announced the expansion of its service on the Indian
River to connect with Flagler's Jacksonville, St. Augustine, and
Halifax River Railroad at ~ i t u s v i l l e . ~ ~
On May 28, 1892, Flagler incorporated the Florida Coast and
Gulf Railway Company.56 According to the articles of incorporation, "...the road will be 325 miles long, running from the west side
of the St. John's river [sic] near Jacksonville to the Gulf of Mexico
near ~ a m ~ a . " It
~ 'was under this title that the road from New
Smyrna south would be
In the meantime, Plant's South
Florida Railroad had just completed a preliminary survey from
Bartow to Lake Worth which, if built, would mean the "...system
will swing with a broad half circle from the west to the east coast.""
While these two developments would seem to signal "turf" confusion and the first signs of an impending railroad war between
Flagler and Plant, the month of June would clear the air. On June
1, 1892, the Jacksonville, St. Augustine, and Halifax Railroad separated its rosters of officials from the Jacksonville, Tampa, and Key
West Railroad with no crossover of officers, thereby signaling the
formal and final administrative dissolution of the partnership
between the two rail lines following their financial separation the
year before.60Soon after, on June 22, 1892, the New York Times
went public with what it termed "well-authenticated rumors" of an
alliance between Flagler and Plant which "...will freeze out several
Florida lines, or compel then to construct new outlets and inlets
for business." Singled out for trouble in the virtual division of the
state between a Flagler east coast and a Plant west coast was
Coleman's Jacksonville, Tampa, and Key West Railroad, literally
squeezed in the middle. According to the New York Times: "It
55. William G.Crawford, Jr., flmida's Big Dig: The Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway
Ji-omJacksonvilEe to Miami, 1881 to 1935 (Cocoa, FL: The Florida Historical
Society Press, 2006), 37-40.
56. Akin, 140.
57. Flom'da Times-Union,5 June 1892.
58. Rainey to Rahner, 22 August 1935.
59. Florida Times-Union, 14June 1892.
60. Ibid.
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would leave the Jacksonville, Tampa and Key West in the position
of running from 'nowhere to nowhere'. .." It appears clear by this
time that Flagler and Plant had agreed to cooperate and divide the
state between themselves into two distinct spheres of operation.
Events for the rest of 1892 and well into 1893 confirm this
assessment and the predicament faced by the Jacksonville, Tampa,
and Key West Railroad. On July 8, 1892, James H. Young and
Alfred Bishop Mason applied for the appointment of a receiver for
the Florida Construction Company with the Jacksonville, Tampa,
and Key West Railroad named as a co-defendant. "As directly as
can be learned from the bill of complaint, the affairs of both corporations are in a very bad condition. It is stated that the offices
and directories of both companies are held by the same men, and
that in attempting to manage both, the accounts have become
intermingled and confused, so much so, in fact, that it is impossible to ascertain the true indebtedness of the Florida Construction
While there was no explicit accusation of fraud, it was
difficult to determine whether the confusion of the accounts was a
result of negligence or deliberate malice.62 Nevertheless, this was
the beginning of the end of the Coleman railroad empire in
Florida which ultimately led to the Jacksonville, Tampa and Key
West Railroad declaring bankruptcy in 1893 and eventually being
61. NmYork Times, 15July1892.
62. The uses and misuses of closely allied railroads and their construction companies, with their interlocking directorates and the ample possibilities for the
skimming of profits, so evident in the Florida Construction Company and
Jacksonville, Tampa, and Key West Railroad case in 1892 and 1893, is reminiscent of the much more publicized and similar scandal twenty years earlier
(with much broader political overtones) of the Union Pacific Railroad and its
construction company, the Credit Mobilier. See: Jay Boyd Crawford, The
Credit Mobilier of America: Its Orign and History, Its Work of Constructing the Union
Pacific Railroad and the Relation of Members of Congness Therewith (New York:
Greenwood Press [Reprint of the 1880 ed.], 1969); David Haward Bain,
Empire Express: Building the First Transcontinental Railroad (New York: Penguin
Putnam Books, 1999), especially "Part X: 1872-73, Scandals, Scapegoats, and
Dodgers," 6'75-711. The obscure origins of the 1859 Pennsylvania state charter of the Credit Mobilier and how totally unrelated it was to its later use by
the Union Pacific Railroad underscore the corporate manipulation schemes
of the period. See: Fletcher M. Green, "Origins of the Credit Mobilier of
America," The Mississippi Valley Historical Revieu 46:2 (1959):238-251. A
wickedly humorous, tongue-in-cheek article of the period on the abuses and
stock manipulations of railroad construction companies and railway companies is: "How to Build a Railroad; The Little Scheme That Is Worked on
Capitalists. How the Simple-Minded Men of Money Are Made to Pay for
Roads Which the Man of Wits Owns," N m York Times, 14 October 1883.
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bought out in separate pieces in 1899 by Flagler and the Plant
System.
In August 1892,James E. Ingraham, the president of Plant's
South Florida Railroad, gave an interview to the Key West EquatorDemocrat. In the interview he referred to his Everglades trip in
March/April and to subsequent trips around extreme South
Florida. His comments ranged from the Biscayne Bay area ("The
country around Biscayne bay [sic] is most attractive. The talk of a
railroad there is exciting attention and bringing people to it who
will add to its advantages"),the feasibility of building a railroad to
Key West ("In regard to a railroad to Key West, I will say that it is
not impracticable, but it isjust a question of money") and Flagler's
future intentions ("Mr. Flagler has been a large stockholder in the
Plant Investment company for five years, and he is a director in the
South Florida railroad. Our interests are not antagonistic at all,
and could not be more amalgamated than they are'').63
As Flagler planned his railroad expansion down the east coast
of Florida, the issue of acquiring land gained added importance as
much of the right-of-way lay in lands already assigned to the
Florida Coast Line Canal and Transportation Company which was
building an inland waterway down the east coast of Florida. By the
summer and fall of 1892, Flagler had entered into negotiations to
become a major investor in the company, and in January 1893 he
made his first cash payment. On March 16, 1893, he was elected a
director of the company at the annual meeting and subsequently
was elected president." Eventually, meeting with reversals in 1904
on his land claims from the State of Florida and the Internal
Improvement Fund for railway miles constructed, Flagler would
ultimately acquire most of the land for his land companies in
South Florida from these initial investments in the Florida Coast
Line Canal and Transportation Company.65
The end of 1892 sawJoseph R. Parrott and James E. Ingraham
joining the board of directors of Flagler's Jacksonville, St.
Augustine and Halifax River Railroad. Eventually, Parrott would
ascend to the position of Vice-President of Flagler's railroads and
would, ultimately, become president of the Florida East Coast
63. The Key West Equator-Democrat interview of Ingraham is quoted in its entirety
in the Florida Star, 18 August 1892.
64. Crawford, 56-5'7.
65. Akin, Chapter 10, "LandBaron," 1'74189.
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1892-YEAR OF DECISION
105
Railroad upon Flagler's death in 1913. Ingraham, meanwhile,
after leaving the South Florida Railroad presidency to become
Flagler's general agent in Florida in the Fall of 1892, would later
become a vice-president in the railroad company in charge of all
of Flagler's land development companies. On October 31, 1892,
the Jacksonville, St. Augustine and Indian River Railway Company
was incorporated, a further indication of the unrelenting push
s ~ u t h w a r d .Thus,
~ ~ the year 1892 closed with Flagler in complete
control of his railroad lines, construction proceeding on the
expansion of his rail line southward, and the core of his own railroad men in place who will serve him well for the rest of his life.
Flagler's railroad adventure in Florida had fully commenced.
There is, however, one last note to this first part of Henry M.
Flagler's story in Florida. In February 1893, Flagler ventured physically for the first time outside of the United States, accompanied
by Henry Plant, on Plant's chartered steamship, the "Halifax."
They travelled to Jamaica and Nassau. On this trip, Flagler met
and was entertained by the Bahamian colonial governor Sir
Ambrose ~ h e a . ~ Three
'
years later, in January 1186, a ship chartered by Flagler, the "Northumberland" initiated service between
Palm Beach and Nassau, to be followed in 1897 by the building of
Flagler's massive Colonial Hotel in Nassau and the launch of a new
ship-the "Miami" - wholly owned by Flagler and his recently created Florida East Coast Steamship Company for service between
Miami and Nassau. Later, in the Fall of 1898 with the conclusion
of the Spanish-American War, Flagler commenced steamship service between Miami and Havana? Thus, not only would 1892 see
the start of Flagler's railroad extension within Florida which would
ultimately lead to the famous overseas railroad to Key West, it will
also witness the planning of Flagler's first-hand exploration of the
overseas opportunities which lay ahead beyond Florida with his
trip to Jamaica and Nassau in the company of the seasoned world
traveler, Henry Bradley Plant.
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66. The Jacksonville, St. Augustine and Indian River Railway Company would be
renamed the Florida East Coast Railway Company on September 7, 1895.
67. T h Nassau Guardian, 8 February 1893;Florida Times-Union, 18 and 28 February
and 30 March 1893. Plant's account of the trip, with no mention of Flagler
and which originally appeared in HomeJoumaZ, is reprinted in the Hutchinson
Smyth biography, 14G149.
68. Mueller, 53-58.
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Most Florida historians would agree that, with the passage of
time, the importance of the role played by Henry Flagler in shaping the future destinies of Florida has overshadowed the role
played by Henry Plant. One of the reasons, of course, is that Henry
Plant died in 1899 while Flagler continued his work in Florida an
additional fourteen years. Another reason is that Flagler's greatest
Florida project-the building of the overseas railroad to Key West
begun in 1905 and completed in 1912-was a monumental
achievement of legendary proportions which captured the popular
imagination. Plant's accomplishments in Florida, on the other
hand, came to be threatened after his death and eventually
became diffuse and not clearly identified with him in the ensuing
break up of his estate by his widow and son and the partial dissolution and corporate takeover of its parts. Yet the initial vision of
Henry Plant of turning Florida into a gateway to the Americas and
the competitiveness and cooperation between him and Henry
Flagler, which saw a ready convert in Flagler, marked the year 1892
as a clear turning point in making Florida's nineteenth-century
internationalist dream a twentieth-century reality.
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Book Reviews
Daniel Murphree, Book Review Editor
The Spanish Cmtvoy of 1750: Heaven's Hammer and Internutional
Diplomacy. By James A. Lewis. (Gainesville: university Press of
Florida, 2009. Foreword, preface, introduction, maps, table,
notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xi, 159. $65.00 cloth.)
This engaging account of the travails of a 1750 Spanish convoy
bound for C5diz from Havana but waylaid by an August humcane
that sank four of its seven ships and flung the surviving three on
British colonial territory stretching from North Carolina to
Maryland, will bring back painful memories for survivors of Andrew,
Katrina and other hurricanes. The power of this riveting tale has this
unintended effect and is a credit to the author and his craft as an historian. The shipwrecked merchants, military officers, sailors, and
ordinary folk, many of them not Spanish, but all trying to stay afloat
and make their way home again, underscore the triage and life-altering choices survivors make in these desperate situations.
In addition to survival, those accompanying the convoy worried about the fate of its valuable cargo. How to best protect and
salvage, or loot, Spanish gold and silver coins and plate, cacao,
indigo, sugar, vanilla, cochineal, mahogany and dye wood presented choices that divided on-board captains, owners, crew, and passengers and eventually made them fair game for predatory English
officials and North Carolina pirates who made off with some of the
booty to the Lesser Antilles. Adding further color and dramatic
tension to the story is the bureaucratic nightmare that followed.
The author examines the complicated processes involved in
determining the appropriate civil and criminal authority on each
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ship while at sea or in port, assigning responsibility for actions
taken by those traveling with the convoy, and adjudicating and settling disputed claims as a result of the hurricane. He also evaluates
colonial officials of Spain and Great Britain, the great imperial
powers of the New World, and their role in these decisions. The
story even has a present-day component to it. Salvage operations
begun in 1996 in Virginia on the convoy's flagship La Galga have
led to court battles over the ownership of sunken vessels and their
treasure, and, more importantly, for military security issues, who
can recover lost nuclear weapons from sunken submarines.
Much of the joy of writing history is in the hunt, and in this pursuit the author has found relevant documentation in the Archivo
General de Indias, in the Archivo General de Simancas, in the
Admiralty and Colonial Office Papers in the Public Record Office in
London, and in colonial newspapers. This short volume not only
makes the chase exciting but serves as an appropriate historiographical model for how to tell the tale and use and cite archival material
correctly to convince the reader that it is history and not fiction.
This story also raises questions about what was normal and what
was not in terms of the larger context of trade and imperial control.
The official Spanish convoy or Jlota system, the Carrera de Indias, was
only haphazardly in effect in the 18" century and was not operational
in 1'750. This particular convoy came together informally, the result
of private initiative on the part of sea captains and merchants who
wished to take advantage of the protection offered by the Spanish
warship, La GaZga, which at the time was rotating back to Europe. Its
captain, who assumed command of the seven-ship convoy, was the
Spanish naval officer and native-English speaker Daniel Huoni, who
appears in the documentation at times as Huony, Ohoney, Mahoney,
Huory, and O'Huonyn. Within his lifetime he would become Don
Daniel Huony, Teniente General de la Armada, the subject and title of an
oil painting that now hangs in the Museo Naval in Madrid. In reality,
the Protestant Reformation still weighed heavily on both the Spanish
and British Empires of the 18" century. Huoni was one of the many
Irish Catholics who had immigrated to Spain and who operated as a
cultural broker, at least linguistically, between the two imperial powers. There were many others who could cross the line between
Europe's various empires and who could operate effectively in
Europe's conflicted imperial settings.Among Huoni's own crew were
both British and Spanish seamen. One of the seven ships in the convoy, the San Pedro, commanded by -John Kelly, was "Portuguese
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owned" and "almost surely Britishcontrolled" (10). Its crew included
British, Irish, and Scottish seamen. Another ship captain in the convoy, Juan Cruaiies of the Salvadou, was Dutch. Other intriguing international components of the story were the British-built Los Godos,
which had departed Veracruz with 600,000 pesos in private money,
with Dutch passengers who later complained bitterly to British c o b
nial officials of being abandoned by the Spanish Captain Pedro
Purnarejo.
Beyond the story itself, two significant conclusions are drawn by
the author. One is the importance Spanish women played in the commercial trade with the Indies as the owners of the goods and metallic
currency that had to be accounted for when Spanish officials finally
closed the books on the claims and counterclaims. Spanish women
were 22 percent of the total number of claimants and had almost "40
percent of the total amount of [the] currency" (91-92).This may have
been a function of them having married into merchant familieswhere
there was a signif~cantage difference between themselves and their
husbands that eventually left them as widows and the legal heirs of the
fruit of their husbands' hara work. A second conclusion is "how closely the official ship manifests" made in the "ports of origin (Veracruz,
Cartagena, Campeche, Porto Bello), then.. .[in] Havana, and lastly
upon arrival in C5diz matched what was really on board these ships"
(104). While the Bourbon Reforms of the 1 8 century
~
made contraband activity more difficult and while I would agree with the author in
regard to bulk cargo, there were significant possibilities for slight-ofhand tax dodging especially with regard to light-weightbut high-value
items such as specie or currency transactions. Notice for example the
dispute about whether it was "140,000 'dollars' in gold and silver" onloaded to the Salvadorin Cartagena or "240,000" (10,111).
Maurice P. Brungardt

Loyola University Nau Orleans

Three Peoples, One King: Loyalists, Indians, and Slaves in the
Rmolutionay South, 1775-1782.By Jim Piecuch (Columbia, SC:
University of South Carolina Press, 2008. Illustrations, preface,
acknowledgements, introduction, conclusion, notes, bibliogra, phy, index. Pp. 472. $39.95 cloth.)
The Patriots, or Whigs, who participated in the American
Revolution have come down to us through history as iconic figures.
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The same glorification applies to the war they fought, which is
understandable as it led to the independence and creation of our
nation. Undoubtedly their accomplishments were impressive and
the tributes mostly deserved. But war is never a neat and clean
process, although the Revolutionary War has at times been presented as such. Our historical figures were not perfect either. Jim
Piecuch has written an interesting and useful book that looks at a
darker side of the Revolution and at three sometimes forgotten or
downplayed groups of actors: the Loyalists, the Indians, and
African-Americans. His book is important for the light he puts on
their roles in the drama. He also asks important questions about
how the war could have been different had the British formed a
better plan to utilize the three groups.
His study focuses on the colonies of South Carolina and
Georgia, thought the former gets more attention, and to a lesser
extent on East and West Florida. He argues that all three peoples
fought loyally and made significant contributions, though the
British did not always appreciate them. Loyalist numbers in the
South were larger than has been acknowledged by many historians, especially in the backcountry. Piecuch believes they remained
dedicated to the Crown and fought hard and effectively for the
most part, but were hampered by Whig intimidation and lack of
support from the British. Especially harmful to the cause in the
South was General Charles Cornwallis's decision to march his
forces to Virginia in April of 1781, This decision resulted in
Nathaniel Greene's movement of Whig troops into South Carolina
largely being unopposed by British forces, leaving Loyalists isolated and unsupported.
While Loyalists have received some, if inadequate, historical
attention in the past, perhaps Piecuch's best contribution is his
increased attention to the roles played by Native Americans and
African-American slaves in support of the British cause, which he
shows were significant. With the exception of the Catawbas, who
fought with the Whigs, most of the rest of the Southeastern Indians
stayed committed to the British. Their effectiveness was limited
mostly by the extreme retaliations of the Whigs to British actions,
which is seen best in the repeated destruction of Cherokee towns.
Also holding back the contributions of Native Americans was the
reluctance of some British leaders, especially Cornwallis, to utilize
the Indians. The British also had difficulty supplying native warriors. Many Loyalists resented any attacks by Indians, a fact that
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increased British reluctance to use them. Still, Indians made
important contributions, not only in actual assaults, but also
through drawing off Patriot forces that could have been used elsewhere. In West Florida, Creeks and other Indians kept up steady
pressure on the Spanish once they moved into the region.
Blacks as well made significant contributions, though the
British were often unsure about what to do with all the escaping
slaves that made it to their camps. A small number of slaves fought
as soldiers for the British, most notably in a unit called the Black
Dragoons. In addition, they made key contributions as laborers,
guides, messengers and spies. Others served as sailors on British
ships. Loyalist opposition to the use of African Americans as soldiers limited their contribution, though there is evidence that this
opposition lessened to some degree by the end of the war. One of
the unfortunate aspects of Patriot activities in the South was the
priority they gave to preserving the slave system and securing their
slaves, even above the war effort. As for the British utilization of the
slaves, it fits with Piecuch's general conclusion that their primary
failure was the inability to bring the three "peoples" together to
fight the Americans. Too often they fought separately, or even
against each other. If they had unified their efforts, the author
feels the outcome could have been different.
A more accurate and balanced portrayal of the Whigs, the
three "peoples" and the Revolution definitely is needed. While I
believe that Piecuch has made important contributions with this
work, one difficulty in his presentation unfortunately takes away
from its overall effectiveness. His almost complete focus on the
instances of abuses by the Whigs and the language he uses to present them distracts from his argument and purpose. Whig actions
against Loyalists are consistently described using terms such as
"cruelty," "barbarity," "terror," and "franzy of rage," while corresponding actions of the Loyalists or British, such as those of
Banastre Tarleton in the Waxhaws, when mentioned at all, are
labeled as "alleged massacres," and the Loyalists are said to have
"struck back." In his introduction, Piecuch declares "the British
failed to restore royal authority in Georgia and South Carolina, not
because Loyalists were too few, too passive, or too cruel, but
because the rebels relentlessly murdered, imprisoned, abused, and
intimidated those who supported the King's government" (7). The
Whigs clearly deserve criticism for some of their actions, but we
need to remember that the Revolution was, in the South at least,
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as much a civil war as a rebellion. Wars are usually ugly affairs and
this often applies even more to civil wars. To present the true picture of the war, the actions of both parties must be accurately presented. Rarely is one side alone in committing excesses.
Richard Durschlag

Kennebunkport Historical Society,
Kennebunkport, Maine

Fear and A12~2.eEyon the Norida Frontier: Articles on the Second Semirwle
War, 1835-1842. By Joe Knetsch. Dade City, Fla.: Seminole
Wars Foundation Press, 2008. Foreword, introduction,
acknowledgements, illustrations, bibliography, notes, index.
Pp. xix, 322. $29.95 cloth.)
This collection has been a long time coming. Students, myself
included, have found it hard to keep up with Joe Knetsch's prolific
publications; in the end, you sometimes have to ask Joe to send you
copies (and he readily does so). Fear and Anxiety is, perhaps necessarily, something of a "best of' collection; it does not remotely
exhaust the oeuvre. No one else, aside from the lateJohn Mahon and
James Covington, knows the long history of the Second Seminole
War as intimately as Joe Knetsch, and the cornucopia of articles in
this collection provide easily digestible snapshots of its many facets.
Indeed, Fear and Anxiety is effectively a history of the war,
arranged chronologically through local community studies. These
studies include glimpses of Forts King, Drane, Micanopy, Brooke,
and Lauderdale; Dunlawton, Tampa, the Keys, St. Augustine,
Charlotte Harbor, Tallahassee, Jacksonville, the Caloosahatchee,
the Cove of the Withlacoochee, and West Florida. (Suggestion for
Knetsch: how about writing a gazetteer of Florida during the war,
or from 1821 to 1845 or 18602). Many of these glimpses are primarily descriptive, but there are several analytical highlights: an
article on the tensions fostered by competition for cattle and grazing grounds which few casual students would have associated with
the Seminoles, two articles on efforts to colonize Florida's southern frontier with armed civilians, and an essay on the impact of
hurricanes on the war. As the latter suggests, Knetsch is particularly attuned to the logistics of the U.S. war effort, a theme that runs
through many of the articles. The article on the cattle industry is
especially important because it hints at why settlers wanted land
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that many outsiders (army officers, for example) considered of
limited agricultural value. The combination of fear and anxie#.
the consequent demands for protection, and the difficulties of supply help explain how the Seminoles were able to maintain the initiative and substantial freedom of action for far longer than the
general balance of forces would suggest.
Fear and Anxiety is an essential resource for any student of the
war, but there are some lacunae here, albeit less so if read in tandem with the author's narrative history, Florida's Seminole Wars,
1817-1858 (2003). Knetsch has focused on
whom his indefatigable research has uncovered a wealth of information. I for one would like to see more
Seminole motivation, action, and particularly, politi
tion. He has published a very thorough article about
during the war that is not included here, though an e
sion will soon be available in a collection of essays edited by
William Belko for the University Press of Flo
to see Knetsch look more closely at civil-mil
relations, the interaction between citizen-soldiers and the regular
amy, and the operational capability of the di
engaged in Florida. Ultimately, Knetsch c
secret history of the Second Seminole War, but he is
so until he retires, and Joe is not a retiring guy.

' #

1

-1'

'

Samuel Watson

RationingJistice: P o v q wzuyers and Poor People in the Deep South.
By Kris Shepard. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 2007. Acknowledgments, notes, index. Pp. x, 396.)
In 1965, the U.S. Congress added a legal
the federal war on poverty legislation, the
Act. While never as controversial as
Programs, which were the heart of the war on poverty, the legal
services program was always controversial and contested. It continues to be so today, although the program
under a quasi-private entity called the Legal Services Corporation. '; 'I
Lawyer and historian Kris Shepard's book, Rationing Justice: ' I'
'
Poverty Lawyers and Poor People in the Deep South, offers a unique perspective on the history of this remarkable federal project. Shepard .:, I
I

.-,I
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offers a close view of legal services within the South, focusing on
the Atlanta and Northern Mississippi Legal Services Programs and
similar endeavors in rural counties of Georgia and in southern
Mississippi. RationingJustice illuminates the impact of federal, statelevel, and state-federal conflicts over legal services in a region of
the country with more than its share of poor people. Shepard
allows readers to assess the on-the-ground impact of southern legal
services efforts by chronicling the range of cases poor people in
Georgia and Mississippi made with the help of attorneys.
Importantly, and alone among the studies I have read on the war
on poverty, Rationing Justice addresses the impact of legal services
on southern family law, specifically in reference to the experience
of divorce and the legal dimensions of domestic violence. Shepard
is unusually sensitive to the role of legal services programs in
advancing the careers of female and African-American attorneys.
Shepard does not discuss them in these terms, but proponents
of the federal legal services program were of two main types. One
believed in the processes of law, and thought that providing access
to the instrumentation of justice to people who could otherwise
not afford it would change the United States for the better. Poor
people, this group of proponents believed, would have less reason
to riot or protest if they could take their grievances to lawyers, their
lives would be less chaotic as a result, and the whole society would
be more orderly and well-run. The second group believed that
legal services were a weapon in the battle for social change. Some
of the people in this category were strongly influenced by the civil
rights movement, and believed that legal action had made it possible for African Americans to fight segregation, unjust criminal
prosecutions, and years of political suppression. Others in this
group were allied with the movement for welfare rights, which
called for the extension of public financial benefits to all poor people on the basis of constitutional entitlement. They saw the federally funded lawyers as part of their social-movement organizing
strategy, resources that could help raise the profile of the movement, attract people to it, and improve its bargaining power with
local and national government authorities. On a daily basis, the
lawyers could help individuals exercise their welfare rights by
appealing the negative decisions of local bureaucrats.
While he does not distinguish them sharply from one another,
Shepard evaluates the legal services program in the South from the
perspectives of both groups. Overall, he finds that the program
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made law accessible to many low-income southerners in the years
between 1965 and 1996. Attorneys represented thousands of people who had been denied food stamps, disability benefits, and
other forms of welfare before administrative tribunals. Much of the
time, the tribunals decided in the clients' favor, and thus made
millions of dollars available that individuals and families would
otherwise not have had. They represented scores of tenants in public and private housing who were facing eviction and whose collaborations with attorneys resulted in them not being evicted, or
being granted more time before leaving their apartments. The
lawyers represented AfricandAmerican community organizations in
struggles to desegregate schools. They were also at the cutting
edge of reformist law in the 1970s and 1980s, representing the families of people who were institutionalized in mental hospitals and
children who had been involuntarily placed in juvenile jails by
adult family members.
Shepard deems the legal services program in the South a success in its bid to make law accessible. However, he is not certain
that the program used law, or enabled low-income communities to
. use law, as a tool for social change. He chronicles many of the "test
cases" southern legal services lawyers brought on behalf of their
clients, cases that were designed as forms of "impact litigation" that
would improve the treatment of large numbers of people by governmental or private agents. While some of the litigation really did
make an impact, much of it was limited to compelling southern
states to implement federal edicts. Other ambitious lawsuits,
including a 1971 Georgia case concerning Medicaid payments for
legal abortions, spurred changes in state law but lacked value as
precedents because they were settled before they reached the
appellate courts. In still other instances, such as the case regarding
the rights of children to be freed from juvenile facilities despite
their parents' belief that they should be institutionalized, the legal
services attorneys ultimately lost before the appellate courts.
The weakest aspect of RationingJustice is its ambiguous, even
ambivalent, assessment of the southern legal services program.
Shepard concludes, in terms that sound extremely critical, that
"poverty lawyers enmeshed their clients in the regulatory state,"
but offers in the same sentence that the attorneys, "when possible,
bent statutes and public policy to the interests of the poor" (134).
He argues that opponents of the program have failed to understand its conservative value, its role in "assimilat[ing] . . . clients
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into American legal culture" (243). But it is not entirely clear how
he expects non-conservative readers to value this dimension of the
program, the source, he suggests of its most enduring legacy.
Felicia Kornbluh

University of V m o n t

Paving Paradise: Flwida's Vanishng Wetlands and the Failure of No
Net Loss. By Craig Pittman and Matthew Waite. (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2009. Foreword, acknowledgements, prologue, appendices, notes, selected bibliography,
index. Pp.3'76. $2'7.00 cloth.)
In this latest volume in the University Press of Florida series on
Florida History and Culture, St. Petersburg Timesjournalists Craig
Pittman and Matthew Waite examine the destruction of Florida's
rapidly disappearing wetlands. Extending beyond the geographic
limitations of previously attempted case studies, the authors7work
provides an encompassing assessment of locales threatened by the
political machinery of development. Pittman and Waite employ a
wide range of sources for a compelling, but deeply disturbing read.
As many residents of Florida are keenly aware, the wanton destruction of wetlands and their natural environs to make way for commercial and residential development is by no means an historical
event with consequences relegated to the past. Pittman and Waite
illuminate the seemingly ceaseless cycle of bargains between developers, politicians, and officials on the state and federal level.
With Ann Vileisis's Discovering the Unknown Landscape: A History
of America's Wetlands (1999) and Mark Derr's Some Kind of Paradise
(1998) providing theoretical precedence, Pittman and Waite illustrate the failure of "No Net Loss" established under the Presidency
of George H.W. Bush. In an attempt to resonate with both conservative conservationists and left-leaning voters concerned with the
environment, the first Bush administration sought to enact protective legislation espousing a policy of "No Net Loss" of wetlands.
Despite nearly two decades of broad support underscored by political propaganda emanating from the Right, "No Net Loss," in the
words of Pittman and Waite, "creates the illusion of environmental
protection while doing little to stem the destruction of precious
natural resourcesW(3).
As the authors make clear, the systematic
ruin of Florida's wetlands under the protection of "No Net Loss"
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speaks to the utter failure of policy in the face of corruption and
negligence demonstrated by developers frequently working in
cahoots with state and federal officials.
Pittman and Waite devoted the better part of four years to
investigating the varied forms of political expedience, corruption,
and negligence undertaken by federal and state agencies that led
to failures in enforcing regulations on developers. In canvassing
the state to interview hundreds of people, the authors unearthed
thousands of documents and analyzed satellite imagery to show the
transformation of former wetlands into houses, stores, and parking
lots. The authors highlight the failure of the Clean Water Act and
other supposedly protective legislation handed down by officials in
Washington, but the heart of their story is the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and its permissive approach to development and environmental destruction in the Sunshine State. In reading Paving
Paradise, it is clear that the Corps, an agency plagued by incompetence and environmental irresponsibility for the last twenty (or
more) years, stands as the foremost enemy to the protection of
what little remains of Florida's unspoiled lands.
Throughout the book, Pittman and Waite demonstrate that
the decimation of Florida's wetlands stands as a testament to the
insensible and callous approach to the natural environment
undertaken by developers, state and federal officials, and many of
the state's politicians, past and present. A chapter on the "Myth of
Mitigation" will prove particularly infuriating for public taxpayers
manipulated by pro-development state government, federal agencies, and developers themselves. The farcical myth of a stringent
regulatory presence in the state illuminated by the authors makes
for a grim outlook, as well. At its broadest contextual level, Paving
Paradise offers new insight into the blatant disregard for environmental protection regulations that were far too lenient to begin
with. Readers may ponder whether any hope for protection exists
in the face of corruption and blind disregard for regulations.
Pittman and Waite offer potential pathways for enhanced conservation of Florida's wetlands, but ultimately their work stands as a
heartbreaking assessment of man's dominion over the natural
landscape in a state once considered exceptional in terms of its
ecological and biotic setting.
Sadly, there are no heroes in this work, only those pulling the
strings and those manipulated by forces of economic continuity
and environmental degradation. Anyone concerned with the pro-
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tection of Florida's ecological world would do well to read this
book. If advocates of Florida's wild places are not outraged before
they read Paving Paradise, they just might be upon finishing it.
Robert Krause

University of Mississippi

Voices of Our Ancestors: Language C o n M in Early South Carolina. By
Patricia Causey Nichols. (Columbia, SC: University of South
Carolina Press, 2009. Illustrations, acknowledgements, prologue, epilogue, references, index. Pp. 208. $29.95 paper).
Patricia Nichols offers a focused look at the area's progression
from a land of dozens of tribal and community languages and
dialects to the fewer, but subsequently enriched, language patterns in existence today. The author takes a traditional but comprehensive approach to the topic. She begins by addressing the
language families and influences of the native tribes centuries
before the Spanish occupation and well before Africans and
Europeans came to the continent, a time when identities were
defined by the tribes, communities or chiefdoms to which one
belonged. Nichols then examines the Spanish, French, German,
Welsh, Scottish, Sephardic Jewish, Irish, and English influences
on language evolution and Native American language patterns.
She also provides an in-depth look at the links from the African
continent to particular regions of South Carolina through the
transport of African slaves.
The book is a rich narrative of a changing world and the cultural shifts that required adapting, in one way or another, to new
languages. That adapting included the evolution of new language forms, including the Gullah dialect that still can be heard
today and what Nichols describes as the "leveling" out of languages and dialects. Part of that detail includes looking at how
groups adapted to other languages or learned completely new
ones for public use while preserving their own linguistic heritage. Nichols offers examples of modern-day language patterns,
compares them to Standard English and points out the indicators of source languages, comparing word order, use of verbs,
vowels and locative prepositions. Examples come from her language research working in classroom environments where
Standard English was a rarity. Nichols also details her own expo-
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sure to the language variations that came with her South
Carolina childhood.
In later chapters, Nichols shows how remnants of those early
tongues are still spoken in South Carolina, including examples of
how something would be said in Standard English compared to
how it might be expressed by those whose speech continues to
retain influences from an earlier time. There is also discussion of
the idea that the modern concept of slavery (slaves as life-long
property) developed during the same time that the need to learn
the language of newcomers, and the shortcomings of that
process, was moving inhabitants away from tribal or community
identities to identification by racial characteristics. Nichols gives
examples of how the words coined to express new ideas and new
relationships contributed to changes in attitudes toward racial
identification.
Nichols, a linguist and contributor to more than o e collection on language and its influences, includes discussion of how
women (slaves and free) used language and contributed to the
dissemination and leveling of subsequent language forms in
South Carolina. The book's topical organization allows the
researcher to focus on a variety of sub-topics, such as Native
People, European People, Language Contact, etc., while maintaining a historic timeline within each chapter. The same references, even the same statements, are repeated in different
chapters. Researchers may find this a valuable reinforcement or
an annoyance. The final chapter, specifically the portion on storytelling traditions, is interesting and useful in and of itself, but
gives the reader the impression of being a fill-in rather than an
integrated part of the whole. Nichols spends little time on the
broader national context of a developing continent. The
Carolinas were one of the gateways into the continent and some
of the slave-owning planters and speculators would ultimately
spread out to Florida, Georgia and other states, laying the foundation for debates on statehood and freedom. The narrow focus
of the book can be forgiven, however, as it corresponds to the
author's stated purpose.
The book's detail is extraordinary, drawing as the author does
from personal experience with native speakers and extensive
research from primary documents. The maps and time-line graphics offer a visual reference for language distribution, population
changes and language specifics. Like the New Encyclopedia of

bypa
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Southern Culture (NESC), volume five of which is on languages,
Nichols takes a straightforward approach, moving from early history to modem times, connecting the threads of African and
European language influences to regions in South Carolina.
Unlike the NESC, Nichols chooses not to spend time on war,
urbanization and politics of the 1800s.
What Nichols offers is a more vivid narrative than the stacking
of facts and figures that characterize the NESC's assembly of articles, taking the opportunity offered by the narrow focus of the
work to provide more depth. Nichols sets the tone in the prologue
when she asks the reader to imagine Charlestown in 1715 and the
dozens of conversations going on at the same time in dozens of different languages: slaves and servants speaking to masters, traders
communicating in cobbled together dialects or through interpreters, mixed race children switching with ease from one language to another, Germans talking to Dutch, French to English,
Scot to African. Readers of her book will gain an appreciation for
present-day speech patterns that might otherwise be dismissed by
a listener as unintelligible rather than valuable remnants of the
many voices of South Carolina's history. It is a historical narrative
with something for the linguist, as expected considering Nichols's
credentials, and for the student of southern history. The author
points out that many European Americans today can't "hear the
voices that were here before their coming" ('7). This work truly
does bring those voices to the front.
S. Lynne Farabee

Kent State University

Delaying the Dream: Southern Senators and the Fight Against Civil
Rights, 19381965. By Keith M. Finley. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University Press, 2008. Acknowledgements, introduction,
conclusion, notes on sources, selected bibliography, index.
Pp. 352. $40 cloth.)
On January 11, 1938, freshman senator Richard B. Russell
of Georgia strode into the Senate chamber and joined the
southern filibuster against the Wagner-Van Nuys anti-lynching
bill. Determined to defend the southern way of life, Russell
delivered his first major speech in what would be a threedecades-long struggle to stem the tide of civil rights legislation.
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The 1930s represented a political crossroads for the Democratic
Party and for southern conservatives within that party, author
Keith Findley argues. For although they defeated the anti-lynching bill, southern Democrats realized that the campaign to dismantle Jim Crow would only continue to gain power over time.
Conscious of the changes taking place in the larger culture, and .
aware of their own diminishing power, southern senators adopted a new strategy designed to delay, rather than defeat, civil
rights advances.
The chief architect of what Findley calls "strategic delay" was
Richard Russell, whose knowledge of Senate rules was unmatched.
By the mid-1940s, Russell was in firm command of the southern
caucus. Under his leadership, southern senators toned down their
heated rhetoric, adopted lofty constitutional arguments that often
swayed the votes of conservative Republicans.concerned about the
growth of federal power, and offered limited concessions on minor
legislation in an effort to win goodwill from the colleagues that
they could call on when more threatening legislation came to pass.
Despite Russell's firm grasp of the reigns of power, though, the
southern opposition to civil rights was never as monolithic and unified as has been routinely portrayed. Keeping southern senators
on the same strategic page was often difficult. In one of the book's
strongest sections, Findley dissects the counter-veiling forces that
played out in the behind-the-scenesmaneuvering surrounding the
civil rights bill of 195'7, in which Lyndon Johnson's political aspirations and seething opposition from the southern grassroots had
to be taken into account.
A book that is necessarily concerned with strategy, procedure, and manipulation of the Senate rules has a more than fair
chance of being a dreary slog. Findley keeps the narrative moving at a brisk pace and livens up his tale by incorporating colorful anecdotes. Round-the-clock Senate sessions in 1960, he writes,
drew "large numbers of visitors to the Senate gallery who desired
to steal of glimpse of U.S. senators shuffling to answer quorum
calls in pajamas and slippersn(205). He also includes littleknown, perhaps apocryphal, gems for political junkies, such as
Russell Long's revelation that "his father Huey always wore dark
suits on the days he planned on delivering lengthy speeches.
Unbeknownst to his Senate colleagues, the dark clothing enabled
Huey to urinate while standing at his desk without having to
relinquish the floor" (184).
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In a work of painstaking detail, this reviewer found only one
error. George Wallace's infamous "stand in the schoolhrouse door"
took place on June 11,1963, the same date as President Kennedy's
civil rights address and Medgar Evers's murder. They did not occur
"later that year," as the author writes (240). This small error aside,
Delaying the Dream is a smart, judicious, and usefix1 look inside the
vaunted southern opposition to civil rights, and a must-read for
serious scholars of political history.
Kari Frederickson
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End Notes
THE FIUENDS OF THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
PRESENT THE 2009/2010
DISCOVER FLORIDA SERIES SPEAKERS

All Lectures are at 2:00 p.m.
In the Library of Florida History
435 Brevard Avenue, Cocoa, Florida 32922
321-690-1971
www.myfloridahistory.org
FALL 2009
Saturday, Aug. 1

Dr. Glen Doran

"Florida
Archaeology"

Saturday, Sept. 12 Dr. Maurice 09Sullivan History of Florida
Literature "Trip to
Florida for Health &
Sport: The Lost
1855 Novel"
Saturday, Oct. 17

Bob McKnight

"The Golden Years"

Saturday, Nov. 7

Richard Moorhead

"Golf in Florida
1886-1950"

Saturday, Jan. 9

GI-eggTurner

"Florida Railroads"

Saturday, Jan. 23

Erwin Wunderlich

"Salvos on the
Backwater"
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Saturday, Feb. 6
Sudye Cauthen
"Southern
Comforts"

Saturday, March 6 Dr. Judith Bense

"Marine
Archaeology"

Saturday, April 3

"The First
Hollywood"

Sean Bean

THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY PRESENTS
THE FALL FLORIDA HISTORY FILM FESTIVAL 2009
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT IN OCTOBER AT 7:00
IN THE LIBRARY OF FLORIDA HISTORY
435 BREVARD AVENUE
COCOA FLORIDA, 32922
SUGGESTED DONATION $10-FREE
FHS MEMBERS

ADMISSION FOR

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2,2009
THEROSETATTOO(1955)
Filmed in Key West and based on the passion-filled Tennessee
Williams play, starring Anna Magnani and Burt Lancaster
,

PRESENTER: DR. PHIL SIMPSON
Former President of the Popular Culture Association and author
of Psycho Paths: Tracking the Serial Killer through Contemporary
American Film and Fiction
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9,2009
(1951)
THE B-OTMAUJMAN
Malicious intent follows the railway to South Florida in the 1890s.
Based on the Theodore Pratt novel. Robert Cummings and Terri
Moore star.

PRESENTER: COURT LEWIS
Host of American Variety Radio, contributor to the South nwida
History Magazine, and third generation Miamian.
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ENDSNOTES
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16,2009
BENEATH THE 12-MILE REEF (1953)
A dramatic story set among the Greek sponge divers in Tarpon
Springs. One of the first films shot in cinemascope. Starring
Robert Wagner and Terry Moore.

PRESENTER: DR. SUSAN J. FERNANDEZ
Professor of History at the University of South Florida and coauthor of Sunshine in the Dark: Florida in the Movies.

!f4

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23,2009
FOLLOW THAT DRE4M (1962)
Unique among Elvis Presley's thirty-three films, based on the
satirical novel by Richard Powell. Features six Presley songs.

PRESENTER: CHRIS KAHL
Singer-songwriter specializing in Florida history and culture,
artist-in-residence in Brevard County Elementary Schools,
Florida Humanities Council "Road Scholar."
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30,2009
TiWE CAPE W A V E R A L M O N S T m (1960)
An alien invasion sci-fi film so bad that it's good. Features actual
NASA stock footage. Written and directed by Phil Tucker.

PRESENTER: PAT DUGGINS
Award-winning broadcast journalist and author of Final
Countdown: NASA and the End of the Space Shuttle Program.
FLORIDA FRONTIERS: THE WEEKLY RADIO MAGAZINE OF
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida
Historical Society is a weekly, half-hour radio program currently airing on public radio stations around the state. The program is a
combination of interview segments and produced features covering history-based events, exhibitions, activities, places, and people
in Florida. The program explores the relevance of Florida history
to contemporary society and promotes awareness of heritage and
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culture tourism options in the state. Florida Frontiers joins the
Florida Historical Quarterly and the publications of the Florida
Historical Society Press as another powerful tool to fulfill the
Society's mission of collecting and disseminating information
about the history of Florida.
Florida Frontiers began airing in January 2009, with the first few
programs including a discussion with Patrick Smith about his novel
A Land Remembered, a look at Florida's role in the Cuban Missile
Crisis, a remembrance of Florida folk singer Bobby Hicks, a feature
on Judy Lindquist's new historical novel Saving Home, and an
exploration of Florida's frog leg industry of the 1920s and 1930s.
People who remembered manufacturing and distributing moonshine whisky in Florida during Prohibition were interviewed, listeners were taken to the home of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, the
Cape Florida Lighthouse was discussed, oral histories from the
1970s were rediscovered and renowned poet Maya Angelou reflected on the importance of Florida writer Zora Neale Hurston.
Florida Historical Society Executive Director Ben
Brotemarkle is producer and host of FZorida Frontiers, with weekly
contributions from assistant producers Janie Gould and Bill
Dudley. From 1992-2000,Brotemarkle was creator, producer, and
host of the hour-long weekly radio magazine The Arts Connection
on 90.7 WMFE in Orlando. In 2005, Gould became Oral History
Specialist at 88.9 WQCS in Ft. Pierce. Since 1993, Dudley has
been producing an ongoing series of radio reports for the Florida
Humanities Council.
The program is currently broadcast on 90.7 WMFE Orlando,
Thursdays at 6:30 p.m.; 88.1 WUWF Pensacola, Thursdays at 5:30
p.m.; 89.5 W I T Melbourne, Sundays at 7:00 a.m.; and 88.9 WQCS
(HD2) Ft. Pierce, Sundays at 7:00 a.m. Additional public radio stations are expected to add Florida Frontiers to their schedules later in
2009. The program is archived on the Florida Historical Society
web site and accessible any time at (www.myfloridahistory.org.)
Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida
Historical Society is made possible in part by the Florida Humanities
Council and the National Endowment for the Humanities; the
Jessie Ball duPont Fund; and by the Brevard County Board of
Commissioners through the Brevard Cultural Alliance, Inc.
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Gulf South History and Humanities Conference
27* Annual Conference
October 15-17, 2009
Pensacola, Florida
The Gulf South History and Humanities Conference is an
annual event sponsored by the Gulf South Historical Association,
a consortium of Gulf South colleges and universities from the
states of Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas.
The 27th annual conference will be held at the Hilton
Pensacola Beach Gulf Front Hotel, 12 Via de Luna Drive,
Pensacola Beach, Florida 32561. The special conference room
rates will be $129 per night for a sound view or $159 per night for
a Gulf view, provided reservations are made by September 18,
2009. Please mention "The Gulf South Conference" when you call
for reservations at 1-866-916-2999. For further details visit the
Hilton Pensacola Beach website at (www.pensacolabeachgu1ffront.hilton.com.)
Registration for the conference is $35 ($20 for student registration). The registration fee includes a Thursday evening reception on the beach at the Hilton Pensacola Gulf Front Hotel, all
conference sessions, and a free one-year membership in the
Association. Tickets for the banquet, annual keynote address and
a courtesy cocktail reception are included in the additional banquet fee of $35.00.
To register for the banquet or to obtain further information
about the conference or the Gulf South Historical Association,
please contact Dr. Randy Sanders at selahistory@selu.edu or the
Gulf South Historical Association c/o The Center for Southeast
Louisiana Studies, Southeastern Louisiana University, SLU Box
10730, Hammond, LA 70402.
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Florida History Lecture Series
Florida Southern College
Lakeland, Florida
September 10

H. W. Brands (Professor of History,
University of Texas, Austin)
'FranklinRoosevelt, Florida, and the South"

One of America's most popular, prolific, and best-selling historians, Henry William Brands was born in Oregon, went to college in California, was a traveling salesman with territory that
spanned the American West, earned graduate degrees in mathematics and history in Oregon and Texas, and has lived in Texas
since the 1980s. He taught at Texas A&M University for sixteen
years before joining the faculty at the University of Texas at Austin,
where he is the Dickson Allen Anderson Centennial Professor of
History. He writes on American history subjects ranging from the
California Gold Rush, the Cold War, Foreign Affairs, the Republic
of Texas, to American Business. Brands's biographical subjects n
have included Benjamin Franklin, Andrew Jackson, Theodore I
Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and Franklin Roosevelt. Several of :
his books have been bestsellers; two, Traitor to His Class and The
First American, were finalists for the Pulitzer Prize. Brands speaks
regularly on historical and current events, and is a frequent guest
on national and international radio and television programs. His
writings have been translated into Spanish, French, German,
Russian, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. Brands's book Traitor to
His Class: The Privileged LiJe and Radical Presidency of Franklin Delano
Roosmelt details FDR's experimentationwith The New Deal and his
revolutionary efforts to save democracy during the Great
Depression and World War 11. Brands's program will focus on
FDR's political and personal connection to the South, an important component of his "New Deal Coalition."
II

#,,
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October 15

ENDS NOTES
Patsy West (Ethno-historian,
Fort Lauderdale, Florida)

.''

I

"FromHard Times to Hard Rock
Economic Overview of the Seminole and
Tribesfrom 1900 to the Present"

'

1'; .;

1111,

Fourth generation Florida native Patsy West is a noted ethno- -.
historian and Director of the Seminole/Miccosukee Photographic ,
Archive in Fort Lauderdale. A leading authority on the cultural ',
history of the Seminole and Miccosukee Peoples, West is an award
lea
winnling; author,, active pre vationist and popular publi
'he
inc:ludin.g A Seminole Legen
The author of several boa
of Betty Mae TigerJumper (2001) and The Enduring Seminoles: From
Alligator Wrestling to Ecotourism (1998)' which received awards for
.
n'the Fl ~rida Iistor
bes; SOC:ial and
: hi.story
ion fron the uneri
SocicZ t Y and a (
cornmen
Association of State and Local Historians. The latter work
has recently been revised and expanded as From Alligator Wrestling
. ib
8
to Casino Gaming (2008).West is also the author of The Seminole and
1:
Miccosukee Tribes of Southern Florida (2004), a visual history contain11
..
ing over 200 photos from the Seminole/Miccosukee Photographic
IJ
Archive, 1852 to 2002. West has also won awards for her long run,:
ning historical series "Reflections," published in the Tribe's newslij
paper the Seminole Tribune 1985-2000.
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November 12
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Jeff Baker (Mesick, Cohen, Wilson, and
Baker Architects, Albany, NY)

!I

"Discovering and Restoring Frank Lloyd
Wright's Vision for Florida Southern College"
(Sponsored by Historic Lakeland, Inc.)

A member of the American Institute of Architects, the Society of
Architectural Historians, and the Association for Preservation
Technology,Jeff Baker holds a Bachelor of Architecture degree from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Currently the lead architect on the
restorations of the Frank Lloyd Wright campus at Florida Southern
College, Mr. Baker has restored dozens of other significant American
landmark buildings, including buildings designed by Thomas
Jefferson at the University of Virginia (Charlottesville,VA), Benjamin
Henry Latrobe's Pope Villa (Lexington, KY), and the Emily
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Dickenson Museum (Amherst, MA). Some of his past projects
include restoration work at Thomas Jefferson's "Monticello," "Poplar
Forest," "Farmington,"James Madison's home "Montpelier" (Orange,
VA), and the President's House at the College of William and Mary
(Williamsburg,VA). Baker has also done restorationwork on the New
York State Capitol (Albany, NY), the Vermont State House
(Montpelier,VT) , the St.Johnsbury Athenaeum (St.Johnsbury, VT),
and Richard Morris Hunt's Ochre Court (Newport, RI). Mr. Baker
will share his discoveries and experiences while exploring and restoring Florida Southern College's Frank Lloyd Wright campus.

January 14

Frederick "Fritz" Davis (Associate Professor
of History, Florida State University)
:The Man Who Saved Sea Turtles: Archie Caw and
the Origins of Conservation Biology"

An avid and lifelong naturalist, Frederick Rowe Davis studied
the history of science at Harvard, the University of Florida, and
Yale, where he completed his doctorate. Currently, he teaches the
history of science and medicine and environmental history. Davis
is the author of The Man Who Saved Sea Turtles, a study of conservation biologist Archie Carr, which was published by Oxford
University Press in 2007. Through Archie Carr's remarkable
career (1937-87), Davis explored the important developments in
biology and conservation including the rise of conservation biology as an independent discipline. Carr dedicated most of his life to
the study of all kinds of turtles, but his studies of the ecology and
migration of green turtles are widely credited with helping save the
species from extinction. More than that Carr popularized conservation by writing books accessible to even the most science-phobic
that chronicled his own studies and adventures.
Davis recently received a two-year grant from the National
Institutes of Health to complete his second book, Pesticides and
Toxicology: A Century of Environmental Health. Along with colleagues
from the Biological Sciences and Philosophy, Davis is currently at
work on a three-year collaborative research grant from the
National Science Foundation, which seeks to strengthen interdisciplinary graduate education in biology and the history and philosophy of science. Davis was the recipient of the coveted FSU
University Graduate Teaching Award in 2006-07. He lives in
Tallahassee with his son Spenser.
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February 25

Dan Warren (Attorney at Law,
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rlf it Takes all Summer: Martin Luther; King,
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KKK, and State's Rights in St. Augustine, 1964"
A native of Greensboro, North Carolina, Dan Warren joined
the U. S. Arrny Air Corp in 1943 at age 17, serving in Italy during
World War I1 as a nose gunner on a B-24. After the war Warren
attended Guilford College and then Stetson Law School. Settling
in Daytona Beach Warren practiced law and took part in many
civic initiatives, principal among which was his work with NASCAR
head Bill France in the building of the Daytona Beach Speedway.
In 1961 Gov. Farris Bryant appointed Warren State Attorney and
later during the 1964 racial crisis in St. Augustine, his Special
Council. Working diligently with Martin Luther King, the S. C. L.
C. and local officials, Warren eased racial tensions by using the law
to crack down on Klan violence. Intensely unpopular with the
Mayor and other public officials who resisted his effort to integrate, Warren nevertheless ignored the threats of the Klan and the
political repercussions of his position and proceeded to afford protection for the civil rights demonstrations. Resigning his position
as State Attorney in 1968, Warren resumed the private practice of
law, spending the remainder of his legal career defending the constitutional rights of others, especially minorities. Warren has written extensively on constitutional rights, especially freedom of
speech and freedom of the press, as well as Fourth and Fifth
Amendment rights. Encouraged by his wife Stasia, a Volusia
County Judge, Warren set out to document his part in the St.
Augustine uprising, and the resulting I f it Takes all Summer (2007)
is an insider's view of one of America's most important Civil Rights
struggles. The book won the Florida Historical Society's Harry T.
Moore Award. Warren is the recipient of many other awards
including the NAACP Trail Blazer Award, and the Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Civil Rights Award.
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*March 25

Randolph Roth (Professor of History,
Ohio State University)
James M. Denham (Professor of History,
Florida Southern College)
"Homicide on Florida 's Antebellum Frontier"

A native of Denver, Colorado, Randolph Roth holds degrees
from Stanford University (BA) and Yale University (Ph.D) Roth
has taught at the University of Vermont, Grinnell College and in
1985, he joined the history faculty at Ohio State University. His
research interests focus on the history of the United States from
colonial times through the nineteenth century, with an emphasis
on social and cultural history, and the history of crime and violence. Roth's most recent book, Amrican Homicide, published in
2009 by the Belknap Press of the Harvard University Press, is an
interregional study of homicide from colonial times to the present.
It examines patterns of marital murder, romance murder, and
other kinds of murders among adults in an effort to understand
how and why the United States has become the world's most homicidal industrial democracy. Dr. Roth is co-founder of the Historical
Violence Database, a collaborative international project to gather
data on the history of violent crime and violent death. Dr. Roth's
research has been supported by the National Science Foundation,
the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Harry Frank
Guggenheim Foundation, and other organizations. A popular public speaker and award winning teacher, Roth received the Ohio
Academy of History Distinguished Teaching Award (2007) and the
university-wide OSU Alumni Award for Teaching (2009).
James M. Denham is Professor of History and Director of the
Center for Florida History at Florida Southern College. Before
coming to Lakeland in 1991, Denham held teaching appointments
at Florida State University, Georgia Southern University, and
Limestone College in South Carolina. A specialist in Southern and
Florida history, Denham is the author of Echoes from a Distant
Frontier: the Brown Sisters' Correspondence in Antebellum Florida
(Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 2004), with Keith
Huneycutt. Denham is also the author three other books including Florida ShemfSs: A History, 1821-1945 (2001), with William W.
Rogers; Cracker Times and Pioneer Lives: The Florida Reminiscences of
George Gillette Keen and Sarah Pamela Williams (2000), with Canter
Brown, Jr.; and '1Rogue's Paradise": Crime and Punishment in
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Antebellum Florida, 1821-1861 (1997). Denham's articles and
reviews have appeared in the American Historical Revinu, Journal of
Southern History, American Journal of Legal History) Elmida Historical
Quarterly, Florida Bar Journal, Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
Military History of the West, Gulf Coast Historical Review, and the
Georgia Historical Quarterly. An award-winning author and public
speaker, Denham was the recipient of the Florida Historical
Society's Arthur W. Thompson Prize and its James J. Horgan Book
Prize for Rorida Sheri$s. He has also served fellowships at the U. S.
Military Academy at West Point, the University of South Carolina,
the University of Wisconsin, Harvard University, Columbia
University, the National Humanities Center, and the Virginia
Historical Society.
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CALL FOR PAPERS: AGRICULTURAL HISTORY SOCIETY
"Local Stories, Global Connections:
The Context of Agriculture and Rural Life"
Annual Meeting of the Agricultural History Society
University of Central Florida and Rollins College
June 10-12,2010
Deadline for Submissions: October 1, 2009
Agriculture and rural life are tied to specific places, but those
places are in turn bound to larger communities, often with global
connections. The AHS invites proposals for papers that address the
particular ways in which people and places have shaped agriculture
and rural living in their local communities as well as how rural
ecosystems, production, processing, and consumption tie farmers
and rural people to distant people, places, and institutions. Topics
from any location or time period will be welcome. In the interest of
promoting understanding of the context of agricultural and rural
life, the program committee wishes to encourage submissions of
interdisciplinary and cross-national panels. We encourage proposals of all types and formats, including traditional papers/commentary sessions, thematic panel discussions, roundtables on recent
books, and poster presentations, and we extend a special welcome
to graduate students. We will consider submissions of full panels
and individual papers, as well as paired or individual posters.
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Submission Procedures
Complete session proposals should include a chair, participants, and, if applicable, a commentator. Please include the following information:
An abstract of no more than 200 words for the session as a
whole;
A prospectus of no more than 250 words for each presentation;
A mailing address, email, phone number, and affiliation for
each participant; and
A CV of no more than a page for each participant.
Individual submissions should include all the above except a
session abstract.
Please send submissions, in Microsoft Word or RTF format, to
Melissa.walker@converse.edu.
Alternatively, applicants may mail five hard copies of their proposals to:
Melissa Walker, Chair
Converse College
580 East Main St.
Spartanburg, SC 29302
Please direct questions regarding the program to any member
of the program committee:
Melissa Walker, Chair, Converse
College, (melissa.walker@converse.edu)
Joe Anderson, Mt. Royal College, (jlanderson@mtroyal.ca)
Sterling Evans, University of Oklahoma, (evans@ou.edu)
Angie Gumm, Iowa State University, (asgumm@iastate.edu)
Cecelia Tsu, University of California at Davis,
(cmtsu@ucdavis.edu)
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GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSIONS TO THE
FLORIDA HZSTORlW QUARTERLY
The Florida Historical Quarterly is a peer-refereed journal and
accepts for consideration manuscripts on the history of Florida, its
people, and its historical relationships to the United States, the
Atlantic World, the Caribbean, or Latin America. All submissions
are expected to reflect substantial research, a dedication to writing, and the scholarly rigor demanded of professionally produced
historical work. Work submitted for consideration should not
have been previously published, soon to be published, or under
consideration by another journal or press.
Authors should submit three copies of the manuscript to the
norida Historical Quarterly, Department of History, CNH 551,
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32816-1350.
Manuscripts should be typed and double-spaced (excluding
footnotes, block quotes, or tabular matter).
The first page should be headed by the title without the
author's name. Author identification should be avoided throughout the manuscript. On a separate sheet of paper, please provide
the author's name, institutional title or connection, or place of residence, and acknowledgements. Citations should be single-spaced
footnotes, numbered consecutively, and in accordance with the
#J;Chicago Manual of Style.
Tables and illustrations should be created on separate pages,
with positions in the manuscript indicated.
1n a cover letter, the author should provide contact information that includes phone numbers, fax number, email address, and
mailing address. The author should provide a statement of the
substance and significance of the work and identlfy anyone who
has already critiqued the manuscript.
Illustrations must meet the following guidelines: pictures
should be 5x7 or 8x10 black and white glossy prints; prints will be
returned after publication. Images may be submitted in EPS or
PDF electronic format at 300 dpi or higher. Xeroxed images cannot be accepted. All illustrations should include full citations and
credit lines. Authors should retain letters of permission from institutions or individuals owning the originals.
Questions regarding submissions should be directed to
Connie L. Lester, editor, at the address above, or by email at
(clester@mail.ucf.edu)or by phone at 407-823-0261.
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www.myfloridahistory.org
email: fhspress@myfloridahistory.org
(321) 690-0099 ext.211

W E ARE PROUD T O OFFER OUR NEW RELEASES:
A TRIPTO FLORIDA FOR HEALTH
AND SPORT: THE
LOST 1855 NOVEL
OF ORUS
PARKHURST
CONDIT
Edited and with an Introduction by
Maurice O'Sullivan and Wenxian Zhang
More than eighty years before Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
published The Yearling, Cyrus Parkhurst Condit wrote this
coming-of-age novel about a teenage boy in Florida who
learns to hunt, builds a fence, and takes a fawn as a pet.
Undiscovered and unpublished until now, this engaging
story is historically significant as one of the first Florida
novels ever written. Fascinating historical and literary
context is provided by the editors.
Paperback$14.95

DELUNA: FOUNDEROF NORTH
AMERICA'S
FIRST COLONY
John Appleyard
Celebrate the 450th Anniversary of the first attempted
European settlement in North America with this great
historical novel. John Appleyard based this work on letters, journals, and other accounts of the 1559 DeLuna
expeditionto present-day Pensacola.
Paperback$14.95

Stetson Kennedy
Stetson Kennedy collected folklore and oral histories
throughout Florida for the WPA between 1937 and 1942.
The result was this classic Florida book, back in print for
the first time in twenty years with an Afterword update
and dozens of historic photographs never before published with this work. Alan Lomax said, "I doubt very
much that a better book about Florida folklife will ever be
written."
Paperback$24.95
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The Florida Historical Society
The Historical Society of Florida, 1856
The Florida Historical Society, successor, '1902
The Florida Historical Society, incorporated, 1905
OFFICERS
SamuelJ. Boldrick, President
James G. Cusick, Vice-President

DIRECTORS
Emily "Lee" Baily, Cocoa
Harold Cardwell, Daytona Beach
Judy Duda, OviedoJudy Duda, Oviedo
Janie Gould, Vero Beach
SherryJohnson, Miami
Emily Lisska, Jacksonville
Leonard Lempel, Daytona Beach

Robert E. Snyder, President-Elect
Patricia Bartlett, Secretary
Jose B. Ferngndez, Immediate Past President

Tom McFarland, Merritt Island
Tracy Moore, Cocoa
Maurice O'Sullivan, Winter Park
Richard S. Prescott, Fort Myers
John Shipley, Coral Gables
Dorothy Smiljanich, Clearwater
J. Barton Starr, West Palm Beach

ex-officio:
Delores Spearman, Chair, Florida Historical Library Foundation
Perry D. West, Chair, Rossetter House Foundation
Connie L. Lester, Editor, norida Historical Quarterly

STAFF
Benjamin D. Brotemarkle, Executive Director
Jillian Burghardt, Rossetter House Museum
Barbara West, Associate Director
Johny Fontaine, Rossetter Museum Assistant
Debra T. Wynne, Archivist
Erin Keller, Rossetter Museum Assistant
Created in St. Augustine in 1856, The Florida Historical Society is the oldest
existing cultural organization in the state, and Florida's only state-wide historical
society. The Society is dedicated to preserving Florida's past through the collection
and archival maintenance of historical documents and photographs, the publication of scholarly research on Florida history, and educating the public about
Florida history through a variety of public history and historic preservation projects. We publish scholarly research in the Florida Historical Quarterly and through
the Florida Historical Society Press. Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the
F'lorida Histmica1 Society is broadcast on public radio stations throughout the state
and is archived on our web site The Florida Historical Society headquarters are
located at the Library of Florida History in historic Cocoa Village. The Florida
Historical Society manages the Historic Rossetter House Museum and the Print
Shoppe Book Store.
Florida Historical Society: (www.myfloridahistory.org.)
Rossetter House Museum: (www.rossetterhousemuseum.org.)
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